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Relationship to Other GN&C Functions
iI The GN&C on-orbit flight control function is accomplished in a
software module referred to as the Flight Control (FC) or On-Orbit
Flight Control (OFC) module. Figure 3.1-1 shows the relationship of
the FC module to other GN&C major functions.
-	 Flight Control3.2 On Orbit  g C n l Module Overview
Figure 3.2-1 illustrates the interface categories of the FC module,
and indicates the general functional relationship of the reconfiguration
logic and control law implementation within the FC module.
3.3 Abbreviations
The following specialized acronyms or abbreviations are used in
this publication:
cg center of gravity
DAP digital autopilot
D&C Display and Control
rc Flight Control
GN&C Guidance, Navigation and Control
GUID Guidance
MSC Moding, Sequencing, and Control
NAV Navigation
OFC On-Orbit Flight. Control
OMS Orbital Maneuvering System
RCS Reaction Control System
RHC Rotational Hand Controller
RM Redundancy !Management
SF specialist function
SOP Subsystem Operating Procedure
TRD to be determined
THC Translational Hand Controller
TVC thrust vector control
I
The tabular parameter descriptions in Section 4 use the following
type code:
A(i)	 -	 Array (i)
V (i)	 --	 Vector (i)





































Examl,le: A(3)I signifies an array of three integers.
4.	 Functional Requirements
4.1 Interface Requirements
Overall interface requirements for the OFC module are given in
Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2. This interface specification presupposes the
existence of two specialized software modules (possibly located within
the SOP group) to interface the OFC module with the rotational hand
controller and the switch panel. RHC READ will convert the controller
i
scalar outputs to integer form (with a range of --1,0,1, where a nonzero
value indicates the controller is out of detent and gives the sense of
the deflection) and will set a flag when the controller is deflected
beyond the soft stop. The routine will incorporate hysteresis to prevent
chatter at the switching points. PANEL SWITCH INTERP will convert the
panel switch settings to a form directly useable by the OFC module. In
particular, the module will provide the fallowing:
Discretes	 Integers	 Scalars
High/low rotation	 Manual rotation submode	 Attitude deadband
acceleration
High/low translation Manual translation submode Manual rotation dis-
acceleration	 crete rate






Some of the scalars may be selected from a pad-loaded pool using
DAP load A/B switches, and others may be selected by dedicated.switches
such as pure/cross-coupled, high/low deadband, etc. PANEL SWITCH INTERP
will also accept override inputs from the OFC module when certain RCS
parameters must.be forced, as during RCS assistance of TVC, and will be
responsible for illuminating the switch annunciators to acknowledge a
selection or call attention to an override condition.
TABLE 4.1-1 INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE OFC MODUL? 
--- — -----
!	 I I	 I 1	 1	 SAMPL=	 1UPrAT- =ATY1
RARE I	 DESCRIPTION	 ] SOURCE	 I	 TYPE	 I RANGE I	 UNIT	 )RATE	 (HZ)	 IFEC I D 	 (HZ)	 I
_-------_— _,____
^„^ IRanel 5Nitch - I	 1 I	 ! --- -------_	 ------	 ----!1	
l---1____--
[Derived Commands i	 I !	 I I	 I	 [	 I
^j 1 ---------- 1___. ^^__1
IDEADHAHD (Attitude deadband	 (PAHEL_SNITCH_IHTERPJA(3)S JTBD Ideq	 125	 JTBD	 I
IDISC_&ATE Ineri.Yed body angular rate during[PANEL_SNITCH_INTE'RPIA(3)S JTBD [deg/!3 	 125	 ITBf
	 I
tt3 I ]deflection of rotational hand	 I I	 I I	 I	 i	 1
Ci* [ (controller in manual discrete	 i I	 I I	 I	 !	 1
I Irotation subnode	 I 1	 I I	 I	 I	 1
_ _---....._—_—L 	 L_--- .. I	 1^ ----- -1----------i
INOH_vERRIEH-SH [&CS nomiasl/vernier jet select
	
IPANEL_SRITCH_INTERPIB 10,1 Inone	 125	 JTBD
I I(1 -noxiaal; 0=vernier)	 J I	 I I	 I	 E	 l
IOH?_AXIE ,_CDMP_THRE-I Threshold for off-axis	 J RANEL_SHITCH_INTEEPI A (6) S	 JTBD I f/s, deq/s	 125	 JTBr	 I
ISROLD )compensation firings	 ( I	 I I	 I	 !	 I
ISOT_H1_LO Sw (Rotational acceleration level	 IPANEL_SWITCI1_1 1MTERPIA(3)B IL),1 [none	 125	 JTBD	 [
[ Iselect (1=high, 0=1oa) 	 I I	 I I	 I	 i	 i
IROT OPTION Manualrotation submode select	 {PANEL_SHITCH_TNTERPIA(3)I - 11,2,3 Inone	 125	 1TBr
	 I
I I(1=accel;	 2=pulse; 3=discrete)	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 I
_._.1^
 	 ___—.1-------- -- 
1ROT_PULSE SIZE )Desired body angular rate changelPANEL JTBD_SNITCH_IHTERPIA(3)S Ideq/s	 125	 Inver-	 I
I (per deflection of rotational	 ( I	 ! I	 I	 I	 E
I [hand controller in manual pulse I !	 I i	 I	 I	 !
I !rotation submode	 i [	 I 1	 !	 1	 I
IT$l)IS_HI -LD 511 ITranslational acceleration level[ PAHEL_SAITCH_INTERPIA(3)D 10 1 1 — Inone— 	125	 JTBD 	 J
( Iselect	 (1=high; 0=1ou)	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 1
[TRANS_OPTION I!lanual translation submode	 )PANEL_SNITCH_INTERP)A(3)I 11,2 Inone:	 125	 1TBr	 [
I Iselect	 (1=accel; 2=pu2.se )	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 I
ITRANS_PULSBSSZB [Desired velocity change per	 I1'ANEL_SWITCH_INTERPJA(3)S JTBD If/s	 125	 I•DD	 I
I Ideflection of translational hand) !	 [ I	 I	 1	 I
I Icontroller in manual pulse	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 !
I Itranslation subroode	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 I
1 ---------- 1---------- 
Iggde/EVeat Flags^j - 	^- I-____L I - 	 .._^---- -------------- I--____	 --_. ------ i---------- 1 ----------- 1
TABLE 4.1-1 INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE OFC MODULE
4	 rr,
I 1 1 I I 1	 SAMPLE	 (UPDATE HAT£1
I	 BASE {	 DESCRIPTION I	 SOURCE I TYPB	 I RANGE {	 UNIT	 IRATE (HZ)	 IRE9 1 E (HZ)	 I1
IRC$_ROTATIIIN IRCS rotation 'made enable IHSC IB 10,1 inane 1T131)  1
I { (1=enable) I t I I	 I I E
IRCS_1UT0_S11FUAL IRCS auto/aanual select (1=auto; IMSC 18 10,1 Inane	 ;25 ITBD I
I 10=xunual) 1 I ! I	 l !
JATT_MNYB. [Auto RCS rataticn xade select IMSC IB 10,1 -1none 125 1TBD I
I I(1=manenrex; 0=hold) 1 i i ;	 I 1 {
1TTtO_1IS ITxa ails maneuver enable ISSC IB 10,1 Inane	 15/6 ITBD I
I ;(1=enable)
ITBBEE,AxIS jThree axis uaneuT
.
er enable IMSC IB (0,1 Inone	 15/6 ITBD I
1 I €1=enable) i I i I	 I i I
.Olss VRzTHRUST TOMS prethrust maneuver enable IMSC (B 10,'1 inane	 [5/6 ITBD I
-1. I (^=eaab3e3 { I I I	 I I !
—11CZ,..-YBET_ATT (Local vertical maneuver enable IMSC IB 10,1 Inone	 15/6 ITBD I
I " ` I (1=enable} I I I I	 { I
IPLILD_SUP_,C1Y95 IPayload supplied commands ( MSC IB 10,1 Inane	 15/6 ITBD I
j I nanieurer ' ,enable	 (1=enable) 1 I 1 1	 1 I I
ITRACKING (Tracking maneuver enable IMSC IB 11) 11 Inane	 11/6 ITBr I
-i I(1.=enable^ 1 [ 1 I	 I t I
IBB4	 (Barbecue naneuver'ena:ble	 IMSC	 IB	 10,1	 Inone	 15/6	 1THA	 {
1	 1 €1 =enaeble)	 I	 I	 E	 I	 I	 i	 1
JRCS TRANSLATTOW IRCS translation mode enable IMS C IB 10,1 Inane	 125	 ITBD I
1 I (1=enable) I I ! 1	 I	 T i
Iff115 1RB^:RBG.. IOXq engines arming regoest IMSC 1 A(2)a 10,1 Inane	 1 25	 {TBD
y: I{I=request) 1 I I I	 I
lollS^ON HE4 JOMS engines turn '-on request I MSC IA(2)H I0,1^ 1 none^	 125	 125 1(1=seguest) ( I { I	 I	 l 1
ITYC_-1UxO_MADTUAL' ITYC.autd/nanual
 select . (1=auto; . IESC IB 10,1 [noner	 125	 ITBr—
1 10 
=man all
i ( i I	 I	 I I






1 ) !I I	 I	 I	 !	 I	 1I	 I	 I	 I	 SAMPLF	 1LT PPATF	 PATrI
1 NAME	 1	 DESCRIPTION I SOU&CE	 I	 TYPE	 I	 RANGE	 I	 UNIT	 12ATI	 (HZ)	 11 :^P 1 ?'	 (IM)
IOFC_RESTAHT
	 IOPL module initialization flag Insc --^^^^- IB	 I0,1-- hone 	 --------ITBD _------(1=init? I I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 i
IC1O5ED_OEEN-L0OP_T-TOM5 gimbal trim .va us select IlESC is	 le,1	 Inone	 IT/maneuverino	 I
RIM I(1=closed 3,0p: Use vialue 1 I	 1	 I	 I	 Irequirementl
Iremaining • from previous OMS I 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
1 ILurn; 0=open loop: use value ) I	 I	 I	 l	 !	 !
I (computed tram expected_ cg I 1	 1	 I	 )	 I
^. I].acaz i.3u) ! !	 )	 f	 i	 I
JHC Commands I	 I I	 E	 1	 I	 1	 --
IEHC JRotational hand controller	 ISOP IA(3)S	 ITBD	 [deg	 125	 ITBD	 I
Ideflection	 I I	 I	 E	 !	 !
^j	 ITaC iTranslat%onai hand controller 	 [SOP IA (3)I	 1-1,	 0,	 11none	 125	 ITBD	 I
I. [command.	 I !	 I	 I	 I	 !	 !
------- ---1
IRMLSTAT-E (Rotational hand controller	 I xHC_HBAD I A (3) 1	 1 - 1,0,1	 I none	 125	 ITBD	 I( Icammand	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I
ISOFT^STOP IFla;t indicating Rotational hand IRHC_READ IA(3)s	 10 , 1
	
]none	 125	 ITBD	 I
l controll.er is deflected beyond	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I'. I saft :stop	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
jGuidance Commands	 !	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
IG, A^COAMIL DED , l Cgmmauded teraNal-ISUWgimhal^	 IGRID or AEC I A(3) s 	 1- T8C [ xldeg	 11/maneuverina
I Tangles.	 1 {	 It=	 18C	 I	 I	 Irequirementl
--_-----_-I--- ------- 1 ---------- J.__.._._ ------ !
IolIEGA = 	 C. 1commanded•. vohicle. angulrar rate	 IGUID IV (3)S	 ITHD	 Ideg/s	 125	 1.25	 1
I 1x5 si±able t,a,,ber axes	 1 I	 E	 I	 I	 I.
(EOINTIN(G'VFCTt3R_CaEIUnit vEctor. specifying coneandedlGUID or DEC. IV (3) S	 1- 1 	to +1 lncue	 15/6	 Ino	 I
.
Ivointing directxois, including
	 1 1	 1	 1	 1.•	 Irequirementl
1 )initial OHS thrust direction in:) II	 I	 )
I
Istabl:e member -axes	 ( I	 I	 l	 I	
I
__J__----------	 _ 1.._,._ ----!-------- E._..-__-..-- ----------1_ -----------
-1
e	 :. TABLE 4.1-1 INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE OPC MODUIE
1 I i I	 SAMPLE I OPDATE FAT-71
BANE {	 DESCRXPTxOH	 (	 SOURCE (	 TYPE	 1 RANGE {	 UNIT IRATE (HZ}	 IREQ I D (HZ)
(HODI EoIliT.rliG YECT - IUnit .vector, it body axes, to beIGUID or DEG IV(3)S 1-1 to+ 1lnonew--- 1.5%8- -- Ito ^^^- t
IOR	 "- I:aligned' vith POINTING_YECTOR_CMDI l I 1 i Irequarement{
! Ior.:with respect to local	 I I I I
I !vertical	 1 I I i I I I
IDELTA:^Y CMB :JConaandod translatioual velocitylGUTD or DEC IV(3)S ITBD 1f/s 125 Ino
I' Ichange	 [ 1 ( I I Ireguirementl
JPayload-Generatet3 a _
	 I	 -^ .--__ I -I i -	 I	 -	 -
Iand Tracking !	 I I 1 i [ i
'lCo^iN.ands.:: I	 I I I I I 1 I ,,t
I^uD 1	 I I I I 1 1. I
IxdIILHTU Data I
IGIdBIL _AXGLIS IIMD.giabal angles	 ISOP IA (3)S 1-180 < xldeg 125 125 1'
1 I	 I I 1{=	 180 I [ I 1
IDELTA;;T 11HU accelerometer data ; vehicle (SOP 17 (3)S ITBD I f/s I 25 IIBr I
I Ifelocity change since previous
	 i i I { i ! I3
I Isampling	 I I I 1 [ I I.
ITHOW TIRO data. time . tag	 ISOP is ITBD Is 1 5/5 125 I
[Vehicle State I	 I I 1 M^r --	 I - 1-- [
`IP05ITIOH ]Vehicle Position in stable	 I HAY I V (3) s ITBD If 15/6 ITBD I
Iaesber axes, referred to	 { I I I f i i
1 Igeocente>:.:	 I ( I I 1 I 1
s :
	 [VELOCITY. IYehicle -velocity in stable	 INgY I7(3)S ITBD 1f/s 15/6 ITBD
I	 ). Iaexber axes, referred to 	 I I I I i I I
1 I geocenter	 1 I ( I [ 1
f [Vehicle &ass





 ,x.	 ......, .., w,..s.a.u.^.w_..w.._ .
	^-y .._..-c ..u...^.^,a-	 —	
...cr.r^.a. n.as..^. ., os.awe+`..w.vuarrw.wa.,..^.0/^ .ur:.o.r ...	
_
__s..^-.—^......r ^. - ._^.^.rau..^—.,._.•,..,.,...^	 , .._._	 _	 .^. __	 ...^..., ^.	 is
Ira
-'.^-•-•-^---	 ...._•-......-._.	 ___"...__._._-v. .^►^ A-^...`^..	 .""'i:_ _...^^._.	 ._— --^:=^^.-..-::--^- —	 .-^	 -^.--}......_
TABLE, .4.171 INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE 0FC MODULE
1 I I	 ! i	 I	 SAMPLE	 JUPLATE HTE1	 i
t	 J	 NAnE I	 DESCRIPTION j SOURCE	 I	 TYPE	 I	 RANGE	 I	 UNIT	 IRATE	 (HZ)	 IFFORD	 (HZ)	 I	 it
jYEFfzCLE_CG [Vehicle center ct gravity j5F W-^^	 17 (3) S	 ITBD- if 	 aneuverino
`	 1	 l	 !	 {	 1 }	 I	 Irequirementl
I	 ;YEBICLE_INYEASE_SN- Inverse of vehicle inertia ISF IM(3 , 3)S	 JTBD 11/((s1ua)-li/maneuverino	 1
r	 IEBTIA I I I	 1 1(=J (f))	 I	 1 requirement I
jEffector Fault I I 1	 ! 1	 — E	 1	 !
t	 JFlags I I I	 I I	 I	 i	 1
IJYAIL IBCS jet failure ( 1--fail) IRm IX (44) E	 10,	 1 Inone^	 125	 125	 ] t
E	 j0G5 FAIL.DRTSCT IOMS.failure detected IRM IE	 I0,	 1 ]none	 125	 125	 1
(	 -.	 I 1 ( 1 =detected) I I	 ! 1	 I	 I	 I'
jJF.AI	 CHl'NGE IFlay . indicating ch2jnge ,in AFAZL IR?1 IB	 10,	 1 Inono	 125	 125	 J
Toms PAxZ DETECT 1 oMS failure :detectedi I R21 1B
	
10,	 1 I none	 1 .25	 125	 1 !
I 1(1=detected) ! 1	 i I	 i
{OTlS1_FAId 1o11S1 failure identified lxg I B 	10, i Inane	 124	 12,	 I
! (7=identified) 1 1	 I I	 I	 I	 i II
j01g S2 FAIL 1OAZZ failure identified IRM 1B	 10,	 1 Inone	 125	 j15	 l f! (1^ideutztied)
1 !	
I I	 1	 I	 I








I Crex Variables	 I
J11AXDES1R_BODrBATE`'jDesired xagni,tude cf body	 1DEC	 JS	 IC to 5 Ideg/s	 15/6	 Ina	 I
I	 [angular rate in automatic	 (	 I	 I	 j	 I	 Ircquiromentl
latti'tude zaneuvers	 (	 I	 1	 I	 i	 I	 I
Z-- ------- i------- _J




[.	 1IAME !	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 SOURCE [	 TYPE I	 .RANGE I	 UNIT	 I RATE	 (Hx)	 I REQ T D	 (HZ)	 I
JEIRBECUE_;$ATE jDesi.red barbecue-imede angular	 IDSC is [TBD !deg/s ---^1'1 /man euverino 	 .
I . . Irate	 I I ! I	 I	 Irequirementl
JLq_PZTCB_TAI1_ N0SE !Tail, or nuse jet select for IOU- I DPIC I B I D,1 I none	 125	 I no	 I
I. Ileve]..Pitch rotation (1=tail;	 I I I (	 1	 Irequirementl
I I0=nose}	 I { I i	 I	 I	 I
11,	 TA	 TITS AOSE [Tall-or nose jet select for low-1116C IB [0:1 Inone	 125	 Ino
]level yaw. roLation	 I1-tail;	 ! I ! I	 I	 lrequirement l
IO=noseJ	 I ! ! !	 !	 !	 1	 -
1:711S SELECT ITo burn/not to burn status of	 IDBC [A (2) B 10,1 Inone	 I Vmaneuverltic	 1
[ IONS engines (1=to burn; 0 =not tol I I I	 f	 Irequirementl
)'	 . [burn}	 I I 1 !	 I	 !	 !
1IDesized I11U gimbal azkgies
[cospaied by automatic driver




CE j^'Flag . siga,i#ping complexion of
'.Inaneuver
IBody angular rate estimate^











I DEC 1 Y(3)S
ID£C IV (3) S
I	 I
1-180 < x1deg
I <= 180 ]
























I	 (	 I	 I	 I	 1	 !
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 UPDATE ]SAMPLE FATEI
I	 HA14E	 (	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 DESTIBATIOH	 I TYPE 1 EANGP I	 UNIT	 IFATT (H7.) ]FtO l r (H7.) I
IEt£ector`Conaauds I
IJOHLST	 IRCS jet an commands ( 1=on)	 ISOP ,EM	 IA(44 ) B 10,1	 Inane	 125	 125	 1
I08S1_ON-CHD	 10H.S1 engine an command (1=on)	 ISOP,RM	 I B 	10,1	 Inane	 125	 125	 1
1.01152,_ON CND
	 1011.92 engine on command (1=on) I SOP, RN IB	 IC11	 Inoue 125 125	 ]
(Ot1S1_13ITCH YAW_C?1D 1 0?1S1 engine pitch and yaw I SOP, R11 IA(2 ) 5	 ITBD	 Ideg 125 125	 {	 E
I	 I coAmauds 1 ]	 1	 1 I 1
ION52 PITCH_YAF_CMD JOH52 engine pitch and yaw ISOP,RH (A(2)5	 ITBD	 Ideg 125 125






125	 ITBD 1 }
I	 1 l w
1I1/maneuver! TBD I
I	 I
15/6	 {T BD ]
I
125	 ITBD I
kL	 _--_-L_____---_ I i
125	 ]_BD 1
]Detection
	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 k	 I	 1	 i
-----------
I .DISTURB ACCEL ..E&T.. 113ody angular disturbance.	 IRM	 IY(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg/((s)(-1?5	 125	 ]
I (rOly ' component)	 I accel.erati att estimate	 I	 (	 I	 I S))	 I
ii
F SABLE 4.1 -2 OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE OPC MODULE
l 1	 #	 1	 I I	 I	 UPIATE	 ISA:IPLE RATE{
t	 I	 ,YA14F ]	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 DESTTHATION	 I	 TYPE	 (	 RANGE {	 UNIT	 IRATE (HZ)	 IEW D	 (HZ)	 I
'	 1Pane1., 5vitch ....
--I
 ---	 I 	 ; ^.i..__-----^ --^_ ; ^ 	 IIO. Yezfdeis 1	 I	 1	 ! I	 I I	 1
jxO!!_YEBwIEn.SN IAC.5 noaimal/yerniat jet .select	 IPAXEL_SWITCH_INTEEPI1 Inane	 125 ITBD	 I
I I(1-Aaxinal; 0=Vernier)	 1	 I	 i I	 1 I	 {
Ia0't^N	 xa^ Sf1" IR.Ptati amal- acceleration level	 IPANEL_SWITC	 INTERPIA(3)B	 1 0,1 Inane^ 	 125- ITBD	 I
j {select	 (1=high; 0=1ow)	 1	 i	 I I	 I I	 I
JT1	 W5_HT,_,La SW I 3()	 10,7IT.r:anslatianalvaceleration level{PAHEL_SWITCH_TNTERPA	 B ^I nane 125 {TED	 I
I {'select	 11=high; 0=10w)	 I	 I	 ! I	 I I
I$OT_oPi1011 Imanual rotgtion. subpode select	 IPAN3L_SHITCH_INTPRPIA (3)I	 11,2,3 (none	 125 ITBD	 1
I. 1(1=accel; 2=pulse; 3=discrete]	 I	 i	 I I	 I I	 1
Jaode/]*Vent Flags
IOFC^aESTi&T IOFC nodules initialization flag	 )F35CIB	 10,1 {none	 125 ITBD	 I
Also assumed in this definition is the existence of a specialist
function (SF), which will enable the alteration of values in memory.
The SF would operate throuqh the displays and controls (D&C) software
but on a nondedicated basis, enabling access to any region of memory.
4.2 Detailed Functional Requirements
This section describes the functional requirements of the OFC




Figure 4.2 .1.1-1 illustrates the major reconfiguration functions
of OFC_RECON and their general relationship to the configuration--
controlling inputs of the OFC module. The decision is first made as
to whether TVC or RCS operations are needed. The required TVC or RCS
driver modules are set up and executed, and the required component
modules of the TVC and /or RCS DAP are likewise set up and executed.
Setting up includes initializing, and specifying configuration -dependent
parameters such as rates and gains, in response to a commanded mode or
configuration change. Equally important to effecting such a change are
the cleanup activities, which include forcing DAP outputs to zero or to
nominal values when the particular DAP has been deactivated, and Snaking
last calls to certain DAP modules for the same pu-.ose. Execution
includes selecting and sequencing the control law modules as dictated
by the moding inputs. Not shown in the diagram are the more routine
executive duties of OFC RECON, such as clocking the "slow" (5/6 Hz)
driver modules, and calling the State Estimator modules every OPC
minor cycle.
For clarity in presentation, the remainder of this section, which
describes the OVC RECON execution-sequencing function, distinguishes
	
..
among three types of variables. First, there are the controlling inputs,
generated both externally to OFC and within the control laws, ^n mean er . 	 I
ingful Logical combinations. Second, there are the resulting "outputs"
of OFC
—
RECON, consisting of sequenced calls to selected control law
function modules. Third, there are the OFC modes,.:which are the:.
definitions by which the OFC RECON functions and their purposes are 	 I f





ROT. & TRANS. ENABLE, AUTO]MAN
SELECT, SUBMODE SELECT	 RCS OPERATIONS




ATL DEADBAND, HIGH/LO ACCEL,	 RCS DRIVER MODULES
PULSE SIZE, DISCRETE RATE
RHC COMMANDS (FOR MANUAL TAKEOVER)	 SET UP AND INVOKE REQUIRED
E RCS DAP MODULES
F
E
OMS ARM; ENGINE—ON CMDS 
	 ONE: RCS OR TVC;[SELECT
F CHANGED, CLEAN UP OLD OPERATIONi'
TVC OPERATIONS
SET UP AND INVOKE REQUIRED
'	 OMS'ENGINE SELECT TVC DRIVER MODULE
E	 CLOSEDIOPEN LOOP TRIM. SELECT	 'I OMS ENGINEt 2 OMS ENGINES
AUTO/MAN .SELECT
SET UP AND INVOKE
FDIR DATA	 REQUIRED TVC DAP	 SET UP AND INVOKF,	 M1
'i	 MODULES, INCLUDING	
REQUIRED TVC DAP
RCS ASSIST :CONDITIONING 	
MODULES
SET UP AND INVOKE	 i
REQUIRED RCS DAP MODULES	 if
Figure 4.2.1.1-1. OFC reconfiguration module major functions.
I	
_.
Table 4.2.1.1-1 relates the first two variable types, in conjunction
with the control law module block diagram, Figure 4.2.2-1. The "switches"
in this diagram control data flow among the function modules, and their
positions define which modules are needed and, to an extent, their
sequencing requirements. (If, with a given switch configuration,
,E
module A's outputs are not received anywhere, then nodule A is not
needed. Also, if module B drives only module A, it too is not needed.
Generally, if B drives A and both are needed, B should precede A;
however, exceptions to this can be found as "one cycle delays" in
Figure 4.2.2-1.) Logical combinations of controlling inputs required
for each switch position are given in the referenced table.
The first and third variable types are related in Table 4.2.1.1-2,
which defines an OFC mode-submode--condition combination for each
significant combination of inputs.
With the OFC modes defined, the OFC RECON actions for these modes
are described in two ways. First, Table 4.2.1.1-3 relates the OFC modes
to the requisite function ,nodules by specifying a set of switch positions
(referring again to Figure 4.2.2--1) for each modal subdivision. Second,
the diagrams of Figure 4.2.1.1-2 present an OFC mode-by-mode specification
of. the required sequences in which the control law function modules must
be invoked. The requirements are read vertically from the top of the
diagram. Requirements for sequential execution are indicated with
solid line arrows running down from "earlier" modules to "later" modules.
For those cases in which two or more modules are at a given level there
is no execution sequencing requirement among these modules.
For example, in diagram/mode l.A.l., module 1.4 (AUTO TVC) must
be executed before module 4.4 in a given OFC minor cycle; similarly,
module 4.6 must be executed prior to module 4.4. There is no requirement
as to the execution sequence of 1.4 with respect to 4.6 (or 3.1). (Later
developments may indicate that transport delays might be alleviated by
executing one or the other of these first, but this document does not
deal with such considerations at present.) Both modules 4.11 and 4.10










-Table 4.2.1.1--1. Relationship between OFC RECON outputs
and moding inputs (page 1 of 2).
OFC RECON OUTPUT
(Refer to
Fig. 4.2.2_1) MODIidG I4PUT COMBINATION (See Note 1)
SWITCH POSITION
S1 A RCS—TRANSLATION-NOM VERNIER
—
SW-[RCS AUTO MANUAL +
^(Note 2) DETENT]•TRANS OPTION = 1(ACCEL)
B RCS_TRANSLATION-NOM VERNIER SW-[RCS AUTO MANUAL +
rDETENT]-TRANS OPTION = 2(PULSE)
C RCS TRANSLATION-; NOM VERNIER SW-RCS AUT=O MANUAL-DETENT
D RCS TRRANSLATION + NOM VERNIER SW
S2 A RCS ROTATION-T;10 AXIS
B RCS ROTATION•THRE.S AXIS
C RCS ROTATION-OMS PRETHRUST
D RCS_ROTATION•BBQ
E [TWO AXIS + THREE AXIS + OMS PRETHRUST + BBQj
+ RCS ROTATION
S3 A TWO AXIS-RCS ROTATION
B THREE AXIS-RCS—ROTATION
C . OMS PRETHRUST-RCS ROTATION
D BBQ•RCS ROTATION
E LCL VERT ATT • RCS ROTATION
F PAYLD- SUP CMDS-RCS ROTATION
G TRACKING -RCS—ROTATION
H RCS—ROTATION + [TWO AXIS + THREE AXIS + OM5 PRETHRUS.T
+ BBQ -1- LCL VERT ATT + PAYLD SUP - CMDS -E- TRACKING]
S4 A RCS ROTATION-RCS 	 -DETENT-ATT tKVR__ UTO _MANUAL
(mote 2) B RCS_ROTATION-RCS_AUTO _MANUAL • DETENT-ATT MNVR
C RCS ROTATION-[RCS AUTO MANUAT+ i]ETENT3-ROT OPTION
=3(DISC)-SOFT STOP
D RCS ROTATION + [RCS AUTO 14ANUAL + DETENT]•[ROT-
OPTION7!3(DISC) + SOFT STOP]
S5 A RCS ASSIST P Y
B RCS ASSIST P Y
S6 A RCS ASSIST ROLL
B RCS ASSIST ROLL
J	 _l	 1 __ I	 J
Relationship between OFC RECON outputs and
modin.g inputs (page 2 of 2)
OFC RECON OUTPUT
(Refer to
Fig.	 4.2.2-1) MODING INPUT COMBINATION (See Note 1)
SWITCH POSITION






•DETENT] + [RCS ROTATION- [RCS _AUTO MANUAL + DETENTI
-• O13  -ROT OPTION=3(DISC)]
B RCS ASSIST
-
ROLL-RCS ROTATION-[RCS AUTO MANUAL
+ DETENT]-[SOFT STOP +- ROT OPTION=1(ACCEL)]
C RCS ASSIST ROLL-RCS ROTATION-[RCS AUTO MANUAL
+ DETENT] • SOFT STOP-ROT OPTION=2(P'ULSE)
D RCS ROTATION-RCS ASSIST ROLL
S$ A RCS ROTATION + [RCS TRANSLATION-NOM VERNIER SW]
+ RCS_ ASSIST_ ROLL
B RCS ROTATION	 RCS TRANSLATION + MOM VERNIER SW]
-RCS ASSIST ROLL
S9 A RCS ASSTST.ROLL
B RCS ASSIST ROLL
S10 A RCS ASSIST P Y
B RCS ASSIST P -Y
S11 A TVC AUTO MANUAL
B TVC AUTO MANUAL-RCS ASSIST P Y
C TVC AUTO MANUAL-RCS ASSIST P Y.
S12 A [OMS FAIL DETECT-TVC] + [OMS PRETHRUST-CLOSED OPEN
(Note 3) (Note 2) LOOP TRIM-ONE ENGINE]	
- 
-
B [OMS PRETHRUST-OMS FAIL DETECT] + [OMS PRETHRUST-
-CLOSED OPEN LOOP TRIM]
C OMS-SELECT I' OMS SELECT2 . OMS PRETHRUST-CLOSED-OPEN-
LOOP TRIM
S13 A OMS FAIL DETECT-TVC




S14 A LATCH ASSIST	 FAIL_ID-TVC_PITCH _YAW-
(Note 4)
B: LATCH ASSIST PITCH YAW + FAIL.ID + TVC
Sis A TVC .+ OMS PRETHRUST
B TVC-OMS PRETHRUST
If Notes:::
1. Logical symbols used:	 + = o.rr 0 = exclusive or,	 =and,
not X.x
2. The following mode abbreviations are used:
TVC,. = [OMS ARM REQZ •OMS ON RDQ 1 -OMSI FAIL] -F
[OMS ARM REQ2 . OMS ON RDQ2 . OMS2 FAIL.
_	
_
FAIL ID = OMS1 FAIL + OMS2 FAIT,.
ONE ENGINE = OMS SELECT, Q OMs SELECT 2
t
RCS ASSIST ROLL W TVC-[FAIL ID + ONE ENGINE]
RCS_ ASSIST_ P_ Y.= RCS	 PITCH YAW (See Noce 4)^ASSIST _ROLL-ASSIST {
{DETENT = value of RHC STATE is 0.
3. The associated modules are executed only once during the
OMS_PRETHRUST initialization pass or during the first pass
after FAIL—ID. :.
r
4. OFC RECON logic permits cycling between execution of RCS r
ASSIST PITCH YAW and TVC LAW PITCH YAW and back to RCS_
ASSIST PITCH YAW once (both modules may not be executed #.
in the same pass); once this cycling has occurred, OFC
RECON logic is "latched" to :invoke RCS ASSIST PITCH YAW
for the duration of the OMS burn.
This is mechanized in OFC_RECON as follows; 	 ASSIST_ PITCH_ YAW j
is set to 1 if less than TBD time has elapbed since FAIL ID,
and afterwards is controlled by the module PITCH YAW ASSIST
y
COMPUTATION; howevar, if ASSIST PITCH YAW makes the successive
9
transitions 1-+0, 0+1, LATCH ASSIST PITCH YAW is set to 1 and




















In general, the sequential, execution requirements are determined
by the data flow requirements between OFC modules. Occasionally, how-
	
..A^	 ewer,. an OFC module must provide OFC Pi;._N with information to decide
	
'	 which modules to .invoke or to determine parameter settings for sub-
...	 '	 F	 -
sequently invoked OYC modules.. Also, in the case where an automatic
driver is required to generate display data, but an attitude hold or
manual driver is actually to control the RCS DAP, then the "controlling"
driver must be called after the display-generating driver to overwrite
the relevant ACS DAP commands. Such exceptional relationships are
indicated in the diagrams with dashed lines rather than solid lines.
The diagrams are preceded by an outline listing the OFC modes
in the order of the diagrams. The module numbering corresponds to
that of the subsections of Section 4.2.2.
i
Table 4.2.1.1-2. Relationships between moding inputs and OFC modes.
I MODING INPUT COMBINATION ( SEE NOTE 11 OFC MODF ,SUBMODH & CONDITION ISEE N q
















ISEE	 NOMINAL 2-ENGINE BURN, NO FAILURENOTE 31









[OMS1_FAIL + OMS2_FAIL + [OMS-SELECT1
 0+
RCS ASSIST ROLL ONLY
OMS SELECT211 • RCS ASSIST_P_Y (SEE NOTE 41
RCS_ASSIST_P_Y (SEE NOT2 4) RCS ASSIST ROLL AND PITCH-YAW
.,
(CTBD TIME SINCE RCS ASSIST_ROLLI +
LATCH-ASSIST-PITCH-YAW ISEE NOTE 41
(>TBD TIME S l ":.E RCS ASSIST-ROLL] .
LATCH ASSIST_PITCH YAW(SEE NOTE 41
(OMs ARVLREG 1 + OMS ON_REQ I + OMS7 FAIL].
RCS
(OMS ARM_REG + pM5_ON_RED ? + OMS2_FAIL]
rr- ROTATIONRCS-ROTATION






^^	 -	 -- --
A7T MNVR








LOCAL VERTICALLCL VERT ATr
PAYLp SUP CMDS
-
--rr-  	 PAYLOAD
y	 r	 TRACKINGTRACKING
,_._.	 ......_......_d....d u...,...._..._..___......,.m_....
....	 ^	 .......^:.,.,...., aneec.anFTxntur^.^ _._._	 -.,-^,...^...^....•,...^	 —	 -
ATT MNVR ]MANEUVER 3
TWO AXIS	 TWO AXIS






pAYLO SUP_CMOS	 -^	 --W-- --__
	
_^----- PAYLOAD
-_^	 -^---TRACKING 	 TRACKING
^	 ....._--	 --_	
___.....- OM5 PRETHRUST
OMS-PAEfHRUST	 MANEUVER AND -----
.OMS ENGINE TRIM^^	 r frr	 __-	 -_-,_	 ^-











--- 	 __--	 -r	 -_^-y---w-^
^
TRIM










TROT-,OPTIONAXIS ° 1] + SOFT_STOPAXIS	 ACCELERATION
[ROT_OPTIONAYIS ° 21 o SOFT STOPAXI5	 PULSE	 SEE NOTE 5
---- ^---	 —_^T—IROT_O PTIONAXIS ° 31 	 SOFT—STOPAXI5 	 DISCRETE
^.
RCS _TRANSLATION •NOM_VERNIER_SW 	 TRANSLA-
TION




^- --T^~r -- TRANS_OPTIONAXIS ° 1 	 ACCELERATION
F -__--_	 ___	 (SEE NOTES)-
c• TRANS UPTIONAXIS = 2 	 PULSE
NOTES:	 i. LOGICAL SYMBOLS USED: + = OR, Q+ = EXCLUSIVE OR, • = AND, X = NOT X.
2. ALL MODES IN A GIVEN CONTIGUOUS VERTICAL S'T'ACK ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
EXCEPT RCS ROTATION/TRANSLATION.
3. ALTHOUGH MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE, AUTO/MANUAL TVC ARE TREATED TOGETHER
I
TO AVOID REPETITION.
..:.. 4-THIS 	 IS EXPLAI NED IN TABLE 4.2.1 i-i.
5, MANUAL RCS SUBMODES MAY RE MIXED AMONG THE 3 AXES.
Table 4.2,1.1-3. Relationship between OFC modes and OFC REC
on mOOt; fU	
}
OFC^gECOH OUTPUT [REFER TO FIG. 422-11 amTCHES AND POSITIONS
IWMMERS IN PARENTHESES REFER TO NOTE51
Sl S2 S7 S4 SS 56 97 W Si SID SIt 512 513 511 515
Aum
2IMIPIE3, NO FAILURE D Ill H O A A. D B 'B B B B A R A
FAIL DETECT. NO ID 1 A A O B B B B. A B B
IIC6 AMST ROLL ONLY I 'A B A A A B B - A B A .
- To= AWST ROLL
AND PITCH-YAM
CONDITIONAL R B A 'A A A C A B A.
UNCONDITIONAL B B. A 'A A A C A - B B
TYC
MANUAL ,
2 ENGINES, NO FAILURE A A D B ' B -H A B 'A B
FAIL DETECT, W 10 A A 0 B B B A A H B
I= Aw4ST ROLL ONLY A B A A A B A A R' A
RCS ASSIST ROLL
AND TiTMYAW
CONDETIDNAL B B A A A A .B A




ATT.HOLD (3I (4) 141 B A A 11) (11 '(11 ITI i11 B
A7TM13E
MANEUVER
TWO AXIS A A A
THREE AXIS e B
BARBEOUE D D
LOCAL. VERTICAL E E
PAYLOAD E F






2ENG1NE5 C C C e A
1 ENGINE C C A _'-'
AyCL CGED•LOOP TRIM C C B B
lA7ER PASSES 171 C C A A ITI 111 B
MANUAL
RCCELERA"ON 171 (4) 141 p B
PULSE . (21 D C
DISCRETE 121 C A
TRANS-
LATION
AUTO C 121 A
MANUAL-
I
ACCELERATION A 131 (4)












NOTES: 1. HOT APPLICABLE
2.AOR8
3 CORD





I. TVC A. AUTO l'. Nominal 2--Engine, No Failure
^. Failure Detection, No Failure Id'n
a. First Pass
b. Subsequent Pass
3. RCS Assist - Roll Only
4. RCS Assist - Roll and P/X
a. Not Latched and Time > TBD
b. Latched or Time < TBD
B. M_A_NL 1. -4.	 (Same as above)
II. RCS ROTATION A. AUTO 1. Two Axis Att`. Mnvr
2. Three Axis Att Mnvr
3. Barbeque	 a. Maneuver



















B. MANL 1. Two Axis
a. No Att Hold (= Free Drift)
1) Accel (all axes)
2) Pulse (all axes)
3) Mixed Accel. and Pulse
b. Att Hold (Disc, all axes)
c. Mixed Modes, axis by axis
2.-7.
	 (Same as above)
III. RCS TRANS- A. AUTO




Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements
(.page 1 of 21) .
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i4,90 TVC LAW—PITCH YAW I@1 3.2 PAR'.2_FILTER





Figure 4.2.1.1--2. DEC control law function module sequencing requirements







4.6 OMS_ENG_CMD	 1.4 AUTO_TVC
4.4 GUIDANCE COMPENSATION




2.2 PHASE PLANE	 A
1	 2.1 JET -SELECT	 1
PART2_FILTER
Figure 4.2.1.1-2.






4.8 RCS_AtSIST_P_Y 6 1 4.9 RCS-ASSIST-ROLL.
f 2.2 PHASE_PLANS I
1	 2.1 JET SELECT	 I









Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements








RCS ASSIST (FAILURE 10-N)
s ROLL ASSIST & P/Y ASSIST,
LATCHED OR ASSIST TIMER < TBD
1.4 AUTO TVC	 3.1 PART1—FILTER 4.6 OMS_ENG CMD I
4.1 DE LTA —OMEGA-
OMS_ENG
4.5 GUIDANCE_GAIN—RCS_ASSIST
4.8 RCS ASSIST_P^Y	 4.9 RCS ASSIST ROLL
3
1
22 PHASE PLANE	 j
i
f











Figure 4.2.1.1--2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements
-	 j	 (page 6 of 21).	 }
4.6 OMS—ENG_CMD I
4.2 ENG CG CMD 1 @	 4.1' DELTA _OMEGA_
OMS ENG
4.10 TVC_LAW P1TCH_YAW







RCS ASSIST ROLL ONLY













Figure 4.2.1.1--2. OF'C control law function module sequencing requirements










RCS ASSIST (FAILURE ID'NI
	 k
• ROLL ASSIST & PIY ASS18T (UNLATCHED, ASSIST_ 1MER ? TBD) W
3.6 MANUAI rTVC	 $.7 PART1 FILTER	 4;6 OMS_I;NG_CMD
4.7 ETSIS 	 4.1 DELTA. OM







4.6 RCS_ASSIST_P_Yl ] 4.9 RCS—ASSIST—ROLL







Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements(page 10 of 21).
I.A.1 through I I.A.6, case b
RCS ROTATION	 AUTO	 ATTITUDE HOLD [Auto driver for display only]
ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:



























OM5 P_; I'; FIRST PASS; OPEN LOOP TRIM; NO ATT MOLD; TWO ENGINES






TRIM j	 1	 2.3 RCS—ERRORS
2.2 PHASE PLANE
4.10 TVC_LAVLP_Y 1	 1	 2.1 JET -.SELECT
1 3.2 PART2—FILTER I
Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements









I1.A.7.a.i.a.2	 OMS_P_T; FIRST PASS, OPEN LOOP TRIM; ATT HOLD; TIVO ENGINES









4.3 EPIGINE_P_T_TRIM 	 2.3 RCS— ERRORS	 p
f 4.16 TVC_LAW_P_Y d
I
Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC contro l laver function module sequencing requirements







1 4.2 ENGINE_CG_CMD I
	
2.3 RCS_ERRORS
1	 2.2 PHASE PLANE I













Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements








HOLD f ----^	 ^	 Ii
1 4.2 ENGINE_CG_CMD 1	 2.3 RCS_>=RRORS I
1 2.2 PHASE-PLANE
1 4.10 TVC_LAW_P_Y I 	 J	 2.1 JET--SELECT	 )
1 3.2 PART2_FILTER I
























jj	 2.3 RCS_ERf ORS
i
j	 2.2 PHASE PLANE
 
E	 }
4.11) TVC LAW P_Y
	 21 JET_SELECT
1 3.2 PART2_FILTER I
Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC. control law f'uActi.on module sequencing requirements(page 16 of 21) .










	11.A.7.a.2.6	 OMS_P,_T; FIRST_PASS; CLOSED LOOP TRIM; ATT HOLD
(OMS_PRETHRUST_MANEUVER FOR DISPLAY AND OMS ENGINE TRIM ONLY)







F4-10 TVC_LAW—P_Y	 2.1 JET—SELECT
1 3.2 PART2_FILTER 1
Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements
(page 17 of 21).
40
J	 2.1 ' .1ET_SELECT
j 3.2 PART2_FILTER
!	 11.A.7.b.1	 OMS_P,_T; > FIRST—PASS; NO ATT HOLE]
1.8 OMS_PRETHRUST_ 	 1 3.1 PART1_FILTER
MANEUVER
t 2.3 RCS—ERRORS J
J 2.2 PHASE PLANE I








1 3.1 PART1_FILTER I
Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OPC control law function module sequencing requirements
(page 19 of 21).
a
Il.A.7.6.2	 OMS_P_T; > FIRST_PASS; ATT HOLD (OMS_PRETHRUST-MANEUVER
FOR DISPLAY ONLY)	 's:e'
1.1 ATTITUDE-
 HOLD I
]	 2.3 RCS_ERRORS (








ANY OR ALL OF THESE MAY -BE
3.2 PART2 FILTER	
EXECUTED ON A GIVEN PASS, SINCE
THEY ARE CREW-SELECTABLE
AXIS-BY-AXIS; IF ROT_DISC IS
NOT SELECTED ON ANY AXIS,







Figure 4.2.1.1-2. OFC control law function module sequencing requirements



















1.15 TRANS_PULSE * 1	 1 3.1 PARTI_FILTER
1 2.1 JET-SELECT I
EITHER OR BOTH OF .F HESS
MODULES MAY BE EXECUTED
IN A GIVEN CYCLE, BECAUSE
THEY ARE SELECTABLE
AXIS-BY-AXIS BY THE FLIGHT
CREW.	
'yy
Figure 4.2.1.1--2. OPC control law function module sequencing requirements 	 t
(page 21 of 21). 	 i
=^-^ __J _	 I -I_._ 1. J_	 1	 I_	 ^
4.2.1.2 Processing Rate
OFC RECON is processed at 25 Hz.
4.2.1.3 interface Requirements
The interface requiremen ts of OFC RECOPY are given in
Table 4.2.1.3-1.
4.2.1.4 Control Law Function Module Initialization
Table 4.2 .1.4-1 lists the conditions for initializing the control
law modules. The modes, submodes and conditions are the same as those
of Table 4 . 2.1.1-2 with the following exceptions:
1) First pass/restart is any entry into OFC RECON with the
OFC RESTART flag set.
2) TVC fail-detect is the presence of OMS FAIL DETECT during
TVC mode, regardless of whether an identification (OMS1 FAIL
or OMS2 FAIL) is present.
The behavior of the individual control law function modules upon
initialization is described in subsections 4.2.2.1 through 4.2.2.4.
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iO O TABLE 4.2.1.3-1 OFC-RECON INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
^^Fd ^ l I j SOURCE OR ;`_ SAMPLE
	 1
I	 NA11£ [	 DESCRIPTION ! DESTINATION	 1	 TYPE	 I RANGE I	 UNIT	 I	 HATE (H7)	 1
^
IRCS ROTATION IRCS rotatica mode enable - (MSC IB	 1011 Inone	 125 I1 I {1=enable) I !	 1 !	 I I
IRCS BUTC MAHUAI IRCS auto/manual select (1=auto; JMSC IB	 10110 Inone	 ;25 110=manual) I !	 1 1
^-JATT MNYH JAuto RCS rotati on mode select IHSC -'10,1III I none	 125 1
1(1=maneuvers two axis, three 1 1	 1
I (axis, OKS prethrust, local I 1	 I 1	 I I
( Ivertical, Fayl•oad, tracking or ) 1	 ! I	 1 !
I Ibarbegue;	 O=hold) I !	 I I	 I I
_
- JTNO AXIS
_ I Two axis maneuver enable I NSC $	 0 1I	 (	 r none	 5 6E	 1 II ; (1=enable) I I	 1 !	 ( !
^ (THREE AXIS
_
( Three axis maneuver enable ( HSC IS	 I0,1 !none	 5/6I 1(1=enable) I !	 I I	 ! !
JOnS PRETHRUST JOBS p rethrust maneuver enable IMSC ^IB 10,1 Inone	 15/6 }
I 1 (1=enable) } I	 1 1	 1 !
. JLCb YER7 ATT ILocal maneuver enable (1 =enable) 18SC IB	 1 0,1 Inone	 15/6
IPAYLD_ SUP_CMDS ( Payload supplied commands JnSC [B	 10,1 Inone	 15/6 1 --
(maneuvers enable
	 ( 1=enable) 1 I	 1 I	 I 1
L 	 —^ . rL 	 ._	 _
 I !_	 __...__.i...-. ----- ----- 1 ------ --^1[TRACKING [Tracking maneuver enable (HSC IS 10,1	 Inone	 15/6 1
I 1(1=enable) 1 } I	 I	 1 !
jBBQ jearbecue maneuver enable IMSC 1B 10,1	 !none	 15/5 I
1 i(1=enable) 4 I I	 I	 I 1
(RCS -TRANSLATION JRGS translation mcde enable J11SC JE 10,1	 Inone	 125 1
1 1' (l=enable) I I !	 1	 f 1
I ____!_	 --	 _w_!^
JOBS -ARM - REQ 10115 engines arming request (MSC IA(2)B^ 10,1	 Inone—	 125- 1( j(1=request) J i I	 I	 I I
toms _ON_EEO JOBS enginesturn-cn request 111SC IA ( 2)B 14,1	 Inone	 125 1
f 1( 1=request) i ) l	 1	 I 1





 ^! _^ L-----1----- -------- i ------ _..,------
JTABLE 4,2.1.3-1 OFC_R£CON INTERFACE tEQUIRE MENTS
1 { I	 SOURCE OE I	 I	 I	 I	 SAMPL^'	 I
C) .0 HARE DESCRIETIOH DESTINATIONi (	 TYPE	 I	 RANGE	 I	 UUIT	 I	 PATE	 (117)	 1S —^
Q
Old JTYC_AUTO_MANUAL ITVC auto/manual select 	 (1=auto; JHSC e —	 10,1	 1none
} 10=manual) i I	 I	 I	 I
_---L------ _...----





1D IIM 1(1=c3.osed loop: use value I I	 I	 I	 1	 I




JD=open loop: use value computed
{from expected cg location)
I
I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 [	 11_—^	
--	 -^ I 1-------- ----- ---! ------..___w_JOFC RESTART IOFC mcdule initialization flag IMSC, OFC - RECON Jb	 10,1	 Inane	 125	 J
1 (1=init) I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
JOBS _SELECT JTo burn/not to burn status of OMSIDEC IA(2)B	 10,1	 ]none	 11/maneuver	 1
I (engines ( 1=to burn ; O =not to ) I	 !	 E	 1	 [
€
Iburn) i I	 I	 1	 1	 1
10HS_FAIL_DETECT JOBS failure detected (1=detocted)IEH IH	 IG,1	 ]none	 125
	 )
L_ . _ —! E
IOHS1_PA.1L IOHS1 failure identified IRH JR	 10,1	 Inane	 125
	 I
1 1 (1=identified) 1 1	 1	 I	 I	 I
IOMS2_PAIL JCMS2 failureidenti€ied IiB	 10,1	 [none	 125	 1
1 1(1=identified) I 1	 1	 I	 1	 !L^	 J - .--- .i 	 _T	 _ J  	^_... _.._J
 _. _ L _--_.1._... ----------- 1.	 _^	 !




1 1(1=accel; 2=pulse; 3=discrete) JOVC_RECON !	 I	 1	 I	 I
JTRANS_OPTION Manual translation submode selectlPANEL_SNITCF[_INTERP IA(3)I	 11,2	 inane	 125
	 1
1 J(1=accel; 2=pulse) I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
{NOH_VEHNIER_SW IRCS nominal/vernier jet select 1PANEL_SWITCH_INTERP, IA(3)B	 10,1	 Inane	 125	 l
1 1(1=nominal; O=vernier) JOFC_J ECON I	 I	 1	 I	 f
(RHC_STATE IRetational hand ccntroller I&BC_READ IAi;3)I	 I-1,0,1	 Inane	 125	 I
1 Icammand { I	 I	 I	 I	 {
L	 ---I- ------------- L— ------ —_1
{SOPT_STOP )Flag indicating rotational hand IRIIC_RcAD IA(3)B	 10,1	 1 non e	 125	 I
1 Iccntrcller is deflected beyond I I	 I	 I	 I	 [
I Isatt stop	 (1=beyond soitstop) I [	 I	 I	 I	 [
-----------	
-----------1-------------ZJOMS1_0V-CnD JOBS]	 engine or command	 ( I=on) JOMS_EN6_CMD iB	 10,1	 Inonr	 125	 1
,)— --_. -----__.._i-- ---- ---- --------1--------J _ _	 ____l---------------1--------------
...,.a,,.^__.^.._^...._d_^...,^
ITABLE 4.2.5.3-1 OFC_RECOH INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
l ( i 1 I	 I I	 {
1 1 E	 SOURCE OR I I	 I 1	 SAMPLE
J	 HA ME J	 DESCRIETION I	 DESTINATION I TYPE	 I	 RANGE	 I	 UNIT I	 PATE	 (HZ)	 I
(CMS2_OH_CMD  JOKS2 eng ine on coaaand (I=on) IOMSEHG_CMD_ IB r^10,1-	 inane 
--T_.
-
-JASSIST-PITCH_YAH }Flag requesting RCS assistance of IPITCH_YAW_ASSTST, JB 10,1 	 inane 125	 1	 j
{ 1TVC far pitch and yaw contrnl ICOHPUTATION, I 1	 I E	 1
1 1(1=reguest) JOFC_RECOH I I	 l !	 1
T
OAXIS )Body axis for this execution IOFC_RECON 11 11,2,3	 Inane 125/axis
IBY13ASS JHon-execution command, by axis JOFC RECON IA(3)B J0,1	 IILOne 125
'	 I 1(1=do not execute) i I I	 I !	 [
JINITTriST RETHRUST_- JHoaule initialization flag IOFC-RECON !B I0,1	 inane 125	 I







m	 JIHIT AUTO_RCS_TRAN5 (Module initialization flag JAUTO_,RCS TRANS ID 1017	 Inane 125





JModule initialization :Flag 1TK0_AXIS - ATTITUDE_HA-1B 10"	 Inane 15/6	 {	 '
1UDE MANEUVER I(1=initialization) JNEUVER I !	 I I	 !
1 .	 I __ I	 _ __. r_ I L_^.__r l^	 _____________UNIT TBREE_AXI ;ATT- !Module initialization flag ITHREE_AXIS_ATTITUOE_- {R 10,1	 hone 15/6	 1
IITUDE_MHVR 1(1=initialization) IIIAHEUYER I 1	 E I	 !
IIHIT-_GM5-PRETHRU5T_-j Module initialization. flag JOKS_PRETHRUST_MAHEUV-1B 10,1	 1none 15/6	 i
(MANEUVER 1 ( 1=initialization) IER, OFC_RECON I I	 I I	 I
r -IIHIT_ROT-PULSE 1Moduleinitialization flag JROT_PULSE- IA13)B
(0.1_	
Inane 125	 1
( 1(1=initialization) 1 I I	 I 1	 i
-^IINIT•_TRANS PULSE 1Madule initialization flag ITRANS_PULSE IA(3)B 10,1	 inane 125	 1
I I(1=initialization) { I I	 t I	 I
11N1T_HCT_DISC Module initialization flag IROT_DISC 113 10,1	 inane 125	 1
I I(1=initialization) 1 I I	 I I	 E
IINIT_ATTITUD£_LCL_V- }Module initialization flag JATTITUDE_LCL_VBRTICALIB 10,1	 Inane 15/6	 I






fTABLE 4.2.1.3-1 OFC_BECON INTERFACE REQUIREFENT5
i
J 1 I	 --- —_	 -- ------ -- --- E - _------- --------- I
I I I	 SOUPCE OR	 I	 I	 I	 I	 SA.IFLi	 l
I NAME	 1	 UESCRIHION J	 DESTINATION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 RA4GE	 1	 111"iT	 1	 RATE	 (HZ)	 [
--	 -------.. .JIHIT_8A8B8QUE ----	
^^	 _
-




_----_-	 -------- -__— ----------------- -__--1BAR8°QUE	 [8	 IJ,1	 Inone	 [5/t:	 1
I J(1=initialization) I	 !	 I	 I	 I	 I
. _I_,_._._—^	 _ _L_	 —__—_L r—_—L----_ 1_ __ -------1------_-- i
IINIT_ATTITUDE_HCLD JModule initialization flag IATTITUDE_I1OLD	 ID	 loll
	 Inone	 125	 [
i 111=initialization) I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
11HIT_MANUAL_TVC JModule initialization flag 1MAHUAL_TVC	 15	 loll	 Inone	 125	 i
1 1(1=initialization) I	 I	 I	 1	 [	 I
! __ _J _ r---------------_.. . —__^ L ^w—__—_ --_ 1 . _ ----L—____^1 .-------------  ---------- T_1




loll	 Inone	 125	 1
1 J(l=initialization) I	 I	 J	 I	 I	 I
_--_-------L_..._.._-_-___ L
11NIT_PHASkPLANE	 (Module initialization flag IPHASE_PLANE
	 IR	 10,1	 Inone	 125	 I
1 1(11=initialization) 1	 [	 I	 I	 I
1 ------------!
JINIT_JET_SELBCT (Module initialization flag IJET SELECT
	 JB	 loll	 Inone	 125	 1
I I(7=1nitialization) l	 I	 i	 I	 1	 I
--k	 -r ____—^__^.^ — _ .!—_---_______.__1	 _—L_ _1_----_____-_L_-_____---_-L
JINIT_ - PARTi_FILTER 131adule initialization flag IPARTI_PILTER	 IB	 1o,1	 lnono	 125	 1
1 1 (1•-initialization) I	 !	 (	 I	 I	 I
IIHIT_GUTAANCE_COMPE- (Module initialization flag 1GUIDANCE COMPENSATIONIR 	 loll	 Inone	 125	 1
lFSATTON	 1(1=initialization) I	 I	 t	 I	 1
JINIT_OMS_ENG_CMD [Module initialization ;:lag ICMS_ENG-CMD	 JB	 10,1
	 [none	 [25	 1
I 1(1=initialization) !	 I	 I	 !	 I	 I
-----1------------- 1--__




IST_COMPUTATN 1(1=initialization) JFUTATION	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I
!  I _ 	 ._  ._ _ I _----__._ 
	 . _ I -------11--- ------- ! —_—___----1
11NIT_BCS_ASSIST-BOLLIModulu initialization tlag IRCS_ASSIST_ROLL	 ID	 10,1	 hone	 125	 l
I 1 (1=initi.alizatian) I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
_---1-------- -_ ---- !
[INIT_RCS_ASSIST-PIZ-IModule initialization flag IBC5_ASSIST_PITCH_YftV	 19	 loll	 Inone	 125	 I
ICH-YAU I(1=initialization) I	 I	 I	 I
I- ___.^. ^___L
------_-----------L----- 1--------1 ------------- I--------------[JINI-T-TVC -LAHROLL	 IMcdule initialization flag ITVC_L,lw_i-4LL	 IF	 I'll	 In,a^	 1=`	 1
I I ll=initialization) I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
---------------------_
1-- ------------------  -------- I -------- I ------------- 1 ------------- 1
I^
4











OR	 !	 I	 l
----_— _—_
I	 SAMPLE	 i
!	 NAME ;	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 1	 FA`iG2	 I	 FIN IT I	 RATE	 (HZ)	 1
------------
(IHIT_TYCLAK PW_ ITCH_ ) Module initialization flag	 (O=no ITYC LAW _PITCH ^^_YAW	 II	 __ 10,1,2	 inane [25	 -^^` I
IYAW
I
(init; 1 =closed loop init using







l Iprevions OMS burn; 2=open loop I {	 !	 ! I	 1
I Iinit using trim value computed ( I	 1	 I [	 I
I !frog expected cg location) I I	 !	 [ I	 E
ICFC_RESTART IOFC xiodule initialization flag IMSC,	 OFC_aECON	 IB	 1011	 inane 125	 [
IROT_OPTION IManual rotation subnode select IPANEL_SWITCH_INTERP, IA(3)I	 11,2,3	 Inane 125	 1
1 I(1=ac4el; 2=pulse; 3=discrete) IOFC_RECON I	 I	 I I	 !I	
— I	 .. ^ I	 - —^	 —1_	 _—_ !-_ -------------jBOT_[II LO_SW [Rotational acceleration level IPANEL SWITCH I NTERP,	 IA(3)B	 10,1-	Inoue 11/Maneuver	 !




ITRANS_HI_LO_SS (Translational acceleration level IPANEL_SWITCH_INTERP, IA(3)B	 10 , 1	 inane 11 /maneuver	 i
I Iselect (1=high; O=law) IJET_SELECT I	 I	 [ I	 1
INOH YERHIEH SW IRCS nominal/vernier jet select IPANEL_SWITCH_INTERP, IB	 10,1	 Inane 125	 i
[ j(1=uoa►inal; 0=wc_nier IJET_SELECT, OFC_RECONI
	
I	 I I	 I
I	 --_.i _ _.._._!._.
	
---------1 _	 ^1- t	 _ , L
rIOMS1_PITCH_YAA_CMD 101551 Aggine pitch and yaw ISOP, RM IA(2)S	 ITBD 	 Ideq 11/maneuver	 I
I }commands I I	 I	 I I	 I
I I	 4 I — I . ___- _ _l. 	
-
_--
[aBS2_PITCH_YAW_ChD IOBS2 sAgine pitch and yaw - ISOP, RM IA(2)S	 ITBD 	
Ideg^
[1/maneuver	 [
I Icaaxands j !	 I	 I 1	 I
I&XIS IBody axis for this execution IR0T_ACCEL, ^ ROT_PULSE , 11 	11,2,3	 Inane 125/axis	 j
1 I ITRLNS_ACCE;., I	 I	 I I	 I
I I ITRANS PULSE, I	 I	 I I	 I
I I IAFC_RECON I	 I	 I !	 1
IBYPASS ]Non-execution command, by axis IROT_DISC, IA(3)B	 t0,]	 Inane— 125	 !
1 I(1=de not execute) JPHASE_PLAHE, I	 I	 I I	 I
( I IOFC_RECON I	 I	 I I	 l
I	
--I  L	 ^L-----1-- -----------i--------- ---1(ROT_JET_CMD IRotation command IJET SELE CT, IA(3)I-	 1-1,3,1	 !none 125	 I
1 1 IPHAS E_PLANE I	 I	 I I	 E





















IATTITIIDE-GAIN1 ( -tZr I gain for attitude term _ I PART1_FILTER—^-^^ j 5 I TBD_--^-j none^^r----[ 1 !maneLvFr
	 I
I- . _ _._..j._	 ---_l — -----------
IATTITUDE GAIN2 IFilter 2 gain for attitude tern IPAxT1_FILTEF Is ITET	 [none 11 /maneuver
IRATE GAIH 7 IFilter 1 gain forrate term IPARTI_FILTEB 15 ITBD	 Inone I1%maneuver^ I
IRAZE_GAIN2 IFilter 2 gain for rate tern IPARTI_FILTER IS ITBD	 Inane 11 /maneuver	 I
IACCEIS _GAIN IFilter 2 gain for acceleration IPARTI FILTER IS ITPD	 Inone 11/maneuver	 {
I Iterm I I [	 I I	 l
IT4C_LA EP_Y GAIEFL-IFlag indicating number ofOMS ITVC_LAW_PITCB_YAH it 11,2	 ]none- 125	 {
JAG [engines to burn I J I	 I I	 l
l J(1 = 7 engine; 2.= 2 engines) I I i	 I I	 I
IGUZD_COMEP_GAIN ITVC cflHpensation gains IGUIDANCE COHPFHSATIOHJA ( 3)S JTBD	 Inone 125
l_
JASSIST_PITCH-,YAW IFlag requesting RCS assistance ofIOFC_RBCOH IB 10,1	 {none 125	 I
I ITVC for pitch and yaw control I I I	 I I	 I
I 1 (1=request) I I !	 I 1	 J





TRANS RCS translation. auto
INIT TWO AXIS ATTITUDE MANEUVER RCS two-axis*
INIT THREE AXIS ATTITUDE MNVR RCS three-axis*





PULSE RCS rotation manual pulse (by axis)
INIT-TRANS-PULSE RCS translation manual pulse (by
axis)
INIT ROT DISC RCS rotation manual discrete (each
r axis)
INIT ATTITUDE LCL VERTICAL, RCS local-vertical*
INIT BARSEQUE RCS barbeque*












SELECT RCS or TVC






INIT OMS ENG CMD First pass/restart
INIT PITCH YAW ASSIST COMPUTATN TVC

























YAW RCS OMS-prethrust * closed--loop-trim
(flag--l)
RCS OMS-prethrust* open- -loop-trim or
TVC fail-detect ( flag=2)
*These drivers may be called for display purposes without the necessity
of performing the maneuver by enabling the rotation, automatic and
attitude-maneuver submodes. Calling OMS PRETHRUST MANEUVER will cause






^^ L 1	 1
4.2.2 Control Law Module
Figure 4.2.2-1 is the major block diagram of the On-Orbit FC
control law module. This module contains 33 function modules which
execute the control laws. On any given pass, the configuration of thi.
control law module, i.e., the effective interconnection of the function
modules, is determined by iliputs from the supervisory module OFC RECON
and from external sources including RM, MSC, D&C, RHC READ and PANEL-
SWITCH—INTERP .
Configuration control is implemented in four ways:
1) By executing the particular function modules necessary to
perform a given task in the sequence required. This function
is performed by OFC TRECON and indicated in Figure 4.2.2-1
by switches S1 through S15, whose logic is described in
Section 4.2.1.1.
2) By passing initialization flags to the function modules which
in turn initialize pass-to-pass storage elements such as
filters, counters and integrators.	 All initialization flags
4 are generated by OFC—RECON.
3) By passing parameters defining quantitative behavior of
I certain function modules.	 These parameters include gains,
,3. magnitudes, thresholds and deadbands, and are supplied by
, i OFC RECON and external sources.
4)
i'
By directly " forcing" certain variables.	 OFC—RECON does
this when making major mode changes.
I;	 The control law function modules are grouped into four categories:
is	 Drivers, RCS DAP, TVC DAP, and State Estimator. 	 The general sequence of
processing is:




! I	4) State Estimator, part 2
The State Estimator combines IMU attitude measurement data with
extrapolations based on effector commands, to form a filtered estimate
of the vehicle angular state. To reduce transport lag, the process is
divided into two parts. Part 1 performs only those portions of the
estimation function which are necessary to develop the effector commands.
53
fThese include incorporation of IMU data and development of vehicle
angular rate and undesired angular acceleration data. Part 2 of the i
State Estimator performs the remainder of the estimation function,
chiefly the extrapolations, after the DAP(s) have issued the effector
commands.	 j
The Drivers convert a variety of input commands and data to forms
acceptable by the respective DAPS. Reading -from top to bottom in	 €
Figure 4.2.2--1, the 16 drivers are divided into the following types:
il) 2 manual RCS translation
2) 1 automatic RCS translation
3) 7 automatic RCS rotation: attitude maneuver i
4) 1 automatic RCS rotation: attitude hold
5) 3 manual RCS rotation
6) 1 manual TVC
7) 1 automatic TVC
The RCS translation drivers generate commands for the jet selection
module in the RCS DAP. The two manual RCS translation drivers process
a single vehicle axis at a time, while the automatic RCS translation
driver is a three-axis routine.
IN
Of the RCS rotation drivers, all but two generate commands for
the RCS DAP error determination module; the remaining two (ROT ACCEL_
and ROT
—
PULSE) drive the jet selection routine directly. The seven
attitude maneuver drivers additionally supply display data expressing
desired vehicle attitude as IMU gimbal angles, and five of these provide
a flag for display indicating completion of a maneuver. It is possible
to display the outputs of any of the attitude maneuver drivers while
actually controlling RCS rotation with attitude hold or manual RCS
rotation drivers. All the automatic RCS rotation drivers operate on
three vehicle axes. The manual RCS rotation drivers may be selected
axis by axis. Two of these, ROT _ACCEL and ROT PULSE, are in fact single-
axis processors. ROT
—
DISC is somewhat hybrid, combining single-axis
and three-axis attributes. It is basically a three-axis routine, since
it must supply a complete set of desired IMU gimbal angle increments
to the RCS DAP; however, it is operated such that any one, two or three
axes can be processed while components about nonparticipating axes are
zeroed. Although this causes spurious error components to be generated
(assuming that ROT ACCEL and/or ROT
—
PULSE are producing rotations about
axes not using ROT DISC), these components are never acted upon since
the phase plane switching logic reads the same variable, BYPASS, that




The starting or trim orientations of the OMS engines are calculated
and commanded both before an OMS burn and at the time of an engine
failure during a two-engine burn. The one-engine trim value has each
engine pointed to thrust through the vehicle cg, and the two-engine
value has both engines parallel, with the total thrust through the cg.
A third choice of trim exists after an OMS burn, has taken place: the
trim value stored in the TVC law function, which has had the benefit
of thrust miss.
for the next bi
3
Each of the TVC drivers provides a three-axis body rate command to
the TVC DAP.
The RCS DAP consists of jet selection logic preceded by a "front
end" for rotation only, which obtains attitude and angular rate errors,
and processes these through a phase plane switching logic that drives
	 3.
the vehicle into a limit cycle about the desired attitude and angular
rate. vo preprocessing is used for the translation commands, which
come directly from the drivers to the jet selection logic; two rotation 	 {
drivers also feed commands directly to the jet selection logic. In
addition to producing the primary RCS DAP output---commands to the RCS
jets---ire jet selection logic also provides translational and rotational
velocity change predictions for use respectively by TRANS _PULSE and
part 2 of the State Estimator. During TVC operation, the RCS DAP may
be called upon to assist the TVC DAP in controlling vehicle attitude.
When this happens, error signals from the TVC DAP drive the phase plane
switching logic, and thus the selected TVC driver is in control of
both DAPs.
The TVC DAP contains all the functions required for on-off and
thrust vector control of the OMS engines, and provides extrapolation
data to the State Estimator. When only one OMS engine is operating,
the TVC DAP needs RCS DAP assistance for roll control, and may need
it for pitch and yaw control; the TVC DAP must then additionally supply
error data to the RCS DAP and calculate whether or not RCS assistance
is needed in pitch and yaw. Because pitch and yaw may be controlled
differently from roll, the TVC law function and the RCS assist error-
determination function are each split into two modules to prevent
execution of unnecessary code.
aThe control law function modules are described in sections
4.2..2.1 through 4.2.2.5. Within these sections, the modules are ordered







4.2.2.3	 State Estimator modules
4.2.2.4	 TVC DAP modules
4.2.2.5	 Service modules (referred to in Sections 4.2.2.1
through 4.2.2.4)
56
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	Figure 4.2.2-1. OFC control law module fungi
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I	 GOT_ RCS_ASSIST , ROLL
	
n.a Oi[ RECow
0 -VFC_R EQINI	 I	 -	 3I	 A	 f101i _T VC CMD	 51s	 j
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	 1
7	 I	 I
1	 OuEGA:Z, BODY	 MW.-_ CG	
I MOTES	
ttyy
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A. Function: This module provides inputs to the RCS DAP to
effect a three--axis attitude hold. The vehicle is held to
the attitude it had at the time of selection of the attitude
z
hold submode, and will return to that attitude if it has
a nonzero angular rate when the selection is made.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.1 -1
C. Processing Rate: TBD
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.1-1
E. Constants: none
i
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TABLE 4.2.2.2.1.1-1 ATTITUDE_110LD INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
!	 #	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 !
#	 #	 J	 SOURCE, OR	 [	 I	 I	 I	 SAVFL£
I	 NAME	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 (	 DESTINATION
	 I TYPE I $ANGE [	 t]NIT




—_1 	 1 	 _ 1—------------- (	 —^_ !I.GINBAI,_ANGIES	 IM gimbal angles	 ]SOP
	 IA(3)S	 1-180 < xldey	 11/maneuver
!	 1	 1	 I	 I<= 1BC	 I	 I	 I
JINIT_ATTITUDE_HOLD lNodule initialization flag	 JCFC_RECON
	 1B	 10.1	 I110ne	 JTBV	 I
1---	 -- 1 _
	 I-- 	 ------- L.. ----- —_—1 ----- ---I
#Outputs J 1 I	 i	 l i	 l
1DEITA_,GA IDesiredIMU gimbal angle IRCS_ERRORS 1A(3)$	 fTPD	 Ideq JTBD	 [
I lincreaents I i	 !	 I !	 I
JDESIREL_HODY_RATE IDesired body angular rate— IBCS_ERRORS IY(3)S	 JTRD	 Idea/s JTBD
IGj D^ESIH£D
-
J Desired IMD gimbal an gles JDGC, RCS_ERRORS
	 JA(3)S	 1-180 < xldeg JTBD	 I
1 # I I	 1 <=	 180	 1 I	 l
TABLE 4.2.2.1.1-2 ATTITUDE..HOLD INITIALIZATION REQUIREIIFNTS
4.2.2.1.2 ATTITUDE L,CL VERTICAL,
A. Function: This module provides inputs to the RCS DAP to
maintain a specified body-axis veotor aligned to the local
vertical, with zero rotational rate shout the specified
vector.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.2-1
	
j C.	 Processing Rate: 5/6 Hz
i
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.2 -1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.2-2
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NOTE. Processing of AUTO_GA_LOCK isTBD.












TABLE 4.2.2.1.2-I.ATTITUDE_LCL_VERTICAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
----------	 ------------ {
( (	 SOURCE 05	 [	 ) 1 I	 SAMPL-	 {
NAME ;	 DESCRIFTION (	 DESTINATION	 (	 TYPE	 1	 RANGE I	 UNIT I	 RATF	 (T17)
jInputs
;RODX--POINTIHG_ VECTOR I Unit vector,' inbody axes, ^ DECto be	 I QUID or ; V (3) S	 1-1	 to +11 none 15/6	 I
I Ialigned with respect to local 	 { I	 L I !	 I
Ivertical I !	 ! I I	 I
[GIMBAL-AHGLES 11MU gimbal angles (SOP IA(3)S	 I-180	 < xldeg 15/6	 I
i I I	 1<=	 18O I I
;POSITION IVehicle position in stable memberIHAV [V(3)S	 ITBD If 15/66	 [
1 (axes, referred to geocenter I I	 ( t I	 I
! a
-L ---- L____
IVELOCITY (Vehicle v locity in stable memberiNAV IV(3)8	 ITPD If/s 15/6	 1
( faxes, referred to geocenter 1 I	 ! I 1	 1
(IHIT_ATTITUDE_LCI._V- [Hodule initialization flag ICFC_RECON IB	 10,1 (none I5/6
[ERTICAL I I I	 ( I 1	 1
(GA_DESIRED (Desired IMU gimbal angles JRCS_ERRORS IA(3)5	 1-180	 < xldeq 15/6	 I
l 1 ! ;	 1<= 180 1 1	 I
IAUTO_GA DESIRED [Desired IMU gimbal angles IATTITUDE_LCL_VBRTICALIA(3)S 1•-180	 < xldeg 15/6	 I
( ; 1	 1<=	 180 ( I	 I
1BAXDESTR_33ODYRATE (Desired maximum body angular rateIDSC IS	 ;C to	 5 Ideg/s [5/6
joutputs
;DEITA-GA Ieesired IMU gimbal angle IRCS_ERRORS IA(3)Sr	 ITDD [deg 15/6	 [
I 1incre ten ts' ( I	 [ # I	 1
IDESIRED_BODY_RATE (Desired body angular rate IRCS_ERRORSy IV(3)5	 ITDD Ideg/s 15/6
-JGA_,DESIRED Iessired IMU gimbal angles IDEC, RCS-ERRORS	 IA(3)51-18J { xldeg 11/maneuver
I I I 1	 I<=	 180 I !	 I
(AUTO-GA-DESIRED Iessired IMU gimbal angles IDEC, IA(3)s	 1-•180	 < xldeg 15/6	 I
I I IATTITUDE_LCI._VERTICALI 1<=	 180 1 !
Lw I- -- L1 1..._-----------
IGb_MANEUVER_TERMIHALIDesired terminal gimbal angles IDEC IA(3)S	 1-180	 < xldea 11/maneuver	 1
TABLE 4.2.2.1.2-2 ATTITUDn'_LCL-VERTICAL CONSTANTS
iJ
J	 NAME I	 DESC3IE
^.^.....__.._..._
I	 TYPE.
— i ----------- — 	 I 	{
J	 VALUF	 I	 UNIT
JTDAP - (Period of ECS DAP cycle -
 is^.___M 10.0 4
_ _	 .__ _ _–_	 _ --__—^L _1--------------- –___.._^
(PEEIOD_ATT_LCL_YEST_CYCLB (Period of ATTITUDE_ •LCL_VER TICAL cycle 15 11.2	 Is	 I
-1	 – I– --	 -----------1------ –1--------_-----____!
JLV_GAIN (Attitude error gain IS JTBD	 1(cleq/s)/deq	 I
y.	
...L	 - ^...._ _..., _--__E.^.__^.__.__ _ I	 _—	 J 	 ^ 1
IE+ AD_TO DEG JRadians to degrees conversion factor IS 11,90/pi	 {deg
TABLE 4.2.2.1.2-3 ATTITUDE -LCL_VERTICAL INITIALIZATION FE¢UIBEMPNTS
1
i	 INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION
I-
J	 INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION
I	 1	 I
I	 VAR-TABLE	 I	 TETTIAL VAL1IF	 I
J	 PROM J	 TO 1 !	 I
L
JIPIT_ATTITUDE ICI_VERTICAL = JINIT_ATTITUDE LCL VERTICAL =IGA_DESIRFD JGIMDAL_AEGL£S	 I















{INIT_ATTITUDE_LCL_VEETICAL =JINIT-ATTI M E-LCI YERTICAL =JPLIP ITBD	 1
JOFE ION I I	 1
I
t
4.2.2.1.3 AUTO RCS TRANS
A. Function: This module provides an input to the RCS DAP to
achieve commanded translational velocity changes in three 	 i
axes. The input command is assumed to differ from its
value on the previous pass if and only if it is a new incre-
ment; any number of such increments can be commanded in a
given maneuver. A velocity error deadband is incorporated
to prevent severe cycling.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.3--1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.3-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.3--2




NOTE: Array or vector subscript n should be taken as indicating that the processing






1	 l	 I	 !	 I	 I	 !	 [
J	 I	 {	 SOURCE OR	 [	 [	 I	 1	 SAMELF	 [
I	 NAME	 [	 DESCRIFIXON	 I	 DESTINATION	 [ TYPE I FANGF I	 UNIT	 I FATE (H7.)	 [
inputs I I I I I I	 ----	 .._.i
[DELA._V_CMD ICammanded translational velocity JGDID or DGC^ IV(3)S ITPD It/. 125
	 !
1 [change ! ! ! 1 i
IDELTA_V JIHU accelerometer data; vehicle ISOP IV(3)S ITBD If/s 125	 I
[ (velocity change since previous [ ( E I I	 I
[ Jsatipliuq 1 I l I I	 I
[INxT_aDTO_,RCS_TRANS Jeodule initialization flag 1CFC_RECON IB 10,1 Inone 125	 {
I----__ _.^	 --I r L _ _—J _	 ---1-------------
co	 joutputI	 1	 !	
—^ ^1-----i----__- -_ L^^---_	 l ----------_ 1ITRANS-JET_CMD	 1Translation ccmmand	 IJET_SELECT
	 IA(3)I	 1-1,0,1 Inone	 125	 1
TABLE 4.2.2.1.3-2 AUTO_RCS_TRANS CONSTANTS
1	 NAME	 1	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 !	 VAI.HF	 I	 UNIT	 1
1DEVELJVelocity error deadband, by axis — —^'	 [A(3}5—	 1TRD --^ —^ jf/s -- 
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4.2.2.1.4 AUTO TVC
A. Function: This module provides an input to the TVC DAP to
achieve a three-axis vehicle angular rate corresponding to
I
a commanded angular rate in inertial coordinates, during a
TVC burn.	 j
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.4-1	 j
i
C. Processing Rate: 2 Hz (tentative)
i
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.4--1
B.	 Constants: none
F.	 Initialization Requirements: none
70
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TABLE 4.2.2.1.4-1 AIITO TYC INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
( ( (	 SOURCE an ( i	 1 ( SAMPLE	 I
(	 NASR, 1 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION (	 TYPE I	 FANGE	 I	 UNFT	 I FATE	 (HZ)	 !
(inputs l ! !	 - I	 I ___	 I 1
IONEGA C (Caumauded vehicle angular rate inIGUID 19(3)9 (TEA
	
Ideq/s^ 12 I
1 Istable member axes
sI
1 i	 ! I E
n
a
+	 IGIBBAE ANGLES JIM gimbal angles ISOP (A(31S- 1-180 < xldeg 12 I
I 1 1 I I<	 180	 I I I
joutput	 ---	 I I
JONEGA C AUTO ICcmaanded vehicle angular rate inIGUIDANCE_COHPBNSRTIO- l y (3)S ITED	 Ideg/s 12
1 Ibcdy axes IN* I 1	 1 I I
I I IGUIDANCE_GAIH RCS_AS-( I	 1 I E




A. Function:	 This module provides drive signals to the RCS DAP
to align a specified body vector to a commanded inertial
vector and then rotate the vehicle about the body vector at
a predetermined rate.	 Upon initialization, TWO AXIS ATTITUDE —
MANEUVER is called to perform the vector alignment maneuver.
When the maneuver has proceeded to within a predetermined
angular deadband of the terminal attitude, it is abandoned
and the rate drive algorithms executed instead. 	 Any maneuver
rate components usable by the rate drive are thus preserved.
i A second initialization is used to implement the changeover.
B. Block Diagram:	 Figure 4.2.2.1.5-1
C. Processing Rate:	 5/6 Hz
I
D. Interface Requirements: 	 Table 4.2.2.1.5-1
E. Constants:	 Table 4.2.2.1.5-2
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Figure 4.2.2.1.5-1. BARBEQUE.
TABLE 4.: . 2.1.5-1 BAaBEQU£ INTERFACE nEQUIREHENTS
I	 1	 I	 I	 1	 [	 I	 {
I	 I	 I	 SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 I	 I	 SA M' L v,	 I
I NAME —^ 1 ^r-	 U£SCRIp42ON	
^	
I	 âESTIMATION	 I TYPE 1 AATEGE 1 -_UNIT..-_^ I FATF (HZ) i
lInputs	 I^	 i	 I^ —1	 I	 i	 [
JHODY-POINTING_VSCTOIIIUnit vaotnr, in bcdy axes, to be IGUID or AEC
	
{ V(3)S^ 1 - 7 to +1 1 none	 15/6	 1
1	 laligned vith POIN SING_VF.CTOII CdD I
	 I	 I	 I	 I
A ^
ut




E	 I	 --. L_ --
---------IGIHBAL_ANGLES IIIJU gimbal angles ( SOP IA (3)51-180	 < xldeg	 15/6	 1
1 i I 1	 i<=	 160	 [	 1	 I
IrOIHTING_VECTOfi CHD ]Unit vector specifying commanded IGUID or D&Cw ^IV (3)5 1-1 to	 +11none	 15/6	 i
I 1pcinting direction in stable E I	 I	 I	 I	 !
I I sember axes 1 i	 i	 I	 I	 I
IBABBEQUE RATE IDesired barbegue-made angular IDEC 1S	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 [l/maneuver	 1
J Irate I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
JGA_DESIRED ] Desired IHU , gimbal angles IRC5_ERRORS^ IA(3)S^	 1-180	 <	 xlde q	15/6	 l
1 # E I	 !<=	 180	 1	 1	 I
!	 ..ri 1
 E 	 L 	 _ J--------- --- L_ _____ _ _Tl
IAUIO_GA_DES:ERED IDesired IHU-gimbal angles IRARBEQUn IA(3)S	 1 - 180	 < xldeg	 15/6
	 E
1 1 # #	 #<=	 180	 I	 l	 i
-1UAXDESIR_BODYRATE	 IDesired naximum bcdyangular ratelDEC Is
	
to	 5	 Ideg /s	 15/6	 I
1	 -	 _ _ L_	 _. r 1 —.L---J---
	 I -------- _ --!_	 __1ITNOW lCurrent time ISOP IS	 ITBD	 IS	 15/6	 I
1DEADBAND J Attitude deadband IPANEI._SWITCEE_INTERP IA(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg	 15/6	 [




rw-I I	 1 ^-
	 {	 --.._^....._^ --____--_
	 {
IDELTA_GA IDesired Indgimba l  angle IRCS_ERRORS IA{3}S	 ITBD	 ]deg	 15/6	 !
1 #increments' I 1	 1	 !	 I	 !
WIDSSIHEr+_BODY_RATE	 IDesired body angular sate 1 RCS,_ERRORS I V (3) $ITBD	 I deg/s	 15/6	 [




# I I I	 I<=	 18C	 [	 I	 1
IAUTO_GA_VESIRED IDesired IHU gimbal angles IDEC,	 BARBEQUE	 IA(3)s	 1-180	 < xldeg	 15/6	 [
# # 1 I	 Ic-	 18 4 	I	 I	 [
IGA„ RANEUVE£_TEREEINALIDesired terminal IhU gimbal IDEC IA(3)S	 1-18J	 < xldeg	 11/maneuver	 1
1 tangles I l	 I<=	 1d3	 I	 I	 i
(HANEUVER_COHPLETE	 ' IFlag signifying cctnletion of IDEC IB	 1011	 Inone	 i5/6







TABLE 4.2.2.1.5-2 BARBEQUE CONSTANTS
HA HE (	 DESCRIPTION {	 TYPE I	 VALI!"	 I	 Il;fT"	 [
ITDAP I Peri. od of RCs DAP cycle Is
 
100.04
I	 .— I L_---------- ---- 1-_-------	 l
IEERIOD_BARBEQUE-CYCLE (Period of BARBEQUE cycle IS 11.2	 is	 [
t&All TO AEG IRadians to degrees conversion factor IS 1180/ pi 	 hone	 [
TABLE 14.2.2.1.5-3 BARBEQUE INITIALIZATION RBQUIR_HENTS
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I	 VARIABLE	 {	 INI'T'IAL VALUE	 I
I	 FROM	 I	 TO	 f	 l	 I
IIHIT_ BARBEQUE = OFF
	 IIBIT,_BARBEQUE = ON	 IWAIT_FOR_TWO_AXIS	 ION	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 {	 IFLIP	 ITSD	 I
I I__-1	 —	




!	 6	 I	 [	 I
IGA-DESIRED	 IGF_M4NFIIVzF_T^=M.'.!'.AL {




±	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I_I_	 I
4.2.2.1.6 MANUAL TVC
A. Function: This module provides inputs to the TVC DAP to
generate a three-axis vehicle angular rate corresponding in
sense and, up to a limit and subject to the deadband de-
scribed below, proportional in magnitude to the RHC deflec-
tion, during a TVC burn. A movable deadband is incorporated
to suppress manual jitter.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.6-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.6-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.6-2






















NOTES, t. ARRAY OR VECTOR SUBSCRIPT n SHOULD BE TAKEN AS INDICATING
?	 THAT THE PROCESSING SHOWN 1S FOR ONE ELEMENT, AND ALL
THREE ELEMENTS ARE PROCESSED.
2. THE EFFECT OF THE PROCESSING SHOWN IS TO PLACE A DEADBAND
















IIANUAL TVC INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
O O I ! I ( --_	 I	 -- ---- -------- - -- -- ^— --
I 1	 SOURCE OR J	 I I i	 SAHFLE




_ _ L	 ___L— _i_____________
e5.f `f^'• 1Spputs—
.r
JRHC (Rotational hand controller ISOP IA(3)S	 [TED Ideq 125
v J ( deflec Li.on ► I	 i 1 1 !
(1HTT_n11UAL_TVC 12iodule initialization flag IOFC_RECON JB	 10,1 Inone^ 125 i
JOutput I I 1	 ^I —I^ I !
JONEGA_C BODY (Commanded vehicle angular rate inlRoll component: IV(3)Sr
	 JTFD Ideq/s 125 I
1 Ibcdy axes IRCS_ASSIST ROLL, 1	 I I ( I
I I 1 TVC LAS ROLL (	 1 1 I i
i 1 1	 ! [ i I
J I (Pitch and yaw (	 1 ! I I
1 9 (components: !	 1 I I i
J J IRCS,.ASSIST_PITCB_YAW,I I I 1 I
1 1 (TVC LAW_PITCfi YAW I	 I I I i
TABLE 4.2.2.1.6-2 SANUAL TVC CONSTANTS
I I I I	 I	 !(	 !TAME I	 DESCRIPTION (	 TYPE J	 VALUE	 I	 UNTT	 I
IPEOPGRAD ^-	 (Gain; comsauded body rate divided by rRHC^IA(3)r  jTBA 	 ((deg/s)//deg j
1 (deflection ( I	 I	 i
IDBSTICH IDeadband; required hand controlledeflection JA(3)5 ITBD	 Ideq 	^ [
I !from last accepted value I I	 I	 I
I	 ------ I	 ----- I _.L-- ------------- .._ __ —__ CJRL (Rate command limit IA(3)S JTBD	 Ideg/s	 I
TABLE 4.2.2.1.6-3 MANUALTVC INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
I INITIALIZV ON TRAHSITIfl N I_ INITIALIZE ON TRXHSITION I	 VARIABLE	 I	 INITIAL VALTIF	 I
FR CIS	 TO	 I	 I	 1
I 	
_-	 --•-------- ^---------_- -_---__ ^
IIBIT_MANUAL 2VC = Orr
	




A. Function: This module provides inputs to the RCS DAP to
effect attitude control. The command inputs and the
internal functions of the module are TED.
B. Block Diagram; TED
C. Processing Rate: TED
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.7-1	 s
E. Constants: TED
F. Initialization Requirements: TBD
i
TABLE 4.2.2.1.7-1 MISC TRACKING INTERFACE REQUIREMEFTS
I J I SOURCE OR (	 I	 [	 SAMPLE	 1
(	 NAOR I DESCRIPTION DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 1	 i.ANGE	 1	 UNIT	 I	 PATE	 (HZ)
1------------
(Iaputs I I — (
[TED ITED ISOP ITBD	 ITBD	 ITBD	 ITBD	 [
IGIMBAL_AHGLES I IMU gimbal angles I SOP IA(3)S	 I -180	 < xldeq	 ITBD	 I
I I I I	 1<=	 180	 [	 I	 1






J I I	 1<=	 380	 1	 I	 1
(Outputs ) 1 ( -	 1-----	 1 --_ W--- ^-	 ------1
1(DELTA-GA I Desired IMU gimbal angle IRCS ERRORS I A (3} S	 [THD	 ) deq	 ITBD	 I
I IincrexeAts I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
i_ I I - - - ^_ 	 i 	 1— ---------- L_..—__.___._.___!
IDESIRED_BODx RATE IDssired body angular rate IBCSTRRORS IV(3)5
	 ITBD	 Ideq/s
	 ITBD	 I
J 1 1 L_—J--
	
---i--- ---------i-	 .....----iIGA DESIRED IDesired IMU gimbal angles ID&C, RCS_ERRQRS IA(3)S	 1-180
	
< xldeg	 ITBD	 !
J # J I	 I<^	 180	 I	 1	 E
L-----_..._---
IAUTO_GA_DESIRED IDesixed THU gimbal angles IDEC, HISC TRACKING
	 IA(3)S	 I-1BO	 < xldpg	 ITBP	 I
I I I I	 1<=	 18G	 I	 !	 I
1 I 1
(G%HAHEUVBR_TSAMINALIDesired terminal IMU gimbal JDSC IA (3)S	 1-180
	
<	 xldeg	 ITBD	 I











4.2.2.1.8 OMB PRETHRUST MANEUVER
A. Function: This module provides the RCS DAP with inputs to
align the expected OMS thrust direction with a desired direc-
tion expressed as a unit vector in IMU stable member coordi-
nates. it also supplies the TVC DAP with the position of the
orbiter center of gravity (cg) relative to each OMS engine.
Upon initialization, the module calculates the engine-to-cg
vectors and the expected thrust vector for a one- or two-
engine burn. The expected thrust vector is supplied as the
vehicle-fixed pointing vector to TWO AXIS ATTITUDE MANEUVER.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2..2.1.8-1
C. Processing Rate: 5/6 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.8-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.82
































I i I SOURCE OR 1	 I	 [ 1	 5A'iPLF 1
1	 NAME I	 DESCRIETION I DESTINATION 1	 TYPE	 I	 RANGE	 I	 UNIT I	 PATE	 (HZ) I
^jlnputs 1
IOtl5_3ELECT jTa burn/not to burn status of OHSIDEC IA(2)'B
	 1013	 None— 11/maneuver I
I lengines ( 1=to burn; D=not to i 1	 !	 1 [ !
I (burn) I l	 I	 1 i I
jZOINTING_VECTOR_CMD ( Unit vector specifying conmanded IGUID orDSC IV ( 3)5
	
1 - 1 to + 11none 11/maneuver 1
( linitial OHS thrust direction in	 I I	 i	 I !
I Istable member axes i I	 I	 I I 1
^—iMAXDESIR_BODTRATB IDesired magnitude cf body angularlDEC is	 10 to	 5	 [deg/s 11/maneuver j
I Irate in automatic attitude ) I	 I	 I 1 I
f Imaneuvers 1 I	 I	 I I I
'ITHOM !Current time ISOP Is	 ITBD	 Is 15/6' I
IVEHICLE_CG iVehicle -centez of gravity, in (SF IV(3)S	 [TED	 if 11/naneuver 1
I Jbody axis I I	 I	 ( I I
; GIHBAL_ANGLES IIMU gimbal angles [ SOP IA (3)S	 1-180 < x1deq^ 11/maneuver
1 I I I	 I<=	 180	 1 I !
j1NIT_OM5 PRETHRUST_- !Module initialization flag ICFC_RECON IB	 10,1	 Inane 15/6 i
IMAHEUVER- I 1 I	 1	 I ! 1
(AU7O_G1-DESIRED IDesired IND gimbal angles 10MS_QRETIIRUST_HANEU7- IA(3)S	 1-180	 < xldeg 15/6 I
1 1 IER I	 I<=	 180	 I I 1
!outputs
IDEITA_GA IDesired IMU gimbal angle IRCS_ERRORS IA(3)S	 ITBD	 ]deg 15/6 I
1 Jincrenents I !	 !	 I I 1
jDESIEEE_BODT_RATE IDesired body angular rate IRCS-ERRORS IV(3)S	 ITBD	 Idea/s 11/maneuver J
IGA_DESIR£D [Desired IMU gimbal angles 1DEC, RCS_ERROAS IA(3)S	 1-190	 <	 xldeq 15/6 i
I ! ! I	 I<=	 180	 i I [
-<	
----- — ---- 1. ---------- —_1
IAUTO_GA_DE52AED IDesired IMU gimbal angles JCEC, iA(3)S	 1-180xidVq - 15/6
J I J 0MS-FRZrH &UST_1iANEUV
-I	 !<=	 19 C.	 [ I !
I 1 iER I	 I	 1 I I
TABLE 4 . 2.2.1.8-1 OHS_PHETHRUST_HANEUVER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
I	 I	 SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 ]	 I	 SAMPLT	 I
I	 NABS
	 I	 DESCRIFTTON	 I	 DESTINATION	 I TYPE I RANGE I	 UNIT	 I FATE (HZ)	 1
co
ch
(OM51_CG IVector from OMS1 hinge paint to IEHGINE_CG_CMD,	 IV13I5 ITBD
	 If	 ]1/maneuver	 1
I Ivehicle cg, in body axes IENGINE_PRETHRUST_	 I I	 I	 ]	 I
I I 3TRIM,	 I !	 I	 I	 [
1 I IDELTA_OMEGA_OHS_ENGI-I I	 [	 1	 !
I 1 IRE, TVC_LAV_PITCH_YAHI I	 I	 I	 f
IOMS2 CG Nectar from OMS2 hinge point to IENGINE_CG_CMD,	 IV (3)S ITBD	 if	 11 /maneuver	 I
1 I vehicle cg, in bod..y axes I ENGINE PRETHRUST TRX- I [	 I	 !	 !
i ! IH.	 I i	 1	 I	 !
1 1 ID£LTA_OMEGA_O11S_ENGI- 1 I	 !	 [	 !
I f INE, TVC_LAN_PITCH_YANI 1	 1	 1	 1
1 I I.	 I --_. _L_—__ 	 I ------ ----- _— ----- ----_l
IGA- MANEUTEE_TERMINALIDesired terminal IMU gimbal IDEC	 IA(3)S 1-180 < xldeg	 11/maneuver	 I
J jangle= I	 1 1<=	 180	 [	 1	 I	 ^-
IBINEUTER_COMPLETE IPlag signifying completion of IDEC	 IB 10,1	 Inane	 15/6	 I
I Imaneuver I	 1 ]	 I	 I	 [
TABLE 4 . 2.2.1.8-2 OHS_PBETHRUST MANEUVER CONSTANTS
i	 I	 i	 1	 I	 I
	NAME	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNIT	 I
1	 _ ...	 #	 —	
-	 -I--___-•-_--- 	 —^ —r wl
gOHSi	 IVector in body coordinate syszew from origin to
- IA(3)5	 -IZBD
	 r Ift	 ----	 {
I	 IONS engine 1 hinge point 	 I	 I	 I	 I
1 --- - I ___-^^_— L	 --------- —1--- __ 1
IOMS2	 (Vector in bod y
 coordinate system from rigin o IA(3)$	 ^ITBD	 Ift	 I
1	 IOU$ engine 2 hinge point	 I	 I	 I	 I





.4	 TABLE 4.2.2. 1.8-3 ORS PRETHRUST_SANEUVER INITIALIZATION 4EQUIREMES .S
I	 I	 I	 I	 i( INITIALIZE OH TRANSITION I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I 	 VARIABLE	 I	 INITIAL VALUr	 1
1	 FROM	 I	 TO	 I	 I	 i
IINIT_OHS_PBETHRUST_MANHUVER I IHIT_CMS_ERETHRUST_MANEUVER 1011S1_ ,CG w 	 -	 --j VEHICLE-CG CMS1^ I
I- OFF	 I= ON	 I	 I	 II	 I	 I	 i	 I
I	 I	 IONS2 
_ 
CG	 ]VEHICLE-CG - 0"22	 I
I	 I	 [	 I	 I
I	 1	 IBODY_POINTING_VECTOH	 ISee Nate 1
Note. 1., --unit (OMSI CG scalar (OMS SELECT1 ) + OMS2 CG scalar (OMS-SELECT2))
i :.
4.2.2.1.9 PAYLOAD ATTITUDr
A. Function: This module provides the RCS DAP with inputs
to effect attitude control. The command inputs and the
internal functions of the module are TBD.
B. Block Dia ram: TBD
C. Processing Rate: TBD
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.9-1
E. Constants: TBD



















I	 I	 SAMELE	 [
1	 NAME I	 DESCRIPTION 1	 DESTINATION 1	 TYPE	 I	 PANGE I	 UNIT	 (	 RATE (N2)	 I
;Inputs I 1	 --	 ^_.-_ I	 _	 !
! _ ^—__ I^
	 _
jTBD ITED ISOP jTBD	 ITPD ITBD	 ITBD I
JGIMBAL_ANGLES IIMU gimbal angles JSOP IA(3)S	 1 - 180	 < xldeg
	 ITBD
! I I I	 I<=	 180 1	 1 I
JAUTO_GA_DESIRED IDesired IHU gimbal angles IPAYL0AD_SUPPLIED_CMDSIA(3)S^ 1-180	 < xldeq	 [TED I
1 ! 1 E	 I<-	 180 I	 I Z
Mko
loutpets I l !	 ! 1 I f
IDELTA_• GA. JDesired IP1D gimbal angle I RCS_ERRORS IA(3)S	 ITBD Idea ITBD 1
I I increments 1 I	 1 I I 1
IDESIRED_BODY_RATE IDesi.r.ed body angular rate IRCS_ERRORS IY(3)S	 ITBD jaeg/s ITBD )
JGA-DESIRED iDesired IMU gimbal angles ID&C, RCS_ERRORS IA(3)S	 1-180	 < xldeq [TED 1
1 a I 1	 1<=	 180 1 1 I
(AUTO GA_DESIRED IDGsized IHU gimbal angles IDEC,- jA(3)S	 1-180
	 < xldeg ITBD 1
1 1 IPIYLOAD SUPPLIED_CMDSI 1<= 180 I 1 !
IGA_MANEUYEB_TERMINALJDesired terminal IHD gimbal IDEC IA(3)S	 1-•180	 < x1deQ (TBD I
1 jangles I I	 1<=	 180 1 I 1
4.2.2.1.10 ROT ACCEL
A. Function:	 For each vehicle axis that is in the manual
acceleration rotation submode, this module provides an
input to the RCS DAP to generate a vehicle angular acceler-
ation about that axis while the RHC is out of detent in that
i
axis.	 The sense of the angular acceleration corresponds to
the sense of the RHC deflection.	 When the RHC is in detent,
vehicle rotation about the affected axis is free.
B. Block Diagram:	 Figure 4.2.2.1.10-1
C. Processing Rate:	 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: 	 Table 4.2.2.1.10-1
f
E. Constants:	 none





Figure 4.2.2.1.10-1. ROT ACCEL.
NOTE: Array cr vector subscript AXIS should be taken as indicating that the
processing shown is for that element specified by the present value of AXIS.
91
k	 _
TABLE 4.2.2.1.1 0- 1 ROT_ACCEL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
N
N
I I I	 SOURCE on 1 I	 I	 I	 SAMELi	 }
(	 NINE J	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE }	 RANGE	 I	 UNIT	 I	 P.ATF	 (FZ)	 {
------ 
_ ------L









1 - 1, 3,1	 (none	 125/axis	 1
I	 I	 I	 I
3 L i	 - -!_ _—L 	—__!------------- .1 ------- ----- i
(AXIS (Body axis for this execution IOBC_RECOH 11 11.2,3	 Inone	 125/axis	 I
! I 1  I LT_ wl_-__--___.__-_
J outputsL ------------- 1_^ _--- --_—
IROT_dET-CIgD (Rotation command IJET_SELECT, IA(3)I I -1,^,1	 (none	 125/axis	 1
I I IBHASE_PLAHE I I	 I	 I	 IIr-__.._1— ------  ------------- 1 ----- — ------ i
1.
3.2.2.1.11 ROT DISC
A. Function: For each vehicle axis that is in the manual
discrete rate rotation submode, this module provides inputs
to the RCS DAP to generate a predetermined vehicle angular
rate about that axis while the RHC is out of detent in that
axis. The sense of the angular rate corresponds to the
sense of the RHC deflection. When the RHC is in detent,
an attitude hold is performed in the affected .axis; the
vehicle returns to the attitude it had at the instant the
t
RHC went into detent.
B. Block Diagram:  Figure 4.2.2.1.11-1
C. Processing_ Rate: 25 Hz r
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.11-1
R.	 Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.11-2




















--X- I NITIALIZATION[GIMBAL,_ANGLES] (TABLE 4.2.2.1.11--3}




L	 _ Y 
_ 13-102
[BYPASS] BYPASS 	 TBODY TO _GA
-1	 JDELTA.GAI
^	 [RHC STATE] RHC_STATEn	 OF BODY-XO _GA DESIRED_
BODY RATE TDAP









ARRAY OR VECTOR SUBSCRIPT n SHOULD BETAKEN AS
INDICATING THAT THE PROCESSING SHOWN IS FOR ONE ELEMENT,
AND ALL THREE ELEMENTS ARE PROCESSED.





TABLE 4.2.2.1.11-1 ROT DISC INTERFACE BEDUIBEMFNTS
p b I ! I	 -- I	 ----- -----^ ----------- 	----------- E
1^ ( I I	 SOURCE OE	 I	 ! f	 I	 SAMrLE	 I
tCJ I	
NAM. J	 DESCRIETION I	 DESTINATION	 I	 TYPE	 I PANGE I	 UNIT	 I	 PATE	 (HZ)
0 (Inputs I I I	 I I	 1	 I
y^ !BYPASS IZero output caxmand, by axis IOPC RECOH IA(3)S	 10 , 1 [ none	 125	 1
Ci I I(1=zero output; O=RRC-coxnanded I I	 ( (	 [
I !output) I I	 1 f	 1	 I
1
--- I 	 _ L_----_-------1--------1-----J ---------1---------_1
IRIIC STATE lRotat.ional hand c cntroller IEBC_READ IA(3)I	 I- 1,J,7 Inone	 125	 I




—	 ------ 5-	 -(GIMBAL ANGLES Ilnu gimbal angles— ISOP IA(3)S-	 I- 180< xldeg 	 125	 1
l l I I	 i<=	 180 1	 E	 I
-------------5-----	 ^_i
IGA_DESIRED IDesired IMU gimbal angles I'3C5_,ERRORS IA(3)S	 1 - 180	 < xldeg	 125	 1
+a I 1 I (	 I <= 180 1	 1	 1
Ln I L—_!_—___ _— i-----_L__------- ------!-
(DISC RATE !Desired body angular rate during IPANEL 9AITCHINTERP	 IA (3)S	 ITED Ideg/s	 125	 1
1 Ideflection of rotational hand I I	 I I	 I	 1
l !controller I 1	 I I	 I	 I
!1x21 ROT DISC Inadale iuitialitation flag	 IOFC_RECON IB	 I011 Inane	 125	 1
!Outputs
)D1iLTE GA IDesired- IMU gimbal angle	 !RCS_&RRORS ! A(3)S	 ITED Ideg	 125	 1
1 (increaent-s	 1 I	 i I	 1	 i
IDESIRED BODY RATE [Desired body angular rate	 IECS ERRORS IY(3)S	 ITED !deg/s	 125	 1
--- - A - - -- _. -	 L__-___-I0A DESIRED	 (Desired IMU gimbal angles	 ID&C, RCS_ERRORS	 IA(3)S	 I-180 < xldeg	 125	 1
!	 !	 I	 I	 I<= 180	 I	 l	 1
TABLE 4.2.2.1.11-2 ROT DISC CONSTANTS
NA. N£	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPF	 {	 VAL 11= 	 I	 ft%iT'.'	 I
	
1k.
...__. ------------- J --- —__-_-----L
iTDAP	 ----- iPerxod of RCS DAP Cyc1E..
	 IIS
	
^0.G4-	 {I n_------	 I.
----------------- --_---------i
TABLE 4 . 2.2.1.11-3 ROT_,DISC INITIALIZATION REQUIFEMENTS
	
INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INETTALIZE ON TRANSITION I 	 VARIABLE	 {	 iMITIAL VALUF	 {
PRGM	 I	 TO	 I	 I	 I
--------- ----.- --- -------- L— --- —_— --- _.__w-_i
jINZT_aOT DISC - OFF 	 ^ I7NIT_R OT_DISC ON
 ----- — --- — ---------i
4.2.2.1.12 ROT PULSE
A. Function: For each vehicle axis that is in the manual pulse
rotation submode, this module provides an input to the RCS
DAP to generate a predetermined vehicle angular rate incre-
ment about that axis for each time the RHC is moved out of
detent in that axis. The sense of the angular rate incre-
ment corresponds to the sense of the RISC deflection. When
the RHC is in detent, the achieved rate is maintained about
the affected axis. A rate error deadband is incorporated
to prevent severe cycling.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.12-1
C. Prccessing Rate: 25 Hz/axis
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.12-1
E. Constants: none








ARRAY OR VECTOR SMORIPT AXIS SHOULD HE TAKEN TO INDICATE THAT
THE PROCESSING SHOWN IS FOR THAT ELEMENT SPECIFIED BY THE PRESENT
VALUE OF AXIS.
Figure 4.2.2.1.12-1. ROT PULSE.
}
TABLE 4.2.2.1.12-1 ROT-PULSE INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
I	 1	 I	 SOURCE OR	 [	 I	 I	 1	 SAMFLZ
I	 NAME	 ]	 DESCHIETIOH	 J	 DESTINATION
	
I TYPE I RANGE I	 UNIT	 I PATE (H
]inputs	 {	 I	 I	 — I	 I	 )	 I
IRHC_STATE
	 J Rotational hand ccntroller	 I RHC_READ -" T^ I A (3) 3: 1-1,0,1  I none — ^--- 125/axis -- j
I	 Icommaw'. with sense of deflection I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l
1	 1	 '	 1	 1	 1	 - 1	 f	 f
1RATE_EST
	
laody angular rate estimate




JIMIT_RO?[_PULSE (ffodule. initialization flag ,
 by IOBC_RECOH IA(3)B	 10,1	 (none	 125/axis I
I taxis I I	 I	 I	 I I
J I -	
- - 
---	 - I I	 _— L..__	 J._._--------.._.1__—_
IROT_PULSE SIZE IDesired body angular rate change JPANEL_SVITCH_IHTERP IA(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125/axis
I ]per deflection of rotational hand) 6	 I	 I	 I I	 j
I (controller I I	 I	 I	 I
. i _I i—_--...L-------____J
JAXIS IBody axis for this execution IOFCRECOH II	 11 ,2, 3 	 [ none	 [25/axis I '
[outputs
IROT_JET_CMD IRotation command IJET SELECTr IA(3)I
	 1 --1,0 ,1 	Inoue	 1 25/axis J I
I ] I PHASE-,PEASE i	 E	 I	 E I ^f
TABLE 4.2.2.1.12- 2 ROT
-
PULSE INITIALIZATION F.EQUIREMENTS
1	 -	 I	 I
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION [ INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION )	 YAPIABLE
I	 FROM	 I	 TO
IINIT_RHT_PULSE$(AXIS)^= OFF IIHIT_R4T_FULSE$(AXIS) = ON















A. Function: This module provides the RCS DAP with inputs to
achieve a desired vehicle attitude, expressed as commanded
IMU gimbal angles, through a single equivalent rotation.
Calculations to determine the maneuver path, rate and
duration are made once, upon initialization. Successive
executions during the maneuver interval continue to define
the maneuver path by updating the desired IMU gimbal
angles and the desired angle increments per RCS DAP cycle.
At the end ot ' the maneuver interval, the module effects
an attitude hold at the commanded IMU gimbal. angles.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.13-1
C. Processin.; Rate: 5/6 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.13-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.13-2






















MAXDESER _BODYRATE	 - - -^ -^ - - - - - - - - - - -------^---------
DEG_TO_RA6	 wr	 (FIGURE 4 .12.1.13-2I	 [GA_DESIREDI
[GIMBAL-ANGLES]	










i	 [	 F	 f
COMPUTE [4N],	 I	 I	 t' —N	 MODULAR„














NOTE 1: INITIALIZATION is exetuted only when INIT -THREE_AXIS-ATTI7UDE_MNVR is ON. 	 NOTE!
NOTE 2: ON 3 = S'W1 (C„RSM2 3)
¢N.2 'sia 1 (C BSM311cos(¢N,3I)
ORZGMAL PAGE M.	 ¢N ,1'sin 1 ( Cm BSM ?-3'cos(¢N 3I)
OP POOR QUALITY ^
	
ifC_BSM< 4 asign t^ )- O	y1,1 O,EI^ N,2 -	 N,2	 N,2
KC BSNF2




HAD To Dr J(GA_MANEUVER_TERMINALI
i
	









L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




































NOTE 3. Processing of AUTO_GA_LOCK h TOD.






:--•--.-_.__ _—=^i°--^"----__—. ^_,.^_.^_..^_.._--t^^^^....,aw¢+:r.-r ^..w^sza^. ra.+,b.:sa-._ 	
.'Y





I I I	 SOURCE OR 1	 I 1	 1	 5AHPL?	 I
1	 NAME I	 DESCRIPTION [	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 I	 RANGE I	 UNIT	 I	 PATE	 (HZ)	 1
(Inputs
1MAXDESIR_BODIRA2E Ieesired magnitude of body angalaEIDEC IS	 10 to 5 Ideg/s	 11 /maneuver	 1
I !rate in automatic attitude I I	 I I	 I	 I
I (maneuvers I I	 1 1	 I	 I
IGA_COMMA11DED
l









- _ 1 L —l---l ------------- L_____^—_ _ .!
IIHIT_ 'THREE A1I5 ATT- 1Madule initialization flag jOFC_RECOU 1B	 10,1 )cone	 15/6	 1
IITUAE_,M1aYR ( I I	 I 1	 1	 1
IGIMBAL_ANGL$S 11MU gimbal angles ISOP IA(3)S	 1-180	 < xldeg	 11/maneuver I
I 1 I I	 I<= 780 l	 [	 I
IAUTO_GA_DESIRED 1Desired•IMD gimbal angle ITHHEE AX.I5_ATTITUDE_- IA(3)5	 1 -180	 < xldeg	 15/6	 1
1 -1 ;MANEUVER I	 I<- 180 1	 f	 l
ITHOW (Current time ISOP is	 1TBD 15	 15/6	 I
- --
--
Out uts1	 p I. l ----- {	 -- ---_.._—.._.^^.—^1	 1
1GA_DESIRED (Desired IMU gimbal angles I DSC, RCS
-
ERRORS IA (3)S	 1-180	 < xldeg	 15/6	 [
1 1 1 1	 1<= 180 1	 1	 E
1	 _ -1 1	 .y _ !	 ---- —_----- --- ---_—__ _!
IDZLTA_GA [Desired IMU gimbal angle IRCS_ERRORS IA(3)5	 1TBD Ideg	 15/6	 I
3 lincrements I I	 I I	 l	 I
IDESIRED_BODY_RATE Iessired body angular rate IRCS_ERRORS IV (3)S	 [TBD Ideg/s	 11/maneuver	 1
L 1	 ----i. .rJ	 _.Lw_ _1_ - — ------- L_	 _—	 1
IAUTO_GA_DESIRED IDesired IND gimbal angles IDSC, IA(3)S	 1-180	 < xldeg 	 15/6—	 !
1 1 1THREE_AXIS_ATTITUDE_- I	 1<=	 180 1	 f	 1
I I INAHEUVER I	 I I	 1	 I1----------	 L— --j--I GA_MILNEUVER_TERMINAL (Desired terminal IMU q°-mbal I DEC { A (31 S-	I-183	 < ---- — ------- 	 ----------^x 1 deq	 1 1/maneuver	 I
I tangles 1 1	 1<= 18C I	 I	 1
I L _J._	 - -___---_i_	 __-___-__!
(MANEUVER COMPLETE 1Flag signifyingcompletion of ID&C 1B	 10,1 Inone	 15%6	 1
1 )maneuver I I	 I I	 1	 I




TABLE 4.2.2.1613-2 THREE_AXIS-ATTITUD5_MANEuYER couSTANTs
I	 NAME (	 DESCRIPTION I	 TYPE (	 YALuE	 (	 UNIT
--_ _._._ ----- — ---- L---__w_—1
IPEtiaB ITTTTUDELKINEOVIE CY-I Processingpperiod of
 IS 11.2
ICLE ITHRBB_AXI &_ATTITDDE 11ANENYEH ( I	 I
ITDAP IPeriod of PC cycle Is 1.04	 Is
_
II [ identity batriX { A (3) ST 11 0 n	 Inane







IRAD,_TCL DEG IEadians to degrees conversion factor	 is 1180/pi	 Ideg/rad	 I
I. 1-	
---- -	 ---- - -	
---- --_--- -- ^--- - -i- -^- -----_--__..___






















(SEE NOTE 11 ,	 R CB
R A	 - K{R_CB — R CBT)
+ 5R T	 R S,=	 ME CB + N CB I
COMPUTE q M	 COSH	 ^ . Face(R_CBI - 1 .	 A_M —	 "'	 —	 U PRIMEE4^I C_CSM	 C GSM 2	 ! LI_RT^ -	 ({R-5^,^ — COS(A_MIII 0 — COSIA i^M111 i
(SEE NOTE 2)
U_RT2.;{R-522 — COSIAM13! {7 — COSIA_MIII K
=C;OMIUTTE
t1—R7
U_RT3 °	 I ( R_S3 3 — COSIA_MIElI1 — C0SIA —MII1 K :C1
U_PHIME
	 -	 UNIT Iu RT1 7






4 (SEE NOTE 51
TNOW +
T 5SELECT A. B OR C
(SEE NOTE 6)
INITIALIZATION




















{SEE  NOTE 3) DELTAA -M = Wr PERIOD_ATTIT.tPE
MANEUVER-CYCLE
R.S.	 OESIREO_BDDY_RATE	 44 U R
U PRIME
6	 bA	 O	 LT R-	 DELTAR	 . 1 CDS(DELTAA_M) +
U -RT	 (SEE NOTE 4)	 B	 I	 ;	 r°
COMPUTE














ME AXIS ATTITUDE 14PMUVDR initialization















+ sin ¢2 sin 0 1 +sin ¢Z cos 01
C•„_BSM = sin ¢3 cos ¢3 cos ¢1
-Cos ¢3 sin ¢1
sin ¢2 cos ¢3 sin ¢2 sin ¢3 cos ¢1 -sin ¢2 sin 03 
sin ¢1
+ cos ¢2 sin ¢1 + cos 02 cas ¢1
.i
NOTE 2
cas ¢C2 Cos ¢C3 -cos ¢C2 sin ¢C3 cos ¢C1 cos ¢C2 sin ¢	 sin ¢C7
+sin ¢C2 sin ¢C1 + sin ¢C2 cos ¢C1
C_CSM = sin ¢C3 Cos ¢C3 Cos ¢C7 -cos ¢C3 sin ¢Ci
ti
!
-sin ¢	 cns sin ¢ ,	 sin ¢	 cos ¢L2	 C3	 C7 -sin ¢G2 
sin ¢I.0 sin Or
r




U_R1 = U—PRIME1 SIGNI—R_A2,3} n
U_R2 = U—PRIME2 SIGN(R_S1,2)
U_R3 = U_PRIME3 SIGN{R
-53,3}
^...-..'... ^.e.w •rT ^Tnt1'T1T.1n A' -4 a-4 -1 4 - 4-4f n
U_R l = U_PRIME 7 SIGN(R_Al+3)
U_R 2 = Lt-PR IM E2 SIGN (R_SZ,2)












U_Rl = U-PRIME SIGN(-R-AI,2)
U_,R 2 = U_PRIMEZ SIGN (R_Sj3)
U-R3 = U_PRIME3 SIGN (R_S2 3)
NOTE G
A = (U-RTl > U-RT2) • (U_RT, > U_RT3)
B = (U_RT2 > U,-„RT,) • (LI-RT2 > U_RT3)
G = +B
Fiqure 4.2.2.1.13-2. THP2E AXIS aTT7:TUDE^MANEUV'ER initialikzation






A. Function; For each vehicle axis.that is in the manual
acceleration translation mode, this module provides inputs
to the RCS DAP to generate a vehicle translational acceler-
ation along -that axis while the THC is out of detent in that
axis. The sense of the translational acceleration corre-
sponds to the sense of the THC deflection. When the THC
's
	 is in decent, vehicle translation along the affected axis
s
	 is free.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.14-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz/axis
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.14--1
E. Constants: none





:ript /AXIS should be taken to indicate that the processing shown is
the present value of AXIS.
Figure 4.x.2.1.14--1.. TRANS ACCEL.
110
O A
TABLE 4.2.20.14-1 THAN4-1CCBL KITE&FACE REOUZ13EMENTS
I I SOURCE on I	 I	 I I	 SAMPLE I
(	 IAMB )	 DI9SCRIPTION ( DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 I RANGE	 I	 UNIT RATE	 (11Z) 1
ITBC ITranslatiooal hand controller ISOP IA(3)1	 1-1,0,1	 Inane 125/axis I
Y	 I Icaxmand I 1	 i	 I I I
IAxIS loodX axis for this execution IOPC_EECON Ix	 11,2,3	 Inone 125/axis 1
!outputs I I 1 ^^
I
	--- ^------------^--	 ---- ^
! I JL______...._.. _. L^ __ I_.	 _L________-__..L___ 1
ITRAXq JET CHD ITranslatian command IJx	 SBLECT IA(3)I	 I -1,0,1	 Inone 125/axis 1
4.2.2.1.15 TRANS PULSE
A. Function: For each vehicle axis that is in the manual pulse
translation mode, this module provides inputs to the RCS DAP
to generate a predetermined vehicle translational velocity
increment along that axis for each time the THC is moved
out of detent in that axis. The sense of the translational
velocity increment corresponds to the sense of the THC
deflection. When the THC is in detent, the achieved veloc-
ity along the affected axis is maintained. A velocity
error deadband is incorporated to prevent severe cycling.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.15--1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz/axis
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.1.15--1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.15-2
















NOTE: Amy or vector ubmipt AXIS should be taken W Ind{ute fiat the pfaoessing
"wn is for that alamant specified by the prosent value of AXIS.	 -












[TRANS_PULSE-SIZE]	 TRANS PULSE SIZEAXIS
DELTA--V_RCS	 I	 pELTA_V RCSAXIS
AXIS	 I NOTE i 1




TABLE 4.2.2.1.15-1 TRANS.^PULSE INTERLACE R E¢UIREH ENTS
F
F-'
I 1 3 I ! l	 I I
( I j	 SOURCE OFi I I I	 I	 SAtlPI I
#	 NAME I	 DESCRIPTION #	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE I PANGE I	 UNIT	 I	 PATE
	 (HZI I
ITHC ]Translational handcontroller- ;SOP jA(3)i^ 1-1,0,1 Inone^	 125/axis I
[comrand I I I (	 I I
L	 . _ —_1  —_^_	 Lw--- ^----------- I_^.^_^—. _1
IDELTA_v_aCS [Modelled vehicle velocity ]JET-SELECT 14(3)5 #TBD I €/s	 125/axis [
I Iincresent due to RCS jet firings I I {	 I 1
I ]in the previous cycle # E 1 I	 I
jIHIT TRAN5 PULSE (Nodule initialization flag, by 1OPC_RECON IA(3)B 10,1 Inone^	 125/axis I
I [axis I I I I	 I I
ITRANS^PULSE SIZE IDesired velocity change per
	
[PANEL_SAITCH_INTERP IA(3)S	 ITBD If/5	 125/axis
j ] deflecti:on of translational hand # 1	 ! I	 I I
j 1controller I i	 l I	 I I
[AXIS [Body axis for thisexecution	 IOPC_,RECON 11	 11,2,3— Inone	 .125%axis #I------i
jOUtputs
1TRANS_JET_CN13 ITranslatianal coarand^	 (JET_SELECT^ IA(3)1	 1-1,0,1 hone	 125/axis 1
^,-----i------- ---- I-- --- -- -1
TABLE 4 . 2.2.1.15-2 TRANS PULSE CONSTANTS
t	 1	 1	 1	 I	 i
j	 NA PIE	 J	 DESCRIPTION	 (	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE	 j	 UNST	 I









j INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION j INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION 	 r	
-T VARIABLE ^-	 -«---- I-T-INITIAL VALUE -I
I	 PROM	 j	 TO	 I	 I	 I
IINIT_TRA_ NSPUI,3ES (AXIS)	 j TNIT_TRANS„ PULSES (AXIS) ON FHO TF-CUYS}
l app	 I	 I	 I
I	 !	 !	 1	 I
I	 i	 lTDESIRED$(AXIS)
	 ^ 	 II	 I	 I	 I	 I
j	 }	 IOLD-TBCS(AXIS)
	 10	 I
4.2.2.:1.16 TWO AXIS ATTITUDE MANEUVER
A. Function: This module provides the RCS DAP with inputs to 	 ?`
achieve a desired vehicle pointing direction through a
single rotation. The desired direction is expressed as a
unit vector in IMU stable member coordinates to which a
vehicle-fixed vector is to be aligned. No rotation is made
about the vehicle-fixed vector. Upon initialization, the
module computes the IMU gimbal angles resulting from the
vector alignment, and supplies these as commanded IMU gimbal
angles to 'THREE AXIS ATTITUDE MANEUVER.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.1.16-1
C. Processing Rate: 5/6 Hz
D. Interface Requirements:  Table 4.2.2.1.16-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.1.16-2




























NOTE; Initialization Is executed only when INIT_iWO_AX1S_A'i71TUDE_MANEUVER is on.
Figure 4.2.2.1.16-1. TWO AXIS ATTITUDE MANEUVER.
TABLE 4.2.2.1.16-1 TNO_AXIS_ATTITUDE_MAHEUVER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
-------------! --------------- t
I l I	 SOURCE OR I	 I	 I	 I	 SAMPLE	 I
I	 NAME ;	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 I	 EARGE	 I	 UNIT	 I	 IATE	 (HZ)	 {
--
,inputs	 ^' (	 _____^ I	 -- ------- --. -----— ^  T^ . — i - ---- g ----------- ^ -------- --- ^I---------- --------1---- I	 ---- -1 ..	 J —	 -1-	 ------- E	 _1IBODY,_PGIHTIHG_VECTORIUnit Vector, inbody axes, to he IGUID or DEC IV(3)S
	 1-1 to }11none	 11/maneuver	 I
(aligned Pith POINTIHG_VECTOR_CHD I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
IHAXDESIR_BODrR ATE IDesired magnitude ofbody augular ; DEC 15	 10 to
	
5	 Ideg/s	 11/maneuver	 I
I Irate: in automatic attitude I !	 I	 1	 l	 1
I Imaneuvers I I	 I	 1	 I	 1
1'TNOV ( Current tine. ISOP^ is	 1TBD	 Is	 15/6	 1
1	 _____ ____J _ I _ 
	 —__— _ _ f	 , L^	 _L_	 ___-____J _	 ^l
IT-OIHTING_VECTOR_CHD ( Unit vector specifying commanded IGUID or DEC- on 	 11/maneuver	 IIV(3)s	 I -1 to+1lne-
I (pointing direction in stable I I	 I	 I	 1	 I
I [member axes I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
IGIHBAL_ANGLES 1 1HU gimbal angles ISOP 1A(3)S-	 1 -180	 < xldeg	 11/maneuver	 I
I ; I {	 1 <=	 180	 I	 1	 l
r	 IINIT_AXISATTIT-(Module initialization flag -N1OFC_A4CO IS
	





1 I I	 l	 I 
	 I	 I
-IAUTQ_ G)_DBSIRED (Desired.IHU gimbal angles I TWP-AX1S_ATTITUDB_MA- IA(3 ) S	 1-180	 < x l deg 	 15/6	 I
I i I NEUVER 1	 1<-	 180	 1	 i	 !
l0utputs
IGX MANEUVER_TE$HINALIDesired terminal IMU gimbal IDEC {A(3)S	 1-180 < xldeg	 11/maneuver`	 I
I tangles I I	 I<=	 180	 1	 1	 I
IGA_DESIRED IDesireddlMU gimbalangles IDRL,RCS_ERRORS IA(3)5	 1-180W< xldeg-	15/6	 1
! ( I I	 1<=	 180	 I	 I	 I
_L_------------
IAUTO_ GA_DESIRED IDesired IHU gimbal angles IDEC, A{(3)S	 1-18v	 < xldeq 	 15/6	 1
I I ITNt1_ASIS_ATTITUDE_HA-1	 1<=	 18C	 I	 I	 I
I I IHEUVEA I	 1	 I	 I	 I
ID&LTA_6A 10ssired IMU gimbal angle IRCS_£RRORS^ IA(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg	 15/6	 1
;increments I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I
----	 ____ _!	 _^_.._^^^ ___ l_^ ^_r.l_	 ___--__.L_	 -_1




	 ^^^  	1L 	 _] — --	 ____--
IMXXtUV£S COHPLETE [ Flag signifyingcompletion ot- IDEC
..
,1IS	 10	 e)non 	 15/6^	 1
I (maneuver I I	 I	 1	 I	 I
--1----	 ----____ L_N.._---__.. --1 _ w. ___l_ _ __M .1--------- ---- . ---------- ----1
31ElfE 1	 DESCRIPTION I	 TYPE I	 VALUE	 I	 UNIT	 I
{DODY_TO_N& IJehicle to IMU navigation base transformation




1 (mAtiix I I	 I	 I1 I
-._^-.—.-_----....._ZIDnit vector in y direction in stable embber
	 IV (3) 5 1 (0 1 1 1 0)	 Inane
(coordinates I I	 I	 I
----5----------------I------
	 --Sru_IL {Unit vector in x direction in navigation base
	 Iv(3)S 1111010)	 Inane	 I
I Icoardinates ) I	 I	 I
w	 1Px IPi IS Ipi	 Inane	 1
^o
iRlp_TD-DEG IRadians to degrees conversion factor	 1s 1180/pi	 Idea/rad
	 I
-














(GIMBAL-ANGLESI OFF	 ON	 ONO IGA_COMLIANOEOI
OEG TO RAO ON=F 11





SEE NOTE if OFF	 E
TEST1	 IU DL XU ALA
4 - POINTING_VECiOR CMO TEST Z
	 U_OL • U_RL ON	 I ,
^..	 BODY PG]NTiNG_VECTO p - U AL	 TEST2 OFF^.. U_AL • e00Y_TO_NB I
BODY POINTING VECTOR I
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.










Figure 4.2,2.1.16--2.	 TWO AXIS ATTITUDE MANEUVER initialization (page 1 of
d
2).




_,.•,.a.. 4,....,^	 ..	 ^.:.„^;^	 y,,::.^nw^V^4hbet^ew^•.^.[.1++^AICtAlY1^	 ^4•i - .t^r, c:itYe^:au:
NOTE 
cos 02 cos 03
	
-cos 02 sin 03 cos 01	 cos 02 Sill 	 sin 01
+ sin ¢2 sin 01	+ sin 02 cos 01
C _E SM = sin 3
	
cos 03 cos 01	-cos 03 sin 01
-sin ¢2 cos 03
	
sin 02 sin 03 cos 01	 -sin ¢2 sin 03 sin 01



















0C'3 = siri 1 (C_MSMZ1)
00,2 = sin 
1 (C_M%
,1 /cas (¢C,3))
OC,t = sin 1 (-C_MSM2,31cos (0C'3)}
if C_MSM 1,1 < 0.0; OU = a in (OC,3) - OC,2	 i
if C_MSM2,2 < 0.9; OC.1 = n sin (OC+1 ) - OC,1
4.2.2.2.1 JET SELECT
A.	 Function: This module generates jet faring commands required
to implement commanded translations and rotations. It also
predicts the resulting velocity and angular rate increments.
The module contains separate logic for external selection of
either-the nominal (main) or vernier jets, and takes into
account any jet failures. The nominal-jet logic enables
external selection of high or low acceleration levels in
translation and rotation (except roll) independently,
includes algorithms that fire jets to compensate for off-
axis and translation/rotation coupling, and allows external
selection of forward or aft jets to effect low-level rota-
tions in pitch and yaw independently. This last option is
to permit forward/aft RCS fuel use balancing.
B,	 Block Diagram: TED
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.2.1-1
E. Constants; TBD






TABLE 4.2.2.2 . 1-1 JET-SELECT INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
€
I	 SOURCE OR I	 I	 !	 I	 SA'3PLE	 I
€	 NAME €	 DESCRIPTION 1	 DESTINATION 1	 TYPE	 # RANGE	 1	 UNIT	 I	 PATE (HZ)	 #
jROT JET CHD lactation Command T I	 - I A(3)1PHASE PLANE, 1-1 , 0,1	 hone	 125' j
1 1 IROT_ACC£L, ROT_PULSE I	 I	 I	 IQ 0 I 1 jar OFC-RECON j	 I	 I	 I
ITRAJ1S_JET_CND (Translation command 1AUTQ_HCS TRANS, IA(3)1	 1-1 , 0,1
	 Inone	 125 1
6	 Oro l I
1TRAN5 ACCEL,
i TRAH5 PULSE or
I	 l	 I	 II	 !	 (	 I f^p ^
1 € IOF^ &EcOH I	 I	 I	 l I
E I I _l 	 1	 ^LM __^_ Iu------------- ^.	 J




Ivan VERHIEE SW IRCS nominal/vernier Jet select IPANEL_SWITCH_1NTERP IR	 10,1	 Inone	 125 E
IR qT HI_LO SW [ Rotation acceleration level. IRAN EL SVITCH INTERP ! A(3)B	 10 , 1	 !none	 125 [
I [select I I	 I	 I	 I I
r	 . J I	 _	 ___ I	 --- J..._....—..._.. I	 ! ^	
--------L
k IJFAI1,_CHAWGE !Flag signifying change in JFAIL IRK IR	 10,1	 Inone	 125T lt 1 1 1 ___.,.._..—...._.__— --- 1tt	 k-' ITRAxs_HI_LO_,SW ITranslation acceleration level IRK, IA(3 ) D 	10,1	 Inone	 125 I
I Iselect IPANEL_SVITCH_INTERP I	 I	 I	 I !I  I_ I	 _ 1 	 .1^—...__1— --- ------- J __^_ ^	 1.
ILO PITCB„_TAIL_HOSE ( Tail or nosejet select for low- ID&C 1B	 1011	 Inone	 125 )
.` I Ilevel pitch rotation l I	 (	 i	 I I
ILO_TAW_TAIL_XOSE ITail or nose jet select for low- IDEC IB	 I6 , 1	 Inane	 125w 1
I I ilevel yaw rotation I I	 I	 I	 I [
107E AXIS_C01S£_THRES-ITbresbold for off-axis IPAREL_SUITCIi_INTERP IA(5) S 	 ITBD 1f /s, deg/s	 125 [
IHOLD Icoxpensation firings I !	 I I	 I I
I J L_	 _--..____L
111IT_JET_SELECT 1hadule initialization flag IOFC_EECON jB	 10,1 inane	 125 I
jVEHICLE_IHVERSE_INE- I1nTerse of vehicle inertia ISF IM(3 , 3)5	 ITBD 11/((slug)(f)-)25 I
IRTIA
€ l (	 i I	 (f))	 I I
IOncputs ^` j " i	 ----•-_	 ^ ----_	 1 ---_...__ I---------__ i ......_.._^_^.T_i
IJOWLST IRCS jet on command ISOP, am #A (44)D	 10 , 1 Inone 	 125 1
IDELTA_OISEGl ECS Imodelled body angular rate IPART2_FILTEP IV(3)S-	 ITJ3D Ideg/s	 125 I
I lnncrement due to RC5 jet firings I I	 I I	 I I
1 1 -1 _ ._^1 	 _ L
	
_ 	 ----- ___— ---- i_
1D£LTA _V_HC5 Modelled vehicle velocity ITRAHS_PULSE^ IV(3)S	 ITBD If/s 	 125 1
j !increment due to RCS jet firings I I	 I I	 I I
1 J _ __ __—	 -	 —J. __._ -	 I -------------_
4.2.2.2.2 PHASE PLANE
A. Function: For each body axis requiring RCS rotation control
and not in the manual rotation acceleration or manual rota-
tion pulse submode, this module determines whether an angu-
lar rate change is needed and the sign of the desired rate
change. The vehicle is driven into and held in a limit cycle
about the desired attitude and attitude rate. The parameters
of the limit cycle are selected to minimize a weighted com-
bination of response time and RCS fuel use. The attitude
deadband is selected externally, and the module takes into
account the undesired vehicle angular acceleration--the sum
of the disturbance and modelled undesired accelerations.
B. Block Diagram: Figures. 4.2.2.2.2-1 through 4.2.2.2.2--8;
Tables 4.2.2.2.2-1 and 4.2.2.2.2-2.
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.2.2-3
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.2.2-4
F. Initialization Requirements: Table 4.2.2.2.2--5
Note: PHASE PLANE is in the process of redesign as of the publication





LIMITS PLANE (Fig. 4.22-2
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Figure 4.2.2.2.2-1. PHASE PINE



















































BOUNDARY_ 1 V _TO_COAST
BOUNDARY III_TO_COAST
BOUNDARY _ IV_TO_Il l
T. RGET—DISTURB
2. SWITCH CONDITION A:
ABSIRATE_ERRORI > RL OR
POSITION _ERROR PLR OR
POSITION — ERROR < —PLL
3. ARRAY OR VECTOR SUBSCRIPT n
SHOULD BE TAKEN AS INDICATING
THAT THE PROCESSING SHOWN IS
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I V _TO_COASTIr , / .^X /
DL -	 DR'
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BOUNDARY_[I I —TO_COAST	 '/ ".1 01 ^ ^BOUNDAR'
—RL
NOTE: DRAWN FOR DISTURBANCE
ACCELERATION, UD, POSITIVE.




11 TO COAST + (DL — X)
Figure 4. 2. 2. 2. 2-7. LARCE ERROR L114ITS .
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NOTE. DRAWN FOR DISTURBANCE
ACCELERATION, U D , POSITIVE.
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Table 4.2.2.2.2-1. Control actions in small error control regions.
REGION CONTROL ACTION, X D VALUE







II Drive state to TARGET DISTURB, -1
III Drive state to zero rate, +1











LOGIC or REGION III) then Command +1 until
zero rate is achieved, else Command 0.




CONTROL LOGIC or REGION II) then Command -1 until




CS II Coast, 0
Table 4.2.2.2.2-2. Control actions in large error control regions.
REGION CONTROL ACTION, X D VALUE
I Drive state to -(TARGET ARL), -1
II Drive state to TARGET ARL, -1





IV Drive state to -RL, +1
HL_I If X D OLD = -1 (i.e., if coming from Region II)
then Command -1 until TARGET ARL is reached, else
Command 0.
HL II IF X D OLD = -1 (i.e., if coming from Region I)















----_ E -- --
[	 {
-----------
( — ----- -----I	 SAHPL8	 I
}^ (	 NAME I	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTIHATIOH I	 TYPE	 (	 RANGE I	 UNIT I	 RATE	 (HZ)	 I
Ilapnts I I I	 .^-	 I	 ---i--------------- k — —
[BYPASS (Nan-execution command, by axis 10FC HECON — j 0,1IA(3)B IDoner 125	 I
i
111=do not execute; O=execute) I I'	 I I I	 I
b --- —L _----1— ------ ---- __- ^_^	 . I
IATTITUDE_BRROR IBady angle error (Roll Component: IV(3)S-	 ITBD Ideg 125	 j
1 1 IBCS_ERHOHS or I	 I I I	 I
1 1 JRCS_ASSIST_ROLL I	 I I I	 I
I I (Pitch and yaw I	 I I I	 1
I I Icomponents: I	 I I I	 1
I I RCS_IIRRORS or I	 I [ I	 [
I I IECS_ASSIST_PITCH_YAH I	 ( l I	 I
! 1 1 1	 ^L_..—_L_ _-_.___J
IR1TE ERROR 1Hody angular rate error jR011 component: 1v(3)S	 [TBD [deg/s 125	 I
j I IRC$_ERRO135 or I	 I l f	 I
r t I IRCS_ASSIST ROLL I	 i I 1	 1
w I I (Pitch and yaw 1	 ( I I	 1
"' I I Icomponents: I	 { E I	 I
1 I IRC5 ERRORS or i	 I I I	 I
I I IRCS_ASSIST_PITCII YAW	 I	 I I I	 I
IUNDESINEn_ACCEL ITotal undesired body angular I PART I_FILTER IV(3)S	 ITBD Ideg/((s) (s) j 	 1 25	 1
1 (acceleration ( l	 I l I	 I
1 - 1 1	 ^!____ _-1-- -----1--------------
IDEADBAHD (Attitude deadband IPANEL_SWITCH_IHTERP IA(3)S	 ITBD Ideg 125	 1
IROT JET_CdD (Rotation command trom previous IPHASE_PL&NE, IA(3)1	 I-1,0,1 Inone 125	 j
I Icycle IROT_ACCEL, ROT_PULSE I	 l ( I	 I
( ( Ior OFt_RECOH I	 1 I I	 t
]INIT—PBAS.B-,PLANE {Module initialization - flag IOFC_JIECON IB	 10,1 Inone 125	 I
[Outputs
1
.1 _ 1_ _.^. _— _—_ L.— . _L —___L___ w_ . _, l --- ..__. ._ ---L
1ROT_JET_CMD ( Rotation command 1JET_SELECT JA(3)1	 1-1 , 0,1 Inone 125	 1
TABLE 4.2.2.2 . 2-4 PHASE_PLANE CONSTANTS
[	 NA HE I	 DESCRIPTION	 (	 TYPF I	 VALUF	 I	 OMIT	 I
jCD ISWITCH CURVE DESIGN PARAMETER	 -- _-r---^ IS	 ---^^-- IG.B	 _J^M--
-I NONE -__-^ I
%COAST-I BOQNDA&X (Rate errorboundary of lower coasting region of IS 1-3.0^	 Ideq/ss^'
I (large error phase plane 	 { i	 I	 I
jCOAST_IY BCUNDAHY M ate error boundary of upper coasting region of IS ICOAST I_BOIfNDARY Ideg/s 	 I
I (large error phase plane	 I I	 I1 I	 -- ___ M	 __^I_	 ___— _ 1_	 _____________





{ j (delta$ (DB) in small error phase plane)
	 l {	 I
IK_13 (Limit cycle design Parameter	 IS 11.013.0-	 Inone-	 I
-
Lw-^^_-1- -------------_L_	 ^^l--
IRL (Rate errorboundarybetween large and small	 Is 14.0	 Ideg/s^	 1
j jerror phase planes 	 I I	 I	 I
_
ITABGET_ARL ITarget average  ratelimit inside large andsmall IS l(COAST_I_BOUNDAPYidea/s
I (error phase plane coast region 	 I I+	 ELI	 /	 2.^	 1	 1
_ __^_^_ __	 ._ ___	 ------ - __ -----L. ___^ . _ i___-..___-___.t._ ------ ...__
ICONTROL_ACCELERATIOH_MAGNI4- ( Magnitude of available control acceleration for 	 (A (3)5 ITBD	 Ideq/((s)(s))I
JUDE leach axis	 1 1	 I	 1
I_,_.____.L ...----------------	 l
TABLE 4.2.2.2.2-5 PHASE-PLANE INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
{ INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I	 VARIABLE	 I	 =WI-TAL V;.111'	 1
(	 FNCt$	 j	 TO	 {	 I	 I
---------1----------------- ---
-__^ ^__^_ _-----------------------------------------^-




	 1 G	 I
1___ _-	 -----_^_ _^_ I	 w_	 - 1--------------------^
L
rl
1L	 !	 I	 1_ l:_.	 J	 ^
4.2.2.2 . 3 RCS ERRORS
A.	 Function: This module obtains the vehicle attitude and
angular rate errors, based upon commands from the attitude
drivers and measurement data from the IMU and the State
Eztimator. It also performs the incrementation required to
interface position commands from the attitude drivers, some
of which operate at 5/6 Hz, to the RCS DAP rate of 25 Hz.
The desired gimbal angles are updated by the smoothing
increment and the result subtracted from the actual gimbal
angles. The remainder is the gimbal angle error, which
is converted to body coordinates to yield body angle or
attitude error. The angular rate error is obtained as the
difference between the estimated and desired body rates.
S.	 Slack Diagram: Figure 4 . 2.2.2.3-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.2.3-1
E. Constants: none










	 GIMBALS TO_ BODY,[NIT RCS ERRORS 1NITIALI7ATION
EGA(3'ABLE 4.22.2.3-21	 ^	 70_BODY





MODULAR_AD^ ATTITUDE_GA_9RROR ATTITUDE _ERROR=I ERRORGA T0,_80DY]SECf10N
.2.2.5.2)	 GA ERRORL4 
	
_
IGAIGA_DESIREQI " ' - " ^"	 " " --9 DESIRED]IBj	 [g]
GA-INCREMENT
IDELTA_GAj ^[DELjISECTION 4.22.5,31GIMBAC I	 LOCKED
03 I	 LOCK""-'-`"M'(SEE NOTE)
r
PLIP	 FLIP-
F 	 51GN	 GA_FLIP_SIGN






NOTE: PROCESSING OF LOCKED IS TBD.





I I !	 SOURCE OR	 I	 1	 I	 I	 SAMPLE	 I
I	 NAME ;	 DESCRIPTION 1	 DESTINATION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 PAHG£	 I	 UNIT	 I	 RATF	 (11Z)	 !
]Inputs I ;	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1
Ina-DESIRED IDesired IKU gimbal angles IATTITUDE_HOLD, 	 IA (3)S	 1-187 < xldeg	 125	 I
1 I !ATTITUDE LCL_VERTICA- 1	 1<= 180	 1	 1	 I
I 1 ILr	 BAREEQUE,	 I	 -	 I	 I	 I	 I
1 1 IKISc_TRACKING,	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
# 1 # OMS,,,PRETHRUST_KAN£UY- I	 f	 I	 1	 I
j ( I ER, PAYLOAD_SUPPLIED_I	 1	 I	 1	 I
i 1 [CMDS,	 ROT DISC,	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
( I ITHREE_AXIS_ATTITUDE-- !	 I	 I	 I	 l
# ; IMANEUVER,	 or	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
l 1 ITWO_AXIS_	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1 ( IATTITUDS MANEUVER or I	 I	 )	 I	 I
I i I RCS_ERRORS	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
IDELTA_GA [Desired IMU gimbal. angle I ATTITUDE_riOLD,	 I A (3) S	 IT13D	 I deq	 125	 {
1 lincrements IATTITUDE_LCL_VERTICA-1	 I	 I	 I	 I
1 I ILr	 BARBEQUE,	 I	 I	 .	 I	 I	 I
I 1 IKISC_TRACXING,	 1	 I	 !	 I	 1
1 I OU PRETHRUST_KANEUV-1	 I	 I	 I	 1
l 1 I ERI-PAYLOAD_SUPPLIED_1	 I	 I	 I	 I
I 1 I CMDS,	 ROT_DISCr	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
# )THREE_AXIS_ATTIT0DE_-1 	 l	 I	 I	 I
l I IMANEUYER,	 or	 I	 I	 !	 !	 1
( I ITNO_,1T,IS_ATTITUDE_11A- I 	 I	 1	 !	 1
# I INEUVBR	 I	 I	 I	 I	 [
IDESIREII DODY_RITE	 [ Desired body angular rate 	 IATTITUDE_,DOLD,	 IV(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125	 1
I	 #	 iATTIT11DE_1.CL_VERTICA-I 	 	 I	 I	 1
I	 1, IL, RARBEQUB,	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1
1	 #	 IKISC TRACKING,	 I	 I	 l	 !	 1
1	 I	 IOMS_PRETURUST MANEUV-1 	 I	 I	 !	 !
1	 (	 IER, PAYLOAD SUPPLIED_!	 I	 I	 !	 I
I	 I	 ICMDS, HOT Disc,	 I	 II	 !	 I
(	 1	 !THREE-AXIS_ATTITUDE_ I	 I	 I	 1	 I
I	 #	 IMANEUYER, or	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
#	 I	 ITSO_AXZS_ATTITUDE_MA-I	 I	 I	 I	 I
!	 1	 INEUVER	 I	 I	 I	 I	 [
!	 L^	 ..	 _ I	 L _ __^ L__ _1-.------....___-
!GIMBAL ANGLES	 ! IMU gimbal angles'	ISOP^	 IA(3)5	 1-180 < x[deg	 125	 I
#	 i	 I	 1	 !C= 180	 [	 I	 1
TABLE 4.2.2.2.3-1 RCS_RRRORS INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
( I I	 SOURCE OR [	 [ 1	 [	 SAMPLE	 1
I	 NAPE DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 I	 EA4GE I	 UNIT	 I	 FATE	 (HZ)	 I
1^ + I 1^--- I	 -----1------------ ------^—_1
IRATE EST IBody angular rate estlk ite IPARTI FILTER ^[V(3)S^	 1TBD I deq /g 	 -^—128
IIHIT_RCS_EBRORS ISodule initialization flag IOFC_RECOH iL	 10,1- Inone^	 125-	 1
[outputs
IITTITUDE_EJ1ROR I Body angle error I PHASE_PLANE IV (3) S	 I TBD I deg	 125	 1
I	 — I	
-1  I ^	 —L_--L— --------1-	 --------_1
IRATE EhROh IBady angular rate error IDEC, PBASE_PLANE IV(3)SS	 ITBD Ideg/s	 125	 1
IGA_DESIRED IDesired IHU gimbal angles ID&C, RCS_ERRORS, IA(3)S	 1-180	 < x[deg	 125	 I
I I 1ATTITUDE_LCL_VERTICA-[	 I<= 180 1	 I	 l
1 I IL,	 BARBEQUE, EOT_EISCI	 I I	 I	 I
L_______ ----1------- — _ _1
TABLE 4.2.2.2.3-2 RCS_ERRORS INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INITIALLIZE ON TRANSITION 1
	
VARIABLE	 1	 INITIAL VALUE	 1
FRCS	 I	 TO	 I	 I	 l
+	 _-.I	 —_	 ----- — --------------- -
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rMODUL :R- GA_	 -	 MODULAR,
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Figure 4 .2.2.2.3 -1. PART1 FILTER.
OF POOR QUAD
142
'RECEDING PAGE BLAB N0'








1	 1	 1	 I	 SA NEL=
(	 TYPE











Inputs I	 ---- I --	 !	 j -	 ---I
	 I




IG1XBAL_AHG13S_0LD	 JIM gimbal angles from previous I1?ART2 FILTER IA(3)S	 I-180	 < xldeq	 125
1 (Cycle 1 1	 I<-	 180	 1	 1 I
IEXTEAP_ATTITUDE-EST1IExtrapolated :ilter 1 body angle IPART2 FILTER IV(3)S	 1 -180	 < xldeg	 125 I
I (estimate fron previous cycle I I	 I<=	 18C	 I	 I 1
I£XTRAP_RAT3 EST1 I Extrapolated filter 1 body I PART2-_FILTER IV (3) 5	 ITBD	 I deg/s	 125	 1
( (angular rate estimate from ( I	 !	 I	 I	 I
I ] previous evrie, ( J	 (	 I	 I	 I
- I _ 1   J	 — 1 —.	 L— _ .^. —__-^ --------- ---IDISTURB_ACCM_ EST_O- I Body angular disturbance I PART2_FILTER IV (3) S	 ITBD	 I deg/ ((s) (s) )	 1 25	 1
ILA (acceleration estimate from I I	 I	 I	 I	 IYQ	 I Jprevious cycle I I	 I	 1	 !	 I
IHODELLED_ACCEL Ipodelled undesired body angular IPART2_FILTER IV(3)S	 ITDD	 Ideg%((s)(s))	 125T
	1
I (acceleration from previous cycle 1 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
IATTXTUD£ GRIM ) Filter 1 gain for attitude term IOFC_RECON i s	 IT13D	 Inane	 (25	 I
IATTITUDE_GAIN2 ( Filter 2 gain for attitude term IOFC-RECON IS	 ITBD	 Inone	 125
s
_L  I	 ---J.._______ _L__ 
r
___^_--1 -- --------1
IRATE-r.11N1 IFilter 1 gaih for rate term IOFC,_RECON I5	 ITBD	 inane 	 125^	 1
1	 - I _—_ I	 —  _-	 !	 L_ 	 __ -----..__-----1____
IRATE_GAIN2 IFilter 2 gain for rate term ( OFC_BECON ^IT13DIS	 Inane	 125	 I
1	 -.._-
_-1-------- I	 _ __--__	 i-_----------1-------- --- _!_	 __ L^. ^	 ^
IACC£L_GAIH IFilter 2 gain for acceleration I0FC_RECO11 IS	 ITBD	 Inone	 125	 1
I Iterm I I	 I	 !	 I	 1
dI
----A _—_ —_.	
_ _L_—__1------------ 1 --------- ----
IINIT PART1 F ILTEH flI!ladule 'initialization	 ag lore-RECON In	 10.1	 (none	 125	 1
1 1
_ I
-------- 1------------ I -
	
-
IBXTRAB ATTITUDE_EST2IExtrapolated filter 2 body angle IPART2_FILTEH IV(3)5	 1-183	 < xldeg 	 125	 1
I (estimate from previous cycle I (	 I<=	 180	 1	 1	 1
I I	 - I --	 1	 --L—__—_ I—	 --------I-	 -----------^
I£aTHAE RATE_EST2 (Extrapolated filter 2 body IPART2 FILTEE 1V(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125	 I
( Iangalar rate estimate from ( I	 !	 E	 I	 I
I IPrevious cycle ( !	 I	 l	 I	 i





------------- --------------) 1 I
SOURCE OR
I	 i	 I	 I	 E
I	 I	 1	 1	 5:1"LLT	 !
NINE I	 DESCRIETION (	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 (	 RANGE	 1	 111111
	 1	 n-:	 (PZ)
	 I
out pats — 	 ---_— _	 __----_---_.-_-----
JATTITUDE_tST1 ( Filter 1 body angle estimate IPART2 -FILTER IV(3)S	 1-11:	 <	 x1de g
	i:5	 J




EST IFiltex 1 bady angular rate IDSC, PART2_tILTFE, IV(3)S	 JTHD	 Ideals	 125	 I
1 Iestiaate IRCS_ERRORS,	 ROT_PULSEI I	 I	 I	 I
I ) (Roll component: I	 I	 I	 I
i 1 IRCS_ASSIST_ROLL I	 I	 I	 I	 I
r	 I k ]Pitch and you I	 I	 I	 I	 I
( I (components: J	 I	 1	 (	 I
k 1 iRCS_ASSIST_PITCH_YAW, i	 I	 I	 I	 I
I I IPTTCH_YAA_ASSIST_COM-I	 !	 1	 I	 1
I I IPDTATION I	 I	 I	 !	 1J I	 .^	 ----L—.._.._-__ ------------ L_-----__ __1
IQNDESIRED_ACCEL ( Total undesired body angular IPHIlSE_ PLANE, IV ( 3)5	 JTBD	 ]dEa/{(s}(s}}	 145	 1
I (acceleration IPART2_FILTEL I	 I	 I	 I	 I1 I —
	 ^— _ _L _ _,-------
--_ i--------
 ---------L-------------i-------------iIDISTDRD_IlCCEL-EST (bady angular disturbance IPART2_FILTER Roll IV(3)S	 JTSD
	Idev/({s)(G)}	 125	 1
1 lacceleration ' estimate ( component: RH I	 I	 I	 I.	 I
I_ I —	
_ _ 	 ,.,_.--_L _	 _ __—_— ___l__-._...--- I 	 ---_i ------------- 1 ------------- !
JATTITDDE
_£ST2 Iiilter 2 body angle estimates IPART2 FILTEF IV(3)S	 1-14;	 <	 xideq	 125
I I I	 f<=	 1A;	 !	 I	 I
^-- --- I	 ------L - --------------------1------1---___ -1------------i----- ---------^
JRATE EST2	 " ) Filter 2 body angular rate ( PART2_FILTEF iV(3)S	 JSF ^	Idea/s	 125	 !
I Iestixate I I	 (	 {	 1	 I
a^ J -------------- -------------
n c.
r^
TABLE 4.2.3.1-2 PANT1 FILTER CONSTANTS
I 	 l	 I	 t	 I	 1
I	 NA HE	 ;	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNIT	 1
(TDAP	 IPeri.od of state estimator_ cycle	 i5
I	 L	 _ _	 —	 L	 1 ___--------
	
^---------- ._.L
TABLE 4 . 2.2.3.1 -3 PART1 „ FILTER INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INITIALIZE 09 TRANSITION I 	 YAHIABLE	 I	 IUITIAL VALUE
	 I
(	 FBOK	 I	 TO	 I	 I	 I
(INIT_PART1 FILTER = OFF	 IINIx_PARTI_FILTER = ON	 IGIRBAL_ANGLES_OLD	 ^-	 __-- --- — [GIMBAL-ANGLES	 1I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 1	 JITTITRDE	 ID	 !
I	 I	 i	 I	 l
I	 I	 IEXTRAP ATTITUDE-EST1	 10	 [i	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 1	 ISXTRAP_ATTITUDE_EST2	 ID	 l
I	 I	 i	 I	 [
1	 I	 ;EXTRAP_EATE _.EST1	 10	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 f
I	 !	 IEXTRA1?_BATE_EST2	 10	 t
I	 "	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 IDISTURB_ACCEL_EST_OLD	 1C	 I
i	 1	 I	 I	 !
I	 I	 IDISTURB ACCEL_EST for previous 9 passes 	 10	 I




A. Function: This module extrapolates the vehicle state for
the next FC cycle as a function of the estimated present
state and the expected angular rate changes due to control
effector use; it also models angular acceleration. It first
computes the extrapolated angular rate increment as the sum
of the control-effector and undesired-acceleration rate
increments. This rate increment is then filtered with
attitude and angular rate estimates in two parallel filters
(a "rate" filter and an "acceleration" filter) to obtain
attitude and angular rate extrapolations. Angular acceler-
ation modelling is TBD.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.3.2-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.3.2--1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.3.2-2









wTABLE 4.2.2.3.2-1 PART2 FILTER I14TERPRCE PEOUIREMENTS
I	 I	 I	 1	 i	 i	 k
SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 I	 1	 SAMPLF.
HA ME	 1	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 DESTINATION	 [ TYEr I :A N GE 1	 11NTT	 I	 AT- (Hz)
____--___1-------1------------- ------------
ITnputs I I I	 I	 1	 I	 1
1—. 1 L.M ___-_W__^ -------1--------1—______L_-----------.i -------- ------
IATTITUDE_EST1 (Filter 1 body angle estimate	 jPART1_FILM	 IV(3)S	 1-181	 < xldeq 	125	 I
I I I I	 l<=	 180	 1	 1
w	 1---------------
	
--	 1--^--	 L-------i------- --i -------------(RATE_EST IFilter 1 body angular rate	 IPART I_FILTEP - ITBDIV(3)s	 Idea/s	 125	 [
jesti mate 1 1	 (	 I	 I	 I
L .^a_ .-------
------ -----J -- -----1-------- L------- ------I-------------1(ATTITUDE_EST2 (Filter 2 body angle estimate	 [PARTIF ILTER	 IV(3)s	 1 - 18 -' 	 < xl dPq	 125	 i
i I I I	 I<=	 18G	 I	 I	 E
-----1-------------i------------- ^
1EATE_BST2 lFilter 2 body angular rate	 IPARTI_FILT=F	 IV(3)S	 1,:Dr	 Ideq/s	 125	 1
I jestimate I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
----__L . _------------^ -------------L --------- r_11UNDESIRED_ACCEL ITotal undesired body angular	 I PART1_F ILTER T 	IV (3) S	 ITBD	 I dFq/ ((s) (s) )	 125	 1
1 (acceleration I 1	 I	 1	 I	 I
L_ __	 ._	 - I-	 _ _  	 _1 r_ ___W--- —. 	 1L—__ -_1------------- 1 -------------- 1
IDISTURB_ACCEL_EST jBody angular disturbance	 IPART1_FILTEP. IV(3)5	 [TBD	 Idea/I{s}(sI)	 125	 1
1 lacceleratioa estimate	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
Ir I _—. _ __...—. ---- -------- I	 ---------- M...._ -	 ^-------------1-------------^
IDELTA_0MEGA_ONS jModelled body angular rate	 IDELTA_OKEGA_OMS_ENGI- IV(3)5	 ITDD	 Idea/s	 125	 1
} (increment due to OMS TVC
	
IHE or PART2_FlLTER	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
fi 1	 - --_...--_...—_..—_.j-- --------- -- ----- .L -------- .L -------- i ------------- 1 ------------- 1—
IDEITA_0MEGA_RCS ( Modelled 'iody angular rate	 IJET_SELECT or	 IV(3)S	 1THD	 Idel/s	 125
1 (increment due to RCS jet firings IPART2_FILTB- I	 I	 I	 I	 !
I	 ..____— I ___.___l_   i^--	 1-------1------------- 1 ------------- S
jGIMBAL -ANGLES IINO gimbal angles ISOP IA (3)5	 1-18'	 <	 xldea	 125	 I
1 i I 1	 I<=	 18C	 I	 I	 I
-------------i------------- 1
(Outputs I -T -------- ---1_...__---___' _—.._--^ ------i-------------^------ --
-1 .__-----_1 ------------- 1--------------
IEXTRAP_ATTITUDE EST11Extrapo,Lated filter 1 body angle 1PART1_FILTF' IV(3)S	 1-19:	 <	 x1doo	 [^5	 I
iestimate I I	 1<=	 18-:	 1	 I	 !
— L—_ _ —_	
_ —_--- I	 - ----------------------)---------J --------L----------- -L------------ i)EXTRAP_RATILEST1 1Ea'trapolated filter 1 body	 I PART1_FILTEF IV (3) S	 IT°D	 Idt- q / s	 125	 1
1 {angular rate estimate	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
h----- -- --- --- -------L---- —1-------- L------------1------ --- _----1
IDISTURB_ACCEL_EST_0-1BOdy angular disturbance	 1PART1_FILT=' IV (3) 3 	 k".P"	 Idol/f(s)(1)1	 12 5 	!




























I I I SOURCE OR	 i	 I	 I	 I	 SAMPLE	 I
I HAKE	 I	 DESCRIPTION 1 DESTINATION	 1	 TYPE	 1	 FANGt	 1	 UNIT	 I	 FAT"	 (H7)	 f
--_1— ----------- 1 ------------- !
IHODELLED_ACCEL	 Inodelled undesired body angular IPART1 _P7LTER iY (3j5	 IHD	 ^ 1deg/{{s) (s)I j25	 -------1
I lacceleration I I	 1	 I	 I	 [
L... 	- ^!
'---
LJ _	 L ----------- 
IEXTRAP_A'TT3:TUDE_EST2IExtrapolated filter 2 body angle IPARTI FILTER - Iv(3)5	 1 - 1BO	 < xldeg	 125	 I( I estizate I I	 i<=	 180	 1	 I	 1
.1	 _ _!  L 	 I
---- ---L------------i ------- ----- 1IEXTRAP_RATE_EST2 (Extrapolated filter 2 body IPARTIF ILTER IV(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125	 I
1 {angular rate estimate I I	 I	 t	 I	 I
I I	 ---1 _ — --- _-..----1
;G111BAL_ANGLES_0LD 1IMU gimbal angles 1PARTi FILTER IA(3)S	 1-180	 < x1deq	 125	 I
1 1 1 I	 1<=	 180	 1	 1	 I
I ---L--	 --_!._.
-----------
	 --- -- --- --- --- !
TABLE 4.2.2.3.2-2 PART2_PILTER CONSTANTS
1	 NAIILr	 (	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 1	 VALUE	 1	 UNIT	 1
ITDAP	 IPeriod of FC cycle	 15	 10.04	 Is	 1
4.2.2.4 TVC DAP
4.2.2.4.1 DELTA OMEGA OMS ENGINE
A. Function: This module computes the modelled body angular
rate increment due to torque from the OM5 engines during 	 i
a TVC burn.
i
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.1-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.1-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.4.1-2
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OMS3 TORQUE - Tun OMS2 _CG% ACT7_TO VEN	 sin {pM52^GIMOAL5Z1
.WMS2 OIMOALSI I w;(OM52 GIMOALS21
Figure 4.2.2.4.1-1. DELTA OMEGA OMS ENGINE.














SOURCE	 O_.	 I	 I	 I	 I	 sA €^^-	 I
NA HE I	 DESCRIPTION I DESTINATION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 F.ANGE	 I	 U41T	 I	 FAT?	 (117)	 I









1	 I	 I	 I	 I
---  -- I -------- -- --- ----- -__—___1------- 1 ------------ 1 ---------- --1
IDM51_CG )Vector from OHS1 hinge point to	 I0MS_PRETHRU5T_MANEUP- (V(3)S	 ITB^ 	 If	 125	 k




__L-	 ----1- -----------^-	 --	 -	 ---sIOMS2_CG [Vector tram OMS2 hzllge point to IOHS_PRET]iRUST_ 5-MAHEUV-IV(3) 	 ITPC	 if	 12`-	 1
I Ivehicle cg, in • body axes IER I	 t	 E	 I	 1
_---1--------1-----------1------------- 1IOHS1_PITCNTalc IOHS1-engine pitch and yaw -ISOP IA(2)s	 ITa^ 	Ideg	 125	 ]
^•	 l I	 --- --- r_ I
-r-	
--- ---1----------
N	 IOH52 PITCH_YAA I O MS2 e¢gine pitch and yaw I SOP  I h (2) S	 I TBC	 I deg	1 V 5	 i
-^
L_ ----1-	 ---------1_	 __ -------s
IOHSi_OH-CtiD IO2151	 c¢ command IOMS_EHG CMD IB 	 I0r1	 [none	 125	 !
-_1_	 __--_--.--1
I0MS2_OH_CMD IOHS2 on command [OMS_ENG_CMA
IB-	
11,1-	 ]none	 125	 1
1 ------------- i ------------- 1
IVEHICLE_INVEPSE_IHE- Ilnverse of vehicle inertia ISF 11i(3,3)S	 JTBD	 I1/((slug) (f1 -12 5	!
IRTIA I I I	 I	 I(f))	 I	 1
1 L	







_ _ ..r- 1	 ---------__-1- - -----1—_ _ _1------------1 ---^-----------1
IDELTA_OMEGA OHS	 lHHodelled body angular rate	 IPART2_PILTER	 Iv(3)S	 17ar	 Ideg/s	 125	 1
1	 1 increment due to CHS TVC 	 i	 ]	 1	 k	 1	 1	 j
1 	 -------------.1------------_1
E
TABLE 4,2.2.4.1-2 DELTA, , OMEGA OMS_EHGINE CONSTANTS
HA BE I	 DESCRIPTION I	 TYPE (	 VAL97	 I	 (1'4 IT I
j ACT1 TO-VEH JOKS1 actuator axes tovehicle axes --^ - --	 IM(3,3)5 -[See note 1	 ^Inone -- ^	 I
I Itransformation matrix [ 1	 I I
IAC12_TO_VEH IOMS2 actuator axes to vehicle axes- Id(3.3)s Isee Note 2	 Inone I
I Itransformati.on matrix I [	 I I
I _.__1 -- ----------- L-----^^ l
ITNH IHomi:nal thrust of a niggle OHS engine Is 16000	 Ilbf I
(TDAP IAutopilot minor cycle time IS 1.04^	 Is I
]DEG_TO-RAD IDegrees to radians conversion factor- j5 [pi/180	 Irad/deg I
IHAA TO DEG I$adians tc degrees conversion factor Is 1180/pi	 ;deg/rad [
-
I _ a	 ^ 	 . ^	 ^- --L_ ___—..^_ i^	 ------ — ---- i_—^_ r 1
Note 1:
-Cos(x)Cos(y)	 -cos(x)sin(y)
	 sin(x)	 where x = 15.8167 deg
ACT1 T4 VES =	 -sin (y)	 cos (y)	 0 y = 6.5	 deg
-sin(x)cos(y)	 -sin(x)sin(y)	 -cos(x)
Note 2:	
-cos(x)cos(y)	 cos(x)sin(y)	 sin(x)	 where x = 15.8167 deg
ACT2 TO VEH =	 sin (y)
	
cos(y)	 0 y = 6.5	 deg
-sin(x ) cos (y) 	sin(x)sin (y) '	 -cos(x)
i
4.2.2.4.2 ENGINE CG CMD
A. Function: This module computes the OMSI. and OMS2 engine
pitch and yaw servo trim commands necessary to point both
engines through the vehicle center of gravity.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.2-1
C. Processing Rate: 1/maneuver
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.2-1
E. Constants: 'Fable 4.2.2.4.2-2











I—()Mr,j_TIIR—USTD.Il 	 OMSI THRSISTDIR 	
IOM51_TRIMI - RADTO_DEG
 - YEH_TQ_ACTS UNMOMS7_CGI
IOM51_THRU5TDIR3150RT{7_OhSSt_THRUSTDIR221.-OM51_THRUSTDIR21
Oh152_CGOM52 THFiUSTD1R - VEH O_ACf'2 UNIT[OM52'_CGI OM52_THRUSTDIR 	




S [OM52_THRUSTDIRaMORTIt _ DM52_THRUSTDIR 2 2 1. •OM52_THRUSTOIR2'
j ~e.a	 ENGSNE L(3 CMD
Figure 4.2.2.4.2-1. ENGINE CG CMb.
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SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 I
I	 f
t	 sa"^^=
I	 NAME I DESCRIPTION	 I DESTINATION	 I	 TYfr	 I	 =AIG2	 I	 ITN 17 1	 ' A— 	(HZ)





I	 I	 l	 ---- - -- 1 -	 T-----	 I
1  ._ l _—. -----
-----_ ^. --- _-^ —_--- _----- --- ----1----____L__----- --------------------- -----s
IOMSi_CG IYector from OHS1 hinge paint to	 IOMS_PLETHEUST- HANEi1V-IV(3)S	 IMBC	 If I 1/wanpuver	 1
1 Ivehicle cg, ii body axes	 JER I	 I	 I I	 II
	 —
 ------ I	 ------- --------	 ^-------- i ------------1--------------IOMS2_CG Nectar from OMS2 hinge point to	 IOMS_PBETHRUST_MANEUV -IV (3) S	 ITE;U	 ( { tf^an-uvFrF,
v,	 I Ivehicle cg, in body axes	 IER I	 {	 1 l	 I
w_—_--_--------1-----------_-_I-------------s------------- i
(outputs I ! I	 f	 I I	 l
L--- { _ ._^  _— _.	 L----------------1--------L-------l---------------1-------------1
IOMS1_TEIM I04S1	 engine pitch and yaw trim	 ITVC_LAR_PITCH - YAW	 IA ( 2)$	 I°Fu	 Ideg I1/maneuver	 i
}Values ! I	 i	 l !	 t
i{  A^__-----------_-- f—_ ____1-_------ L------__--__i _ _--_--_--- 1
I06S2 TRIM IOMS2 engine pitch and yaw tri g	ITVC-LAN_BITCH_YAW	 IA(2)5	 ITFD	 (deg I1 /nan-uvor	 {
I I values t l	 I	 I I	 1L _ 	 _
 --------------1-------------!
TABLE 4.2.2.4.2-2 ENGINE CGCHD CONSTANTS
!	 Nil HE (	 DESCRIPTION )	 TYPE I	 VALUE I	 11 NIT	 I
(VEEi TO_ACT1 (Vehicle-axes to CKS1 actuator axes lH(3,3)s (See '7ote	 1 InonP- ^^ 1
I Itransf:pruation matrix 1 1 I	 !
_-1
IYBH_TO ACT2 (Vcnicle axes to OHS2 actuator axes IH(3,3)s Isee Not p'2^ Inone	 I
I Itransformatioa matrix I ! I	 I





-cos (x)cos (y)	 -sin (y)	 •- sin (x) cos (y)	 Where x = 15.8167 deg
	
VEH xo ACTZ = -cos(x ) sin(y)	 cos (y) -sin(x)sin(y)	 y = 6.5	 deg




	 sin(y)	 -sin(x)cos(y)	 where x = 15.8167 deg
VEH TO ACT2 =	 cos(x)sin(y)	 cosy)	 sin(x)sin(y)	 y = 6.5	 deg
sin(x)	 0	 -cos(x)
4.2.2.4.3 ENGINE PRETHRUST TRIM
A. Function: This module computes the OMS1 and OMS2 engine
yaw and pitch servo trim commands such that the engine
thrust yr-ctors are parallel and there is no net torque on
the vehicle.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.3-1
C. Processing Rate: 1/maneuver
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.3-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.4.3--2







OMS1_	 IOMS1 TRIMI - RAD_70_OEG
THRUSTOIR
OMSI THRUMIR • VEH_TO_ACTI UNIT{CG_SUMI
	













GM52_	 IPMSx TRIMI ^ RAO_TO_OEG
THRUSTOIR





Figure 4.2.2.4.3--1. ENGINE PRETHRUST TRIM.
L'
ri




I SOURCE OR	 I	 I I	 I	 SP,NpL?	 ]






i--- ------ E— ----------- ! ------ —_-__-i
1011S1_CG (Vector frca OnS1 hinge point to	 IOMS_PR?THRUST_HANEUV- IV(3)S	 ITBD If	 11/maneuver	 I
I Ivehicle cq, in body axes IER I	 E !	 I	 1
Il_— 1^----------- _^-_------^ --- --^i-----------^--i--- ---------I(OM52_CG IYector from OM52 hinge point to	 IOMS_PR2THRUST_M9NEUY- [ Y(3)S	 [TPD IfI1/maneuver	 I
I Ivehicle cg, in body axes [ cn I	 I (	 I	 I
------------- i ------------- I
loutputs I I I	 I	 I	 1	 I
I
— 1 	 M 	 _	 _i^-------------	 L^S—__-----1------- ---__L-------------5
IOMS1_TRIM IOMS1 engine pitch and yaw trim	 ITVC_LAW_PITCH- YAW IA(2)S	 I"6r	 Ideq	 I1 /maneuver	 I
I I values I I	 I	 I	 !	 I
_S__— 
 1^ _ L— 	 L__^--^-1— ------------ L-------------
IOMS2_TEIM IOM52 engine •pitc;h and yaw trim	 ITVC_LAW_PXTCH_YAW IA(2)S	 ITBD	 Ideq	 11/maneuver	 I
I !values I I	 I	 I	 I	 1




^ TAHLE 4 . 2,2.4.3- 2 ENGTN & PRETUI?UST TRIli CONSTANTS
( NAME	 (	 DESCRIPTION (	 TYPE I	 VAtUE	 I	 UNIT	 I
__.._	
-^;VEH TO ACTY lVehicle aans to OMS1 actuator axes ^'-1 (3, 3)S Isee Note ^Inone	 T'^j1
;transformation matrix
-IVEH_TO._ACT2 (Vehicle axes to CMS2 actuator axes IM(3,3)S ISee Note 2	 Inane
( (transformation matrix ; I I	 1




where x = 15.8167 deg !







--cos(x)cos(y)	 sin(y)	 -sin(x)cos(y)	 where x = 15.6167 deg













A. Function: This module provides gain and compensation filter-
ing for the guidance loop in pitch and yaw during normal
burns in the auto TVC submode.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.4-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.4-1
E. Constants: none




























I	 I	 I	 SAMELF
VA 71E I	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTMUTION	 I	 TYPF I	 .- AnGE	 I	 tMT	 I	 I A- 7 	 (H2)
_l_...._—____-_---__--- 1—__ --i-------- I ------------- --------- ---




JOKEGA-C_AUTO (Commanded body angular JAUTO-TVC	 IV(3)5 JTBD	 Ideq/s	 125
1_____ — - I _-i------___---1-____^______-! 
IGUID_COISP_GAIN ITYC compensation gains jCFC_RECON	 A (3) S 12-engineinone	 125
1 1burn-,	 I
1 (6. 0 34,	 1
jn..3332,1
1	 1 11-enginel
I	 I ]burn:	 I
I JTBD	 I





COMPE-IMadule initialization flag JOFC-RECOH	 JB 1011	 Inone	 125
INSAT10H I
(output I
I	 - I — I — -----------
JOLIEGA_C
-
BODY lCosmanded body angular rate lRoll component:	 IV(3)5 JTBD	 Ideg/s	 129







TABLE 4.2.2.4.4-2 GUIDANCE—COMPENSATION INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
! 	 I	 !	 I	 I
	
INITIALISE ON TRANSITION i INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION 1
	 VARIABLE
	 I	 INITIAL VALUF	 I
h,	 1	 FROM	 1	 TO	 i	 I	 I
iINIT—GUIDANCE_COMPENSkTION = 11NIT ,_GUIDAYCE COMPENSATION =t FIRST ORDER FILTER NODE
	 --------10--'TT------












Function: This module provides gain reduction for the
guidance loop in patch and yaw when the RCS DAP is helping
to control the vehicle attitude in the auto TVC submode.
Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.5-1
Processing Rate: 25 Hz












TABLE 4 . 2.2.4.5 -1 GUIDANCE_GAIN_RCS_ASSIST INTEFFAC£ SFQUIF °tl?NTS
! I I	 5ou$CE-Oc I 	 I	 I I	 SIYPL=	 E
I.	 I	 HAKE {	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION	 (	 TYPE	 I	 FANGS	 I	 UNIZ	 1	 5ATE	 (HZ)	 !
L----
---__-i ---------_^





L-_-------- 1— ----------- 1E	 IOMEGA_C_AUTO (Commanded body angular rate IADTa_TVC	 IV (3)S	 ITBD	 Ideg/s 125	 Il;
joutput I	 E	 1 I	 E
IOISEGA_C_BODY (Commanded body angular rate - ITBDIRCS_ASSIST ROLL,	 IV(3)S	 Ideg/s 125	 (






TABLE 4 . 2.2.4.5-2 GUIDANCE_GAIN BCS_ASSIST CONSTANTS 
--TI	 I	 1	 -I—	 I	 ^i
I 11A HE	 j	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 VALITE	 I	 UNIT	 I
IP_Y GAIN _	 ---- (Pitch and yaw command gain -- w-- IS
I
4.2.2.4.6 OMS ENG CMD
A. Function: This module computes the OMSI and OMS2 engine
on commands.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.6-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface ReSMirements: Table 4.2.2.4.6-1
E. Constants: none
F. Initialization Re uirements: Table 4.2.2.4.6-2
169
OMS_ENG_CMD















TABLE 4.2.2.4.6-1 ONS_EHG_CHD INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
--------
I + I	 SOURCE OR
---
I	 I	 {	 {	 SAMPLE	 [
(	 NAME } DESCRXPTXON I	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 1	 FA':1G'a	 I	 UNIT	 [	 FATE	 (HZ)	 1
._l—_-----------
1 I	 _ _ _l 	_ --___ ^— L _—	 __..__1..._ -----------1------------- i
IOHS_ARM_REQ IONS arming request IMSC IA (2)B	 10,1	 Inane	 125 	 [
I-	 _ __. — [
—^-
	 ---i----- ------ ------- €-------W-----}jans-OH_$EQ IONS turn-on request IHSC IA(2)B	 1011	 Inane	 [25	 {
IOHS1_FAIL j OMS1 failure identified r IBM IB	 10,1	 Inane	 125	 1
IOHS2_FAIL IOMS2 failure identified IRK IB	 10,1	 Inane	 125	 1
c
jIIiIT_OHSE NG_CKD IHodul,e initialization flag 10FC_RECON 113	 10,1	 Inoue	 125	 {
! + _, . 1 ^__ _ L	 I	 --------- ------------1
	
f
j0utputs -^-- I 1	 i	 1
--------1--_-----------i	 1j_0N_CMD IONS10MS1 ----an command ISOP, RNy IB	 10,1	 Inane	 125	 I
I ( IDELTA_0MEGA_OKS_,EHGI-I	 I	 I	 I	 1
1 I IME I	 i	 I	 I	 i
E------------J
I0MS2_0H GMD IOMS2 on command [SOP, RM, IB	 1011	 Inane	 125	 1
I j IDELTI_OMEGA_OBS_EHGI-I I	 I	 I	 1
} I INE I	 I	 i	 I	 I
--------1--------------l------------1
TABLE 4.2.2.4.6-2 OHS_ENG_CHD INITIALIZATION REQUIFEMENTS
I	 INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I	 INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION 	 j ----	 -—	 —	 ^i —VARIABLEINITIAL VALnF^ ^ 1
I	 FROM 1	 TO I 1	 1
1- +
IINIT OMS_ENG CMD =
E




-^ 	 ---ICFF ---------- ------I
	 r_^
I	 I




4.2.2.4.7 PITCH YAW ASSIST COMPUTATION
A. Function: This nodule determines whether the TVC DAP
requires assistance from the RCS DAP for yaw and pitch
control, on the basis of the body rate estimate from the
State Estimator. Hysteresis is incorporated to prevent
noise from causing unnecessary cycling.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.7-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.7-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.4.7-2



















OR	 I	 IASSIST PITCH YAW
(SEE NOTE)
Figure 4.2.2 .4.7-1. PITCH—YAW—ASSIST—COMPUTATION.
L_





I	 I	 [	 I	 E
S AMPLEI	 I	 AMPLE	 1
I	 NAME I DESCRIPTION	 I	 DESTINATION j	 TYPE	 I	 FA:IGE	 I	 UuIT	 I	 rATE	 (HZ)	 !






IBCDY AHGULSR RATE ESTIMATE	 ( PAET1_FILTER IV(3)S	 ITBL	 Ideg/s	 125	 I
[(pitch and yaw I I t	 I	 I	 I	 I
C1
Icomponentsy I I I	 I	 I	 I	 I
t.._l__.._ ----- L--------- ------- I ------------- 1 -------- -----
IIHIT_PITCS YAti ASSI-IModule initialization flag	 IOFC-RECON IR	 It ,1	 !none	 125	 1
C^ IST COMPUTATION I I I	 I	 {	 I	 k
CD J ------- ---- E
___---------- YW---T—^IIDmtput j I I	 l	 1	 I--
I_ J—._— _ _— w. __—_.^L— _—L—__ ^J----_-------•t-------_--_^
— IASSIST_PITCH_YAN	 IFlag requesting RCS assistance ofICFC_RECON IB	 16,1	 Inone	 125	 I
I ITYC for pitch and yaw control 	 { 1	 1	 I	 !	 l
1 I (1=request) I I	 I	 I	 1	 I













[ Body angular rate threshold for initiation or	 IS	 -	 -^0.3 -	 jdeg/sf	 I
I Iresumption of RCS DAP assist of TVC DAP for I	 {	 I	 I
I pitch and yaw control I	 t	 [	 I	 ---
I -	 -- -1-1 ____-1	 — !.__	 ..--__----_..
IOFP THRESHOLD IBody angular rate threshold 	 termination of	 15	 10.25	 Ideg/s	 I
IRCS DA>' assistance of TVC DAP for pitch and yaw	 I	 I	 I
[control I	 I	 I	 I
1------ -1	 _.. 	 —. —_- i -	 --_J	 --------------
TABLE 4.2.2.4.7-3 PITCH_YAU„ASSIST -COMPUTATION INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS
II 	 I	 I	 I
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I	 VARIABLE	 1	 INITIAL VALUE	 E
I	 FROM	 I	 TO	 1	 1	 I
IINIT_PITCH_YAV_ILSSIST_COHRU- UNIT PITCH_YAM-ASSIST - _COKPU-IPITCH
	 ION	 I
ITATN = OFF	 I T ATN = ON	 t	 I	 i
I	 1	 I	 I	 t
I	 1	 IYAR	 ION	 I
L
t4.2.2.4.8 RCS—ASSIST—PITCH—YAW
A. Function: During the RCS assist mode of TV'C operation, this
module forms the pitch ar. rl yaw components of vehicle atti-
i
	 tude and angular rate errors. Desired attitude is the
i
	 integral of the commanded body rates; measured attitude
is the integral of the body attitude increments derived
from gimbal angle increments. Both integrals are zeroed at
initialization. Attitude error is the difference between
the desired and measured quantities. Rate error is the
difference between the commanded and estimated body rates.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.8-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.8-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.4.8-2








[	 r ... _GIMBALS
[GIMBAL_,ANGLESI 1[GA_DEG] TO_BODY G AO—B I I GA_TO_BODYISECTION	 — 






MODULAR_ADDI GA_INCREMENT	 i	 [ATTITUDE_A_Y]INCREMENT
[SECTION	 GA-JO—BODY	 [SECTION









MODULAR—ADD ERROR	 , --
























1 l I i	 i	 1	 I	 I
I l I SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 I	 I	 SAMPLE	 1
HAMS I	 DESCRIPTION I DESTINATION
	 I	 ,TYPE	 I	 RANGE	 I	 UNIT	 !	 PATE	 tflZl	 I
--^




-----1-	 ---- -1IOH'EGI-C_BODY {Commanded body angular rate IGUIDANCE_GAIV-RCS_AS- IV(3)S-	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125—	 1
I (pitch mad yaw I ISIST or MANUAL_TVC	 !	 I	 I	 (	 I
Icomponan ts) I I I	 !	 I	 I	 I
--------- --- i
IRATE_EST IBody angular rate estimate I PARTI_FILTER IV(3)5	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125	 1
!(pitch and yaw ( I I	 I	 !	 I	 l
jcomponents) I I I	 i	 I	 I	 !
_—_--_---J
IINIT_Rc$ ASSIST PIT-IHodule initialization flag IOFC_RECON IB	 10,1	 Inane	 125	 1
ICH_YA8 I I 1	 l	 I	 !	 I
1 L	 w_ _! —^-- I	 t	
-5-------------1-	 ---------i
IGIMBAL ANGUS IIM9 gimbal angles ISDP IA (3)	 1-160	 < x1deg	 125	 1
1 I 1 I	 I<=	 180	 I	 I	 I
--i-----------i-------------i
[Outputs
1 {..^_ . L ^r 	 _ 1	 1_--_--L------------ --- ---_--.---5(ATTITUDE ERROR IBody angle error IPHASE_PLANE I V(3)S	 ITBD	 Ideq	 125	 I
((pitch and yaw I { I	 l	 I	 I	 I
Icomponents) I 1 [	 1	 !	 ?	 I
L. I 	
_-- ---^ _L _ ^_- ----_--__ 1--_—!—__--_1-- ----------- 1 ------ -- --- 1
IEATE_ERRO$ IBody angular rate error ID&C, PHASE_PLANE	 IV(3)	 ITBD	 Ideg/s	 125	 !
I(pitch and yaw I I I	 I	 I	 !	 I
Icomponents) I I I	 !	 I	 !	 1
(- ----------- -------------i
kI
TABLE 4.2.2.4.8-2 RCS-ASSIST PITCB YAW CONSTANTS
1	 HA ME
	
{	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPIF	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNIT	 1
ITDAP	 I Period of-TVC DAP cycle	
__—	 I S --__ —^_ ! a• 04____ __--- _—! s _—_^^
F	 TABLE 4 .2.2.4.8-3 RCS ASSIST_PITCH-YAW INITIALIZATION REQUIREMBHTSH
a
1 INITIALIZE ON TR%HSITION I INITIALIZE OR TRANSITION I
	 VARIABLE	 I	 INITIAL VALUE	 I
PRCM	 I	 TO	 1	 I	 I
---- I	 - --- 1	 --_-	 _------ ------------i------- _—_^—_ __1
1111T_RCS,_ASSIS1,_PITCH_YAU = JIHIT_RCS_ASSIS^ PITCH_Y1N = ]DESIRED-ATTITUDE P_Y 
	
1(3^^_
TOFF	 (08	 I	 1	 1
i	 !	 I	 t	 !
I	 1	 IATTITUDE_P_Y	 10	 1
1	 I	 I	 I	 I
1	 IGA_OLD	 IGIPIBBL-ANGLES	 1
t,.
179	 sa
4.2.2.4.9 RCS ASSIST ROLL
A. Function: During the RCS assist mode of TVC operation,
this module forms the roll component of vehicle attitude
and angular rate errors. Desired attitude is the integral
of the commanded body rates; measured attitude is the
int.egra.i of the attitude increments derived from gimbal
angle increments; both integrations are zeroed at initiali-
zation. Attitude error is the difference between the
desired and measured quantities. Rate error is the differ-
ence between the commanded and estimated body rates.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.9-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.9-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.4.9-2









GIMBALS_TD_BODY	 G 70 B GA_TD BODY(SECTION 4.2.2.5.41
!D +-d
	
r `r — — — -- I 	 A'iTITUDE_INCREMENT . AiTITuoE_ r-----













1 (raid	 Ihis 7DAP
Z-11
rAiDDULAfl_APp 	DESIRED ATTITUDE_R	 _	 MODULAR—ADD
(SECTION 4.22.5.2)
	





















1	 SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 I	 !	 SAMPLE	 I
!	 NAME I	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 FANGF	 I	 TiNIT	 I	 FA- 7 	(H7)	 I
------------- 1 ------------- 1
—
—	 -----____-__^_----__-




IOMEGA_C-BODY IConmanded body angular rate IGUIDAHCE_GAI11_5CS_AS-IV(3) 	 IT BP	 Ideg/s	 125
	 I
I(roll component) I ISIST,	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l
I I IGUIDANCE-COHPENS ATIONI 	 	 I	 I	 I
k I [or MANUALT 9C	 I	 1	 I	 {	 I
—IIHIT_RCS-ASSIST_ROLLIMadule initialization flag IOFC-RECON	 IB	 I011	 1none	 125	 1
F	 ]	 _— ._^1	 —_ _— 1	 —. 	 !	 _r I 	 _l---- .-... ------- J
co	 IRATIi_BST IBody angular rate estimate IPARTI_FILTER	 IV(3)5	 ITEr	 Ideq/s	 125	 fr	 I(roll component) I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I




	 -i^__—_--- --i------ --- —_l
IGINDAL_ANGLES IT;:9 gimbal angles ISOP	 IA(3)S
	
HBO < x1 deq 	125	 I
I I I	 1	 I<=	 1d ;^	 I	 l
1 _^ L_^ _^ 1—.__---i------------
IOutputs I f f	 I	 I	 l	 I
1 _^	 .—  .	 L— .. -
	
-	 --1  _	 L_	 --_-----^ -	 -------^—
IATTITUDE_ERROB IBody angle error (PHASE-PLANE IV(3)S	 JTRD-	 Ideg4	 125 I
I(roll component) I I I	 I	 I	 I	 1
_-.____.1._— _-- ----- 5 ------------ 1 ------------- 1
IRASIE_ERROR IBody angular rate error ID&C, PHASE_PLANE IV(3)5	 ITBD	 Ideq/S	 125	 1
((call component) I I !	 I	 I	 I	 I
.1-------1-----s------------- I ---------- --1
tv
TABLE 4.2.2.4.9-2 RCS ASSIST ROLL CONSTANTS
I	 NA HE	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 !	 VALUE	 {	 UNIT	 {
JTDAP	 [ Peziod of TVC DAP cycle	 Is --	 10.04 ----- .-- Is 	j
i
Co	 TABLE 4.2.2.4.9-3 RCS_ASSIST ROLL INITIALIZATION REQUIREMENTSN
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION ( I!ITIALIZE ON TRANSITIOV I	 VARIABLE	 !	 INITIAL VALTIE	 1
FROM	 i	 TO	 I	 l	 !
IINIT_RCS_ASSIST_ROLL = OFF 11NIT_RC:S_1SSIST_ROLL = ON 	 IDESIRED_ATTITUDE R
	 j0
1	 1	 IATmITUDE_R 10	 I











4.2.2.4.10 TVC LAW PITCH YAW
!!	 A.	 Function: This module closes the inner loop of the TVC DAP
li
when RCS DAP assistance in pitch and yaw is not required.
"	 Vehicle pitch and yaw rateL are derived by back-differencing
the IMU angles, dividing by the time step and transforming
from IMU rates to body rates. The body rates are subtracted
from the commanded rates to form rate errors, which are proc-
essed by compensation filters and passed through
proportional-plus-integral paths. The outputs are limited
and passed on as position commands to the OMS engine actua-
tor servos. The pitch channel compensation filter contains
a sign reversal to account for a second reversal that takes
plane in the engine-vehicle relationship (in which positive
engine pitch induces negative vehicle pitch). The yaw
channel does not require such a reversal because the vehicle
r.	 and actuator coordinate frames have approximately opposed
e
Z axes, and thus positive engine yaw about the actuator
Z axis induces positive vehicle yaw about the vehicle Z axis.
The initialization of this module includes two significant
actions. The TVC DAP gains are set as an inverse function
of the number of OMS engines operating; re-initialization
is th-s required if this number changes. Secondly, depend-
ing on the value of the initialization flag (which for this
module is an integer), the integrators in the proportional-
plus-integral processing may either be allowed to remain
containing the final values from the previous TVC burn, or
initialized to a value computed outside the module. In
either case the integrator contents are immediately passed
on as initial engine trim commands.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.10-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.10-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.4.10--2













Figure 4.2.2. 4. 10-1. TVC LAW PITCH—YAW.
J	 NAME
TABLE 4.2.2 . 4.10-1
	 TVC_LAW_PITCR_YA$i INTERFAC £ REQUIREMENTS
_---------{	 I	 SOURCF OR
	 I	 I
!	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 DESTINATION	 I	 'T'YPF	 I	 r AYGE
1	 I	 SAMPLF	 {
I	 SNIT	 I	 PAT	 pi7)	 I
------------- 1 ------------- 1
11nputs
—_—^	 _! __— _— ----I ------ --------------- --!	 ! ._----I	 ------------------_-^^Il - l—_------------L-------1-------- --------------1-------------1IOMEGA_C_BODY IConnanded body angular rate IGUIDANCR COHPFN5ATIONIV (3)S 	 ITSP Ideq/s	 125	 1
!(p itch and yaw I Jar MANUAL _TVC I	 I I	 I	 I
{components) I I I	 I I	 I	 III---- -- ----------- I ------------- i
IGIHBAL_ANGLF.S IIMU gixbal angles ISOP IA(3)5	 1-180	 < xldeg	 125	 I
I I { I	 J<=	 18C I	 I	 I
JOH51_i+i {Vector from 0M51	 binge point to J0M5_PRETHR9ST_MAHEUV- JV ( 3)S	 JTBD If	 11/maneuver	 [
I )vehicle cg, in body axes IEE I	 I I	 I	 I
(
------------- ------------^)VEH1CLB_IffYERSR INE-Slnverae of vehicle inertia ISF IH(3,3)5	 ITBD 1 1 / ( ( slug) ( f) -1 1/maneuver
	 1
IRTIA ! { t	 ! 1	 (f) )	 E	 {
{(pitch and yaw I t !	 ( I	 I	 I
Inoments) I I f	 I I	 I	 I
co ITYC LA5I_P_Y_GAIH_A'I-IF1ag indicating number of 
OHS
JOFC_RECOH JI	 11,2 !none	 I1/maneuver	 [
JAG !engines to burn I I	 I I	 I	 i










I	 !	 II I
	
--I -
- ---1- -- --------s_	 ------- ----
JINIT_TYC_LAN_PITCH_- JModule initialization flag ICFC_RECOG 17	 10,1,2 Inoue	 125	 1












`r' i-+ I I I I	 I I	 I	 r
s-d # 11 = init using trim value derivedl I	 r I	 I	 I
p I (from previous OHS burn [ I	 l I	 I	 I
C { ) ( !	 I I	 I	 I
^l J 12 = init using OMS1-TRIM and I I	 I I	 I	 I
^^ 1 IOHS2_2xIM I I	 ( r	 I	 I
i-------s— -----------1------------- 1
IOHS1_TRIH IOHS1 engine pitch andyaw trim ^JENGIHECUD or 	 IA (21S	 ITBD=CG Idea_	 11 /oaneuver	 I
J )values IEHGINE PRETHRUST TRIM(	 I I	 I	 {
td.
___. ..^__--^_1_--^ ----------i --------------1
I0MS2_TRIH J011S2 engine pitch and yaw Trim [FNGINF_CG_CMD or	 IA(2)S	 ITBI' Idev	 11/ManPUVPr	 i
( Ivalues { EHGINE_PI ET11RUSI_Ti.IM1
	
I [	 I	 I
___-----°--l------------- i
TABLE 4.2.2.4.10-1 TYC_LAN-PITCH-YAW INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
--_W-------------------- ----------(	 i	 I	 I	 I	 l	 1	 1
(	 1	 (	 SOURCE OR	 (	 I	 1	 I	 Spurts
(	 NAME	 (	 DESCRIPTION	 (	 DESTINATION	 ( TYPE 11ANGE I	 UNIT	 I P AT	 (++7)
---------- ---_
(outputs I I I	 I I I	 I
I I	 —
`
_!  L_ _ 	 l ----I --------- --- i ---------- — - 
IPITCt1_T4C_CSD I Pitc hcamronentoo f pitch servo ) TYC_8lXEn I A (2) S	 k pitch: Idea 125	 I( }command, for OHS1 and OHS2 1 (	 1-6 <= x I [	 !
I leugines k I	 I<=	 6 1 1
I I I (	 Iyaw:	 -7 1 (	 1
I I	 1<= x <= I l	 I	 -
I 1 I 1	 1 7 1 1	 lL+ __ _ _1	 _— ^_ I	 ^_L ___	 ------------I --------- --1
IOGS1_PITCH_YAR_CHD IONS1 engine pitch andyou servo (SOP 1A(2)S	 (pitch: Ideg 125
1 (commands ( 1	 1-6 <= x I I
I k t I	 !<= 6 1 1	 1
1 I ( 1	 lyavr:	 - 7 1 1	 [
I I I 1	 I<= x	 <- I I
! 1 I 1	 17 1 1	 l
IOliS2_PITCB_YAfi CMD IOHS2 engine pitch and yaw servo ISOP IA(2)5	 1Pitch: Idea 125	 I
1 Icasmands ( 1	 1-6 <=	 x( I	 I
1 I I I	 k<= 6 1 (	 I
i l I I	 lyaw:	 -7 1 I	 I
I	 )<= x <= ( 1
i 3 ! 1	 17 1 1	 !
TABLE 4.2.2.4.10-2 TVG LAST PITCH YAK CONSTANTS
NAME	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE	 1	 11 NIT
IK 1Piteh/pax autopilot-vehicle gain product IS IC.0104 	 r	 Incne
_—	
I
IPLIM IOMS1 and OMS2 pitch car3and limit IS 16	 Ideg
jYL:EM IOMS1 and OMS2 yaw command limit IS 17	 Ideg 1
I_— ► _1 _ . L..w___________-
^IKINT {Integrator gain (5 10.16	 ( none Ir
co	 I _
^^-^
____ ^_ _1^—_ __^ ___ __J_ —__^ L
ID2 IFilter coefficient IS 10.7857	 1none I
ID3 IFilter coefficient ^13 11.7376	 hone
1	 ---  I	 _ _!_____—__...__.E.—M --------- --- —__^ L
ID4 IFilter coefficient Is 10.78845	 Inone I
IT 1Two-engine tnrust value 1s I120GO	 llbf
ITDAP IPeriod of TVC DAP cycle Is 10.04	 Is 1





I	 1	 I	 I	 I
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION J INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION J	 VARIABLE	 I	 INITIAL VALUE
I FR OM	 I	 TO	 I	 I	 1
JINIT-TYC_LAW_PITCH _YA9	 0 JINIT_TYC_LAW_PITCH_YAW = 1 JKY
J	 }os 2	 I	 )	 I
I	 I 	 I	 I	 I
l	 JKP	 (Note 2	 I
l	 I	 J	 I	 I
[Nodes (3 each)	 J^	 I
I	 IGA_OLD	 IGIMRAL-ANGLFS	 I
--------(----- — ---------- -
--^JINIT_TYC LAW_PITCH_YAW = 0 JIHIT_TYC_LAW_PITCH_YAW = 2 IINT1_PITCH	 IOMS1_TFI!1$(1}	 )
I	 IINT1_YAW	 I OMS1 _ Ti Im$ (2)	 )
J	 I	 I	 I	 i
I	 I	 IIHT2_PITCH	 IOKS2- TUT M$(1)	 tI	 I	 I	 {	 I
IINT2_YAW	 J OMS2_TEI 4 $ (2)	 1
Note 1:
2K





INERTIA 2,2OMS1 CG1 TVC LAW_P Y GAIN FLAG
C 3 189
4.2.2.4.11 TUC LAW ROLL 	 ti
A. Function: This module provides control of the vehicle In
roll during two-.engine TUC burns.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.11-1
C. Processing Ratez 25 Hz
D. Interface Reqniramenatts-. 'Table 4.2.2-.4.11-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2-2-4.11-2





t IN1T_TVC p LA1N_RdI L IN'*11AL1xACldN !
(TABLE 4.2.2.8.11-31
(GIMBAL-ANGLES) GIMBALS-TO-1300Y GiMBALS_TD_Bd1] 	 •	 GA_TO_BODYa Td_B(SECTION 4,2.2.5.41 ^
	
r r 
~ — ^. _
	













-	 DlgStal Filter	 K 	 TDAI'
•KR D5	 FILTER_OUJ





FigUre 4.2.2.4.11-1. TVC LAW ROLL
'O ^
TABLE	 4 . 2.2.4.11-1 TVC_LAH_ROLL INTERFACE REQUTBEMENTS
1 1	 SOURCE OR	 I	 I I 1	 SAMrLE	 {
(	 NAME
	 J	 DESCRIPTION 1	 DESTIHATIOH	 I	 TYPE	 I RANGE I	 UNIT I	 PATE	 (HZ)	 I
linputs
IOMEGA_C BODY	 ]Gaxxanded^hody.angular rate (GU1DASCE_COHPEHSATIONIY(3)S^
	
ITBD Ideq/s 125	 )
1(tall component)





I__-- ._L  __. ^J .	
---_^--	 -- -----  -^-	 ------ --^IINIT TVC_LAT(__ROLL 	 ] Module initialization flag JOVC-BECON	 1R	 10,1 Inone^ 125	 I
1GrMBAL_AHGL2S	 JIMD gimbal angles ]SOP	 IA(3)S
	
1-180	 < xideg 125	 I
I	 I I	 1	 !<=	 180 1 1	 I
IYEHICLE_INVERSB_INB- 11nverse of vehicle inertia 	 ISF	 IH(3,3)5 ITBD	 11/( (sluq)(f) - 125	 {
IRTIA	 i	 I	 [	 !	 I (f ))	 I	 )
11toll xomenty	 (	 f	 I	 I	 I	 I	 !
1	 --1-. 	 I	 _ _L _ 	L.	 ------------- E-----------1 .
;outputs
IROL1,_TVC_CHD	 ]Soli component of pitch servo	 I'TVC_MIXER	 IS	 ITSD	 Ideq	 125	 1
I	 Iccmnand for ON$ engines	 i	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I
^I
i	 --
TABLE 4 . 2.2.4.11-2 TVC LAR_ROLL CONSTANTS
I	 tIAHE ;	 DESCRIPTION I	 TYPE I	 VALUE	 I	 UNIT	 I
IRall antopilot- vehicle gain product I5..
I- -^... _._, L^_ w1—____----___...___i_
IRLIH' ILii1tiug value for roll component of-pitch servals ITBD	 Ideg	 1














I1-  T^ 1IT iT_o-engine thrust value 1260x	 JIM
ILY JOBS engines Y -axis separation is 114.7—	 If	 !
ITDAP IPeriod of TVC DAP cycle Is 10.04	 Is	 I
P ,	 TABLB 4.2.2.4. 1 1.3 TVC LAN_ROLL INITIALIZATION REpUIREMENTS
I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION I INITIALIZE ON TRANSITION 1	 VARIABLE	 I	 INITIAL VALUE	 I
I	 PROK	 1	 TO	 I	 I	 IL^_—^..r.__
IINIT-TVC_&OLL =OFF - 	 I TNIT_TYC_BOLL ON 	 KR 
	 ------- ---__- !Note 1
	 J
I	 J	 1	 I	 E
i	 I	 IFILTER-OUT
I	 I	 IGA_OLD	 IGIMBAL-ANGLES	 I
1	 I	 I	 I
I	 ;	 IINT_ROLL	 10	 I
i__ 	 ..^ --—.......____---- -------- I ----- — ---------- —_-^
Note l:
K
T LY VEHICLE_INVERSE INEATIAl
r^
4.2.2.4.12 TVC MIXER
A. Function: This module derives the OMS1 and OM52 pitch
actuator servo commands as the difference and sum respec-
tively of the pitch and roll TVC commands_
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.4.12-1
C. Processing Rate: 25 Hz
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.4.'x.2--1
E. Constants: none




























[PITCH_TVC_CMD11	 PITCH-TVC_CMD1 —}-	 I	 I OMS1 —PITCH_^YAW_CMDI

































s7C1lHI,£ 4.2.2.4. 12-1 TVC,_HIXER INTERFACE B£QUIREMEHTS
__--- ---- -------
1	 1	 1	 SOURCE OR	 I	 l	 I	 1	 SAMPLE	 1
(	 NAME	 (	 DESCRIPTION	 !	 DESTINATION	 I TYPE 1 RANGE I	 KNIT	 I FATr (HZ) 1
linputs
11;OL3L TVC,_CMD	 I Roll cnnponent of pitch servo	 [TVC-LAW_ROLL	 is
	
^ JTBD	 I deg	 125	 I





_ -L-_J -1---------..J.__M __ _.. _ 
1PITCI TYCCMD- itc1Ph caaponent of pitch servo ITVC-LASPITCH_YAB	 IA(2)S	 ITBD
	
Ideg	 125	 [
[ Icnraand, for OMS1 and OMS2 I I	 I	 I	 1	 I
I leugines l I	 !	 I	 1	 i
L-----------
0 up tits
IOM$I PITCH_YIIN CMD	 [OMS1 engine
	 and yaw servo ISOP, BM IA(2)S	 ITBD 	Ideq	 125
[(pitch element) Icoaaands I i	 I	 !	 I	 I
jOJ1S?P:ETC1i_YAW-C11D 1 OH52 engine pitch andyaw servo 1 SOP,	 RM I A (2) S	 I TBD	 I dpg	 125 	 I
i(pitch element) Icosaands I I	 I	 I	 I	 1L __ .L_^__  
	^ ..Lr_ _^_.	 __L	 _ _ 1_^ _,_1---- ------- .L__--_—__—_1 !
4.2.2.5 Service
4.2.2.5.1 ANGLES TO DCM
A. Function: This module generates a direction cosine matrix
that transforms a vector in body coordinates to one in IMU
stable member coordinates. The matrix is rectangular and
thus its transpose may be used for the inverse transforma- 	
r
tion.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.5.1-1
C. Processing Rate: As called
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.5.1--1
R.	 Constants: Table 4.2.2.5.1-2





cos (GA i ) cos (GA21	 cgs (GA i ) sin ( GA2) sin (GA3)-sin (GA i ) cos (GA3 1	 mt (GA i } sin (GA 21 cas (GA31 +sin IGA i ) sin (GA31
i
C	 sin (GAi 1 cos (GA2 1	 I	 sin ( GAi) sin (GA21 sin (GA3)+eos (GAi ) cos (043 )	 ( sin (GAi I sin (GA21 cos (GA31-cos (GA i ) sin (GA31
^	 l	 l
-sin (GA2)	 ms (GA2) sin (GA3 1
	
cos (GA2) cot {GA3) i
C	 R_T(? 5M C BODY_*TO_N9	 B_70 SM	
1
i
Figure 4.2.2.5.1-1. . NGLES TO DCM.
TABLE 4.2.2.5.1-1 AHGLES_TO_DCH INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
I	 I	 I	 SOURCE OR	 !	 !	 I	 I	 sAi?PL?
I WAKE	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 i	 DESTINATION	 I TYPE I PANGS I	 Utah	 I RATS (H7) I
---1---------- —_.!
----------------- I---•----------
_. 	 ___--__ i
]GA DEG (Note1)	 ]IHU gimbal angles	 (Calling routine	 IA(3)5	 I-180 c xldeq^	11%call-	 I
l	 I	 I	 I	 1<= 18C	 I	 I	 i
------------- ------ — ------ 
I.
(output 
I8_TO_5H (Note 21 10ody to stable member	 (Calling routine	 IM(3,3)5 1-1 <= x Inone	 11 /call	 I
I	 Itransformation matrix 	 I	 l	 1<7- 1	 I	 I	 1
I	 (Note 1. Injut parameter name.	 I	 !	 I	 1	 l	 -'
I	 (Calling routine may use any legall	 !	 I	 I	 !
(	 Inane.	 I	 I	 I	 l	 !	 I
l	 I	 !	 I	 1	 1	 1	 I
IHote 2. Assign parameter nave.	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1
LO
	
I	 ICalling routine may use any legall	 l	 I	 I	 I	 l
l inane.	 1	 !	 I	 I	 !	 I
L	 . _ I --	 L—w --------s
TABLE 4.2.2.5.1-% ANGLES_TO -DCH CONSTANTS
I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I
i	 NAHE
	 I	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE	 I	 UNIT	 I
[DEG_TODAD	 ]Degrees to radians conversion factor 	 I 5	 -lpi/186	 Irad/deq
1L 	 _l—
IEODx_TO_NB	 Iveh£cle to IHU navigation base transformation___ IM(3,3)S	 Isee Note	 Inone	 !
l	 ]matrix	 t	 i	 [	 1
4.2.2.5.2 MODULAR ADD
i
'	 A.	 Function: This module adds two angles such that the sum
is in the range -180 to 180 degrees.
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.5.2-1
C. Processing Rate: As called
i
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.5.2-1
2.	 B.	 Constants: none






NOTE: This is a scalar operation. For vector or array inputs, it is performed once for each element.
I
OTABLE R. 2. 2.5.2-1 MODULAR ADD INTERFACE FEOUIR£NENTS
'rb
1	 I	 I	 SOURCE OR	 I	 I	 I	 I	 SArrL'	 J
J	 NAME	 J	 DESCRIPTION	 1	 DESTINATION	 I TYPE I RANGE I	 UNIT	 J PATE (NZ)	 1
-[ Inputs	 ..	 J-- -- -------------------------_
JA,B (Note 1)	 jAngles to beadded	 Ilnvokinroutine	 IS	 JTBO	 ?deg	 11/invocation J
(Output
N	 IC (Note 2)	 jllodular sax of A and B^	 Ilnvoking- routine	 is
	
1-180 < xJdeg	 11/invocation I
i	 I	 I	 I	 I <= 3 84	 1	 I	 I
. . 	
--------------L--------------s
J Note 1. Input parameter name.
I CalLi ng routine may use any legall	 I	 I	 I	 l	 '
I	 I name •	 I	 I	 I	 I-	 I	 i{	 J	 I	 I	 I	 f	 !	 I
I	 INote 2. Return parameter name.	 1	 I	 I	 ;	 I	 I
J	 ICallitg routine may use any legall
	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I




A.	 Function: This module increments a set of desired IMU
gimbal angles, and predicts and accommodates an IMU gimbal
flip. It also warns of a gimbal lock .condition. The
desired increments are multiplied by a si_gn variable
(+l or -1) and added to the desired gimbal angles, and
the sum is tested to see if attainment of the new ,desired
angles will result in lock (outer-middle gimbal angle
within 1/2 degree of +90 or -90 degrees) or in flip (de-
sired outer-middle gimbal angle greater than +90 degrees
or less than -90 degrees). If lock is detected, a flag is
set.. If an impending flip is detected the module does the
following:
(1) Increments the desired inner and outer gimbal
angles by 180 degrees such that the result is
in the range --180 to x-180 degrees.
(2) Reflects the desired outer middle gimbal angle
about the value (+90 or --90 degrees) just passed
through; e.g., 91 degrees becomes .89 degrees.
(3) Reverses the sign of the sign variable for
future incrementations.
B.	 Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.5.3-1
C.	 Processing Rate: As called
D.	 Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.5.3-1
E.	 Constants: none










TABLE 4.2.2.5.3-1 GA_INCAERENT INTERFACE REQ0IBE11£1flTS
I I I	 SOURCE OR I	 I	 I	 I	 SAMPLE	 {{ NA ME I	 DESCRIPTION I	 DESTINATION I	 TYPE	 I	 FANGe	 I	 UNIT	 I	 FAT-	 VIM
_—+  --------------  -------------- 1.
(inputs _
._.	 I
-- ----.	 ------ ----
----^. __	 -_ _
	
_-_....__... ------ •.-_---------_
i	 I	 I	 1	 I
_--	 --_ -1--•-----^-----^ ------^----_S
IFLIP	 (Note 1) (Indicator of ElYpped state ofIeUJCalling routine II	 1-111	 inane	 11/call	 {
{ (gimbal system i I	 l	 I	 I	 I
- -IDEI (note 2) 1189 gimbal angle increments Icalling routine {A(3)3	 1 -180 	< xldeq	 i1 /call	 1
l ! ( i	 l<=	 16C	 1	 I	 I
IB (Note 1)	 IIMU gimbal angles	 {Calling routine	 {A(3)S	 I -180 < x{del
(	 I	 I	 I	 I<= 180	 {
{outputs	 I
1	 I




(Note 1) IIncr eaented 11W gimbal angles	 I calling routine IA(3)S 1-180 < x{deg	 11/call	 i
I 1 l I I<=	 i8G	 I	 I	 I	 I
_
---1------------- I
IGIKBAL_LOCK(Note 1)(flag indicatingB (2) is in lock (Calling routine ID 10 ,1	 inane	 11/call	 i
I Iregion l I I	 I	 I	 I
tl ^_ .__.. ^_M^_L ____^____^ _ ^l _ —. _— L_.__^_1---_--__-__	 ----------- - 1
1 Nate 1. Assign parameter Wane.
! lCalli.ng routine may use any legall 1 I	 l	 I	 1




1	 I	 !	 I
I	 !	 l	 1
I
{
INote 2 . -Input parameter name.	 { 1 I	 I	 I	 I
1 (Calling routine may use any legal( I I	 I	 l	 1
} Inane. I l 1	 I	 I	 !
L.-_____-_-.---•i --------- ----1
c
11 /ca 11	 1
1	 1
-- --------------
to of ifoi calling routine	 II
	
1- 1,1	 inane	 I1 /call
I	 I
	
I	 I	 I	 I
--L------------	 i
^_ _^l^_J _1	 I .:	 I	 l
4.2.2.5.4 GIMBALS TO BODY
y
A. Function: This module generates a matrix that transforms
IMU gimbal angle races to vehicle body rates. 	 f
B. Block Diagram: Figure 4.2.2.5.4-1
C. Processing Rate: As called
D. Interface Requirements: Table 4.2.2.5.4-1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.5.4-2
















[SINOS (GA2)	 } 0
GA
	
NB =	 05 (GA2) SIN(GAS ) j COS (GAS) ! 0












I	 I	 SOURCE OB	 I	 I	 I	 I	 SA!AP1F	 I
I	 NAME	 (	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 DESTINATION	 I TYPF 1 PANGS I	 UNIT	 I FAT (HZ)	 I
^
^ put
L 	 LY	 —_L	 - --- _ i_	 _ L_ _ l_ - ______---.L_	 __-__-1
IGA_DEG (Note 1)	 I IBU gimbal angles	 ICalling routine	 IA(3)S	 1 -18G e xl deg	 11/----call	 I
i	 i	 I	 I	 !<= lees 	 1	 I	 I
Ioutput	 I	 I	 I	 !	 1	 1	 I
1G_TO_B (Nate 2)	 JIMU gimbal rotation to body
	
ICalling routine	 IM(3,3)S 1-1 <= x Inone-	11/call	 I
I	 Irotation transformation matrix
	 I	 I	 K= 1	 i	 !	 I
	 _	 --- 	 I	 -------------1--.
I	 Ware1. Input-parameter name.
(Calling routine may use any legal!
	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
(	 Inane.	 I	 !	 I	 f	 I	 I
1	 I	 I	 i	 I	 !	 I	 I
I	 INote 2. Assign parameter name. 	 I	 !	 I	 I	 I	 1
I	 (Calling routine may use any legali 	 I	 I	 I	 [	 I
I	 inane,	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1	 L _______-..___L ---- — _ L
TABLE 4.2.2.5.4-2 GIMBALS -TO-BODY CONSTANTS
I I I	 I I	 I
I	 NINE (	 DESCRIPTION I	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE I	 UNIT	 I
IABG TO BaD IDegrees to radians conversion factor _..__
	 j5^. 	
Ipi%180  Imad//deg -	 I
JBODY_TO_NB lVehicle TOIIKU navigation basetransformation	 IM(3,3)s	 tSoe Note Inone	 I
I Imatrix I	 ! f	 I
1	 _ ^. 	_ _ _ LJ ..^_  _! 
Note 1:
cos(110) 0	 sin(llo)
BODY TO N£ = 0 1	 0


















i	 I	 I	 I_	 J -I- 1--- -1
4.2.2.5.5 BODY—TO—GIMBALS
A. Function: This module generates a matrix that transforms
vehicle body rates to IMU gimbal angle rates.
B. Block Diagram: Fiqure 4.2.2.5.5--1
C. Processing Rate: As called
D. Interface Regairemeats: Table 4.2.2.5.5--1
E. Constants: Table 4.2.2.5.5-2








0 1 sin (GA3)1cos(GA2) 11 cos(GA3)1cos(GA2)
r	 ^
	




I ? sin(GA3)tati(GA2)	 ^ cas(GA3)tan(GA2)
=NO_GA











TABLE 4.2.2.5.5-1 HODY TO_CiIMBALS INTERFACE REQUIPEHENTS
I I I	 SOURCE OR I	 !	 I	 I	 SAMPLE j







-GIx DEG (Note 1)	 )IMU gimbal angles (Calling routine IA(3)S	 I-IBC	 4 xldeg	 11/call  1
k l	 IC=	 1BO	 I	 I
(output
ID_TO_G (Note 2)	 1Dody rotation to IMU gimbal Icalliug routine IM(3,3)S	 1-1 4= x	 Inone-	11/cal]
I (rotation transformation matrix I I	 I<=	 1	 1	 1 I
1 __—!_	 —	 _-_—__1  t.._^ —L_. —^.I.M__ -------- 1_.__-^^—_1
I	 I Note 1. Input parameter name.
I	 ICalli.ng routine may use aay legall 	 I	 I	 I	 f	 I
I	 Iname•	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 I
I	 I	 1	 1	 I	 I	 1	 k---•--- J---(	 INote 2. Assign parameter name. 	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1	 iCalling routine may use any legall 	 I	 !	 1	 1	 I






TABLE 4.2.2.5.5-2 BODY_T6_GY3BALS CONSTANTS 	 j
NAME	 )	 DESCRIPTION	 I	 TYPE	 I	 VALUE	 #	 UNIT	 1
JDBG_TO_BAD
	
I-egrees to radians conversion factor	 Is	 Ipi/180 '	 Irad/deg 	 I
N	 IB0Dy Ta eB	 Ivehiclu to IHU navigation base transformation W IN(3,3)5	 I5ee Note 1	 Inane





BODY TO NB =
	 0	 1	 0
I
	
-sin(11 0 )	 0	 cos(110)i
I
k
e
W.-'
